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CHI\PT ER • I 

INTRCDUCI ICN 

The present study is a preliminary attempt to under

stand the relationship between sectoral shifts in the work

force and spatial organisation in a develop~ and a less de

veloped district in the heartland of Green Revolution during 

the decade 1961-71. The subject of spatilal organisation has 

been a relatively neglected field of study. Its relationship 

with sectoral distribution and shifts in the \l.Ork-force has 
' 

been almost tota~ly ignored by geographers. One can find 

an extensive literature describing settlement patterns or 

occupational stzucture separately. But the rutual relation

ship between the two has draW'\ very little attention of 

researchers. 

It is genera~ly recognised that settlements with 

different functions grow at different rates and se~tlements 

of different size perform dit-terent functions. The problem, 

hO\"JeVer, is to develop a model which may adequately identify 

and explain the two patterns in relation to each other in a 

dynamic setting. It is our intention in this study to make 

a preliminary exploration into this terra incognita of 

unexplained relationships. 
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It was during the decade l~j6l-7l that the develop

mental etforts of our country gathered 100mentum and there

fore, it was felt that the question whether these have .Led 
' ~ 

to any change in the sectoral distribution oft. \VOrk•force J.n 

relation to spatial organisation in a developed and a less 

developed district in the heartland of Green Revolution would 

of interest. It was also felt that such a study v.ould enable 
~ 

us to find out whether the Clarkian hypothesis that the {levels 

of development are associated with a higher proportion of the 

total labour force engaged in agriculture and allied acti

vities is correct in its entirety in the context of the 

Green Revolution. The succeeding pages 'WOuld show that \>ve 

have made a modest attempt to unravel some of the interesting 

features of sectoral shifts in the work-force, spatial orga

nisation and economic development in the tvro districts. 

l • .l ll Suaey of Literature QQ SRatial Organ.isat~on • . -
Economic Development and Sectoral Shifts injNork-force:-

As has been indicated earlier, the relationship 

between the spatial organisation, sectoral shifts in the 

work-force and economic development has been a neglected 

field of study. However, literature exists separately on 

spatial organisation. sectoral shifts int"work-force and 

economic development. The int·erences dram f'rom the existing 

literature may prove helpful in the present study. 
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So far as the field of spatial organisation is 

concerned, a number of models and theories have been developed 

by various geographers and economists. It w:>uld be useful to 

examine their implications in order to make use of the infe

rences dra\\11 by them for the present study. Most of the 

t heorles relating to spatial organisation have been developed 

by economists, namely von Ttamen, Laumhardt, Weber, Losch, 

Greehut and others. In this respect, the works of geogza· ... 

phers generally lack a sound theoretical tbase,; and 

David Harvey1 has rightly suggested that a major task ahead 

of geographers is to develop tneoretical approach in geography 

with special reference to the theories of spatial structure 

and process. t;hristaller•s2 Central Place Studies is the 

only significant contribution of geographers to the theory 

of.·spatial organisation, per se. However, a large volume of 

works has been published by geographers which explore the 

role ot urban settlements in the organisation of space. 

Arrong these, the more prominent are the contributions of 

Dickinson 3, Gottmann 4 and Berry5 • It may also be noted that 

l. David Harvey, R.>mlanations in GeograehY, Arnold, 1969 
2. Walter Christaller, (.;entral Place Studies in Southern 

Germany, 1':133, translated by <.;.N. Baskin, Prentice Hall, 1966 
3. K.E. Dickinson, City, Region and .Kegionalism: A Geographical 

~ontribution to HUman Ecology; Kagan Paul, 1947 
4. ~. Gottmann, Megalopolis: The Urbanised North Eastern S,2_a 

.Boaxd of the United States; Mit Press, 1961 

5. B.J.L. Berry, GeograRhY of Mirket ~entres end Reta~l 
Distribution, Prentice Hall, 1967 
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during the sixties particularly geographers have tried to 

provide t heoritical :<.hases for their empirical works 
6 

• 

So far as the fornulation of medals on spatial 

organisation in geography is concerned, the contribution 

made by Christaller, Losch, Timbergen and Friedmann are by 

far. the most important. &:>wever, Ghristaller' s theory has 

dra~;-.n the most attention. His ideas were elaborated by 

Losch ( lCJ54) and have been further advanced by others 7 , 

though the basic content has not been significantly altered. 

As opposed to the inductive method of Perroux8 , both 

Chrlstaller and LOsch employed a general deductive method 

to explain the "size, number and distribution of towns•9• 

Based on the assurrption that man tries to organise his acti• 

vities over geographical space in an efficient manner, they 

argue that the structure of spatial organisation can be 

deductively derived and explained with reference to a 

number of ordering principles goveming the formation of 

the stiUcture of his model. 

6. M. t;hisolm, H.Jman Geography; Svoluti9n or Hevolution, 
Penguin Books, 1975 

7. Notably by M. Heckmann, "Gity Hierarchies and the Distri
bution of <.;it y Size", Economic Development and (.;ultu ral 
Ghange, 1958, by H.J.l.. Herry, •t;ltles as systems within 
systems of cities: Hegional Science Association; fapers 
and Proceedings, 1963; and by E. von Hoventer, Towards a 
unitied theory of spatial economic stxucture", Hegional 
Science Association: Papers and Proceedings, 1961 

8. F. Perroux, •Economic Space: Theory and Application•, QUarterly 
Joumal of Economics, 1950; .also reprinted in Friedmann and 
Alonso, aegionsl Development and Planning: A Header; Combridge 
Mass, 1964 

9. B.J.L. Herry & A. Pred, Central Place Studies: A Bibliography 
of Theory and Aoplications, Philadelphia, 1961 
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Christa!ler and LOsch start their analysis assuming 

a homogeneous plain with even distribution and quality of 

agricultural conditions and natural resources. At each point 

of this plain, the density of population, consumer preferences 

and production techniques for each product are equal. They 

have based their model on the existen~e of space exploiting 

activities, transportation costs and economies of scale. They 

have also assumed that each~ product has a corresponding demand 

function apd all producers and consumers are assumed to behave 

rationa.L~y. 

Hut the difference between the two models arises from 

the~r different way of treating the cormination of the market 

areas of individual plants in· a systematic spatial organisational 

structure. von BoventerlO has rigntly remarked that they start 

at opposite ends. Christaller starts from the top and moves 

to the bottom with the good having the smaJ.lest spatial range; 

and therefore develops the organisation from below. 

Following the general deductive approach, Christaller11 

has arrived at a model of spatial organisation which can be 

sumn1arised as follow:• 

ltlman activities are organised in space so that 

horzontally they are located at regularly spaced clusters 

forming triangular lattices - and are centrally located with 

10. E. von Boventer (l96l), op. cit. 
11. Walter Christalle:r: ( 1966), op. cit. 
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hex~gonally shap~d trading areas. In this system, higher 

order central plac~s are more widely spaced than low;r order 

ones and the latter are located at gravity centres of tr<i.cin• 

gles formed by places at the next higher order. 

VerticaLly, higher order centres supply all go6ds 

which are supplied by lOVIer order centres. But in addition 

to this, they also supply.goods of wider range that 

ditferentiate them from and set them above the' lower order 

ones. Higher order settlements are larger with respect to 

number of activities, range of goods produced, volume of 

business and tradj,ng areas than lower order settlements. 

By making another assunption that the number of 

places served by a central place at the next higher order 

in the system is fixed, another we.1l-knov.n characteristic 

of the vertical organisation of central place system can be 

derived i.e. a definite hierarchy can be established in the 

system in which a nunber of levels corresponding to the nurrt>er 

of classes of goods can be identified12• Many scholars 

have expressed serious doubts about the realism of the model 

on the ground that its scope is limited to the service 

sector13• 

12. 

13. 

B .J .L. Berry and vi.L. Garrison "Functional Bases of the 
~entral Place Hierarchy", Economic Geogrgpby, 1958 
E. von Boventer (1961) op. cit. and R.L. Morril, Miaration 
?.nd the SQread and Growth of Urban Settlements, Lun , 1965 
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Starting from the same basic assu~tions as 

(.;hristaller'J-·, LOsch14 developed a model of spatial 

organisation which had a more elaborate economic base. The 

basic characteristics of the model can be summarised as 

follows:-

. 
{i) All goods are produced in one superior centre. 

(ii) There is real specialisation, devision of (~our and 

trade between centres i.e. imaller centres supply 

larger centres with their specialized products. 

(iii) <.;oncentration ·of centres ~akes place in "city-rich" 

sectors separated by intetstitial sector which are 

less densely packed with centres. 

(iv) Without further assuq>tions, nothing can be said 

about the relative sizes ot centres except for the 

superior one being larger than all others. Centres 

with the same number of functions do not neccessarily 

pr6vide the same kind of functions. 

( vJ Assuming that the size of centres is proportional to 

the nunt>er of plants, it can be shoV!tl that llttithin the 

"city·rich• sector, the size of centres increases with 

distance from the central place and that smaller centres 

tend to get located about half way in betVleen larger 

ones15• 

14. A. Losch, The i:iconomics of location, New Haven, 1956 
15. 13.J. Gaxdener, aModels of Ul'ban Geography and Settlement 

Location•, Chap~er 9 in R.J. (;harley and P. Haggett(eds.), 
Models in Geogxaphx,London, 1~67 
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(vi) Losch asserts that the vertical organisation w>uld be 

hierarchical, but this is doubtful and cannot be 

proved without further assunptions. Ql the otl)er hand, 

it seems to f olJ.ow from the model that the size 

distribution is continuous16
• 

On the whole, Losch's model is f~ less rigid as 

compared to Christaller's. It can be seen tf'l.at the t~ types 

of organisations which emerge are quite ditferent. Losch's 

model appears to be a;)plicable to transportable goods -·r1hile 

Christaller's to immobile services. According to von Bb'venter, 

the model developed by Christaller applies mainly to secondary 

i.e. manufacturing and processing industries17 • If this be 

so, Losch's and Christaller•s models can be regnrded as 

supplementing each other, the former explaining the spatial 

organisation of secondary activities and the latter that of 

service activities. Recent contributions to this field have , 

ho\~ver, shown the possibilities of integrating von Thunen's 

modal of agricultural specialisation and location into an 

extended Christaller - LOsch framework so that primary, 

secondary and service industries may be treated within a 

broadly integrated framework. 18 

-------------------------
16. tV. Isard, Location and Spac·e Economv - A General Theorx 

Relating to Industrial Location, Market Areas, Land -Use, 
Trade and Urban St:ructure, Mft Press London, 1972 

17. s. von Boventer, 196!, op. cit. 
18. Ibid· 



J. Tinbergen19 has also formulated a model of spatial 

organisation of human activit~es along lines similar to those 

of Christaller. The basic difference betv.een the two is 

that while Christaller aimed at derving the· horizontal and 

vertical organisation simultaneously, Tinbergen has sepaxated 

the problem into t\~ parts. first, the determination of size 

distribution of the centres and their industrial co~osition; 

and second the location of the centres. He starts with the 

assuPPtion of a closed economy with agricultural production 

evenly spread over the area. The non-agricultural part of 

the economy is divided into an abritrary nunt>er of sectors. 

Each ot the sectors has a mininum size of enterprise at which 

unit production costs are at the minirum and above which they 

remain constant. Prices are given and are assumed to be 

ecpal to value. All products are final consumer goods and 

the prcx:luction is origanised in plants producing only one 

good. On the basis of demand and supply, one can derive 

the nunt>er of plants needed in the region to serve a parti

cular sector. Each industry is then ranked in accordance with 

the number at plants. In fact Tinbergen's procedure of 

ranking industries may be treated as one way of arriving at 
' 

-the range of the various goods in the Christaller•s model. 

19. J. Tinbergen, "The Spatial Dispersion of Production: A 
HYPothesis, Schwei;;:ersche ~eitschrift fur Volkwirtschaft 
und Statistik, 1961, and by the same author, "The Hierarchy 
t.~o~el of the ~iz: Distribution of Centres~, Re~ional, 
~~1ence Aosoc~atlon Pagers, 1968. Also c1ted 1n H.~. Bos, 
Spatial Dispersion of economic Activity, Rotterdam, 1964 
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In oxder to find out the cont>ination of plants 

belonging to each sector in each centre which minimises the 

total costs of transportation and production, Tinbergen 

forrrulates the following three hypotheses:-

(i} Every centre having an industry of rank h; also has 

industries belonging to lower ranked industries. So, 

the centres can be ranked according to their highest 

ranking industry. 

(ii) Each centre exports the goods from the highest ranking 

industry. 

(iii) !he highest ranking industry in all the centres is 

represented by only one plant. 

These three hYPptheses enable us to determine the 

nurrber of cent;res in each gxoup and their industrial 

composition. 

But the model suffers from the same limitations as 

Christaller's. t,.;ritics assert that both these models are 

applicable to service sector only. Tinbergen 's model is~ . 

nowever ... a little less rigid in its vertical organisation and 

allovJS for a more continuous rank - size relation. It is 

also obvious that the model is silent over the horizontal 

organisation which reflects the real 111'\Jact of space as an 

oiJstacle to economic interaction. 

The most severe criticism levelled against all the . 
modelo of spatial organisation is that they are static and 

unhistoric. Instead of explaining how t h~ spatial organisation 
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comes into being, they explain as how such an organisation 

vrould behave once it has already emerged on the scene in a 

t~mporarly static context: or how it ought to behave from a 

total cost point of view. 

It is questionable whet her it is possible to explain 

the behavier and attributes of spatial organisation in the 

real v.orld within the context of static models discussed 

above. Hilhorst 20 has rightly pointed out that this is a 

sphere of analysis wherein the question .. whether the egg 

or the hen came first • cannot be neglected. Spatial 

organisations do not come into being all at once; they are 

end products of temporal processes. wherein by certain 

preconditions come first; anct their configuration essentially 

determines what follows21• en the basis of this recognition, 

fridemann22 has recently developed a model of spatial 

organisation. His model deviates from those discussed above 

by:-

(i) being dynamic i.e. aiming at explaining how spatial 

organisations evolve; 

(ii) its expression being in verbal qualitative statements; 

and 

{iii) its inclination towards conditions in developing countries. 

20. J .G.M. Hilhorst, Regional DeveloRment Theon: An Attenpt to 
SYFthesi;e, The .Hague, .L967 . 

21. Ibid. 
22. J. Friedmann • Region~! Develooment policy: A _fase Study 

of Venezuela, ~ambr~ge, 1966 
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Friedmann distim.guishes tour stages in the evolution 

of spatial organisation during the process of national 

economic development. The first is the stage of pre

industrial organisation. This stage is characterized by a 

number of relatively small independent centres evenly spread 

throughout the agricultural land. Each centre serves its O\"'l 

surrounding region. Because of the inter-centre trade on the 

minor scale, the growth possibilities, which are limited to 

interaction with the agricultural hinterlands, are soon . 
exhausted. This stage is regaxded as stable with respect to 

internaLly generated forces. 

The next stage is characte:rised by primacy, where 

one single urban centres grows to a position of dominance 

over the whole region where it is located. Historically, 

this type of organisation may either lead to development 

or to the perpetuation of backwardness23• According to 

Friedmann, however, the primacy dominated organisation is 

essentially harmful for economic development 24 • Primate 

cities tend to be parasitic25 • feeding upon the rest of the 

region trom which extensive migration to the primate city 
26 takes place. Alonso argues that primacy is often associated 

23. B.J.L. Berry, ll961J, op. cit •. 
24. J. Friedmann (1966). op. cit. 
25. B.F. Hoselitz, "Generative and Parasitic Cities" in 

Sociological Aspects of Economic Growth, Glencoe, III, 
~60. . . 

26. w. Alonso, "Urban and Regional Imbalances in Economic 
Development", Economic Development and Cultural Change, 
1968 
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ifit h colonialism, the primate city being the geographical 

point ot departure for exploitation of natural resources in 

the hinterlands. Friedrnanfi7 regaJXis the primacy dominated 

spatial organisation as unstable. According to him, the 

problem of primacy relates not so rrueh to the absolute size 

of the primate city, as to the lack of balance in the 

distribution of cities over the whole spect:rum of sizes. 

He asserts that inter-regional balance in the spatial 

distribution of centres and a hierarchical vertical 

organisation are essential conditions for national develop• 

ment. 

The third stage is that of transitional organisation, 

wherein, a certain degree of primacy still continues to 

dominate the region. This dominance, however, goes on 

1Neakening with the development of sub - centres in the 

hinterland. New resources from the former periphery are 

added to the national economy to accelerate the developmental 

process. This stage will not be stable either since there 

will still be pockets of poverty between the national and 

regional centres, 

The fourth stage is, the stage of full fledged spatial 

organisation based on the hierarchy principle which covers 

t.he entire national territory •. The goals of national 

J.11tegration, efficiency of location, maxiuum growth potential 

and a high degree of inter-regional balance is achieved 

during this stage. 

27. J. Friedmann, nRegional Planning: A Problem of Spatial 
Intergration-, fiegional Science Association Papers, 1959 
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Friedmann's model is also open to criticism. It 

has been stated, for example, that it does not specifty the 

conditions for and the mechanisms behind the transition 

from the pre-industrial stage to that of full fledged spatial 

organisation. Further, it does not distinguish properly 

between descriptive, positive and normative elements. 

Inspite of these, this model of spatial organisation 

represents a significant step towal'ds a dynamic theory of 

how such organisation come into being and how they extend 
28 themselves gradually over space • 

There also exists some literature on the nature of 

interdependencies between economic development and spatial 

·organisation. It is t1Ue that difficult problems of 

indentitication are al\~ys bound to arise if one wants to 

separate the irrpact of economic development on spatial 

organisation and vice versa. Inspite of this, some scholars 

have worked on the nature of relationship between spatial 

organisation and economic development. 

Lampard29 considers it useful to start the exercise 

with the study of the iq:>act of economic development on 

spatial evolution because this inpact appears to be stronger 

than that exerted by the latter on tne former. 

28. Z.J. Pioro, Spatial Stxucture of the TanzaniAn Economy• 
Dar-es-Salaam, 1969 

29. r;.a. Lampard, "The Evolving System of Cities in the United 
States' Urbanization and Economic Development • in H.S. 
Perlott and L. Wingo (eds.J Issues in Urban Economics. 
Baltimore, 196ti 
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Hermansen30 argues that it is necessary to specify 

the st:ructure of the initial spatial organisation in order 

to explain how the process of economic development 

influences the spatial organisation of tuman activity. 

A gradual concentration of economic, social and cultural 

activities in the larger cities is led by the increased 

importance of economies of scale, external economies of 

agglomeration. declining role of transportation costs for 

commodities and increased migration and service trip 

mobility31 • It is argued that the rising personal 

mobility in conuruting and increased demand for space for 

building and recreational purposes lead to subf.U:banisation 

and urban sprawl. 

Hermansen also states that agricultural and 

industrial revolutions in the process of economic 

developr:1ent put pressure on spatial organisations, which 

are initially dominated by agriculture. Friedmann32 argues 

that the theories of economic growth have the advantage 

in the dynamic analysis of the impact of economic develop

ment on spatial organisation, in as much as take the type 

of subsistence agricultural economy as the starting point, 

and that this suggest a p oss ib le co rre sponden ce bet ween the 

stages in th.e volution of spatial organisation and in that 

30. T. Hermansen, •spatial O~g~nis~tion and.~conomic Devlop
ment: Th~ $cope & Task of Spat~al Plann~ng, Development 
Studies No. 1, Mysore, 1971 

31. Ibid 

32. J. Friedmann (1966), op. cit. 
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of economic development. Hermansen also a~sociates 

the evalutian of spatial organisation with the "stages 

of economic growth". According to this theory33 , any 

region or area under normal conditions passes through the 

four stages of the traditional economy, the pre-conditions 

for take - off, the take - off and the drive to maturity 

as \'VE!ll as high mass consu~tion. It may, however, be 

noted that the first t\\0 stages of economic grovJth and 

their association with spatial organisation do not find 

adequate attention in his study. MJch emphasis has been 

given on the stage of industrial revolution which is tried 

directly to radical changes in the methods of p~oduction 

leading to decisive conse<Pences over relatively short 

periods of time34 • 

Hermansen finds that the first industrial revolution 

had a profound impact on spatial organisation. It is 

during this period that basic transformations occur 

particularly in the attributes of urban settlements and in 

agricultural specialisation. He argues that in order to 

understand the iJll>act of further industrialisation on spatial 

33. \Y. ~1. Rostow, The Stages of Economic Growth,_ 1':160, 
Also"The Take-ot't into Self-Sustained Growth,. in 
A .. N. Agarwal and S.P. Singh leds.J Economics of Under
devel_opment 

34. Ibid. 
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organisation, it is necessary to keep the temporal 

. t 1 t. 35 . • d ~n erre a ~ons ~n mln • 

Ol the basis of Datta <.;haudhari •s36 study, 

Hermansen has explol"ed the link between tho second stage 

industrialisation and the second agricultural revolution. 

It is argued that agricultural revolution leads to extensive 

out - migration \'1/hich creata problems both in the areas of 

out ... I!".igration and in the receiving urt>an regions. Hansen
37 

eon tends t !'.at occupational mobility within such areas, even 

if possible is very difficult and is, therefore generally 

reflected as geographical mobility i.e. out-migration 

which in tum, makes the conditions for the remaining 

population even \~rse. 

A number of other studies have sh0\\11 that there are 

two decisive factors which determine the i~act of the 

mat~rcd process of industrialisation on spatial organisation

first, the type of the existing spatial organisation, .which 

had emerged as a result ot the initial agricultural and 

35. That is, at a given point or time there exists ·a pattem 
of distribution of consumer demand • a pattern of 
distribution of raw material sources, a certain pattern 
of demand for intermediary products and a given trans~ 
portation network consisting a nunt>er of inter~connecting 
or trans-shipment points. 

36. M. Dutta • (.;haudhari, 11 Regional Development in South East 
Asia: Experiences and frospects, A Short Summary UNHlS:O, 
Gene_va, 1969 

37. N .M. Hansen, "Regional Development and the Rural Poor", 
The Journal of fi.Jman KeDources, 1967 and J .J:S. Paer, 
"Q.at-migration and the epressed Area Problem", Land 
Economics, 1966 ----
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industrial revolution' and second, the extent to wrdch the 

second stage of industrial expansion is linked to the first 

stage. 

Hagerstran~8has devoted his attention to the study 

of the irq:>act of industrialisation on spatial organisation 

and has identified three types in the evolution of the latter. 

The first one is marked by a relatively even distribution of 

natural resource exploitation, relatively even agricultural 

conditions and a relatively Well articulated hirarchy of 

service centres. The second stage of industrialisation 

would tend to be well accomodated within t11e frame-work ·of 

existing spatial organisation. This leads to a relatively 

high degree of dispersion of industrial plants and only minor 

adjustments in the prevailing organisation. The second type 

of spatial organisation, which is characterized by a 

dominating metropolis, leads to a situation wherein the process 

of industrialisation tends to affect only the primate city. 

This generates an economy which is essentia.t.ly dual in both 

functional and spatial terms39 • Hirsch.man 40 argues that if 

complimentari tias to resource .. based industries in the region 

are strong, the process of industrialisation and urbanisation 

38. r. Hagerstrand, "Regional Utrecklings tendenser OCh 
Problem", Appendix u, Svansk Ekonomisk ,Tilveksta 1966-70, 
Stockhalm, 1966 referred by J. Friedmann, 1966, op. cit. 

39. <.;. Furtado, "Intra .. country Discontinuities: Towards a 
Theory of Spatial Structure", Social Science Information 
~~ . ' 

40. A.O. Hirschman, The Strategy of Economic Development, 
New Haven, 1958 
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may be spread throughout the region by means of trickling 

dO\·.O effects. Berry41 states that if the process of 

trickling doVIl takes place, the spatial organisation will 

be gradually modified from one of primacy to one of semi

primacy. Rev kin 42 has expressed the view that as prosperity 

increases and sufficient external economies become operative, 

further "sp~noffs" take place from the regional centres to 

their hinterlands - the small cities, smaller tov.ns and 

the rural settlements in their suJ,.roundings. Friedmann43 , 

assets tr,at use of the advanced state of economic growth, the 

influence areas of national and regional centres tend to flow 

into one another and v.ork to eliminate the remaining pockets 

of backwardness. The third tYPe of spatial organ is at ion 

which is marked by a limited nun:t>er of large urban industria! 

areas resulting from resource - based industrial complexes 

does not find enough attention in the study~ 

As far as the impact of spatial organisation upon 

economic development is concerned, Kulklinski44 has pointed 

out that economic development has been achieved in areas and 

countries with very different types of spatial organisation. 

His conclusion is based on historical evidence which confirms 

41. B.J.L. Berry, (1969), op. cit. 

42. M. Rivkin, nurbanisation and National Development: Some 
Approaches to a Dilemma •, Socio-Economic Planning 
Sciences 1 1967 

43. J. Friedmann, (1966}, op. cit. 

44. A.H.. Kulklinski, Growth Poles and Growth Centres, 
Houston, 1Yf:H 
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that among the nuooer of factors influencing economic 

development, spatial organisation does not appear to be a 

decisive one. 

So far as t 11e role of cities in the process of 

economic development is concerned, Lampard
45 has pointed 

out that it is modern urban-industrial development which 

has gradually transformed the modes of life, the values, 

system and socio-economic relationships. Friedmann 46 has 

also stated that cities provide at the local level a 

tpatial organisation of interdependent activities that 

appear conducive to their further development. He asserts 

that cities are the main agents tor spatial intergration of 

the social economic and cultural systems of a nation. This 

integrative ability is due to their functions as centres 

of trade and ot religions, administrative and political 

activities. Spatial diffusion of innovations has been 

considered an important aspect of national integration. 

Hoselitz47 has viewed urbanisation in relation to 

economic development. Encouraged by nis initiative, 

45. E.E. Larrpard, 11The History of t,;ities in the Economically 
Advanced Areas", Economic Develoement and (.;ultural 
(.;bapge, 1955 · 

46. J. rriedmann, "<.;ities in Social Transformation" <;;onparative 
Studies in Society and History, 1961 

47. Berf F. HOselitz: Sociological Asoects of Economic 
Groyrt. h, Free Press, 'Glencoe, Illinois, 1968 
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~edfield and Singer48 proposed a dichotomous classification 

of cities into centres ot orthogenetic or heterogenetic 

transformation. The centres of orthogenetic transformations 

were the pre-industria! cities, the locii of great tradition, 

,.-.,rhich carried forward an old culture into its systematic 

and reflective dimensions49• It is argued that orthogenetic 

cities gave way to heterogenetic cities in the wake of 

industrial capitalism. 

Hoselitz50 has argued elsewhere that cities could 

be either "generative", contributing to economic growth 

in the region or •parasitic", exerting a negative impact on 

th.e regional economy. Unlike Friedmann, he hov-ever made it 

clear that these two categories of urban settlements are 

not necessarily associated with different phases o·f cultural 

change. He has made a distinction between primacy and 

secondary urbanisation. He argued that while primacy 

urbanisation may be generative of economic growth, secondary 

urbanisation could exert an unfavourable effect upon the 

economic growth of wider geographical unit of which these 

societies formed a part. 

48. R. Redfield and M. Singer, "!he Cultural H.ole of C.:ities", 
Economic Development & <.;ultural Chan_ge, Vol. 3, 1954, 
PP• 55 - 73. This volume contains large number of papers 
on umanisation related with economic development. 

49. lbid, P• 53 
50. Bert F. HOselitz, "Generative and Parasitic C.:ities", 

Economic Development & C.:ultural C.:hange, 1955, vol. 3, 
No. 3, PP• 27d·9~ 
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·The subsequent writings of Hoselitz5! have also 

viev~d heterogenetic cities as prime catalysts in the. 

developmental process. The parasitism of such cities v~s 

considered only as a theoretical possibility. In all his 

arguments, it was implied that peasant societies could be 

changed by the spread effect of the spirit ot capitalism 

into the countryside that was both infLuenced and ultimately 

dominated by the city. 

David Harvey52 has taken a different stand and the 

postulated that all cities might in fact be parasitical. 

He asserts that rather than generating growth for the wider 

region, they generate it only for themselves and more 

pricisely for those elites, who control the means ot" 

extracting the designated surplus from everybody else in 

society. 

In the earlier writings, Hoselitz himself had 

suggested that the development of a given system of cities 

occurs in relation to the processes of economic growth53• 

This in fact, led to the revival of interest in an earlier 

51. Bert F. Hoselitz, nurbanisation & Economic Growth in 
Asia•, Economic Deyelopment & Cultural Change, lY57, 
vol. 6, No. 1, pp. 42-54 

52. David Harvey: Social Justice and the t;ity, John Hopkins, 
1973, p. 238 

53. B.F. Hoselitz, 1955. op. cit. p. 292 
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paper by Mark Jefferson on the "Law of the Primate ~itiesn54 • 
Berry55 turned his attention towaxds this problem and tried 

to establish the relationship between city size distribution 

and economic development. 

flhile the controversy over the f•ll'nlllations of 

Hoselitz and Berry was on, a significant contribution was 

made by Friedmann56 who presented an open system model of 

urbanisation, This model was presented with •a planner's 

optimism and laid out a scenario of what wo~ld happen if a 

country v.ould successful! y traverse the path from narrow 

impact ot uroan life styles to total immersion in.urbanism~ 57 • 
Viewed ttus cities were considered to be organisers of eco

nomic, cultural and political space58 • 

Perroux•s59 classical article on growth poles has 

also contributed to our understanding of the impact of 

spatial organisation on econom~c development. !he concept 
' 

is by and large related to his notion of abstract economic 

space as a field of forces consisiting of centres from which 
; 

i 

centrifugal forces emanate and to which centripetal forces 
60. 

are attracted. Perroux states that each centre, being a 

54. u. Jefferson, "The Law of the Primate <.:ity" Geographical 
Review. 1939, vol. 29,pp. 226-232 

55. 

56. 

57. 

58. 
59. 

60. 

B.J.L. Berry, "Some Relations of Urbanisation and Basic 
Patterns of Economic Development", in F.R. Pfouts (ed.) 
U,tban Systems & Economic Development, Eugene, Oregon, 1962 
J. Friedmann, Urbanisation: Planning & National 
DeveloQment, Sage Publications, i973 1 pp. 167-88 
J. Friedmann & R. iblff, "The Urban Transition; Comparative 
Studies of newly Industrialising Societies•, 1~761 vol. 8 
Edward Amold 
Infra p • 2.11 • 
F. Perrou x, "Note sur la Notion de Pole <.;roissance" Econo
migue Applique, 1tJ55 referred by Kulkinski, (!969) op. cit. 
F. Perrouz, ll950), op. cit. 
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centre of attraction and repulsion, has its hinter .Land which 

is set in the hiterland of other centres - Perroux identifies 

these centres as the poles of development in which economic 

growth takes place and is diffused through out the rest of 

the economy. ~Vhen viewed in the context of spatial .organi-. 

sation, it is suggested that growth poles and grwoth centres 

should be identified and characterised by their spatial 

position, size hierarchical level, functional role and ability 

to promote and transmit economic development. Boudevi.L.Le61 

states that the last tv.o features are more inportant in the 

case of localized functional growth centres and growth poles. 

So far as the study of tne interrelationship betv~en 

sectoral sh1fts in the work-force, economic development and 

spatial organisation is concerned, a number of notable eco-
-

nomists such as Petty, Adam Smith and Marx have ~de notable 

contributions. They have laid e~hasis on the changing 

distribution of the industrial labour force. Clark, Fisher 

and Kuznets are most prominent among those who analysed the 

Changing sectoral distribution in the iork-force of the centres 

of econom!c gro,~h in recent times. 

f;o!lin Clark62 argues that there is a close relation

ship between development of an economy on the one hand and 

occupational structure on the other and economic progeess 

61. J.R. Boudevil.Le, (1966), op. cit. 
62. f;ollin Clark, The Conditions of Economic Progress, 1~67 
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is generally associated with certain distinct, necessary 

and predictable changes in occupational structure. He 

contends that a high average level of real income per head 

is always associated with a higher proportion of working 

popultion engaged in tertiary industries and a low real 

income per head is always associated with a low proportion 

of the working population engaged in primary produ~tion 63 • 

Fisher64 also reaches the same conclusion. He states that 

in every progressive economy there has been a steady shift 

of enployment and investment from the essential primary 

activities to secondary activities of all kind and to a still 

greater extent into the tertiary production 65• 

66 Simon Kuznents follows his predecessors and sho\vs 

that in the countries where per capita income grew signific

antly, the proportion of the labour force engaged in agricul• 

ture declined and that in non-agricultural industries incre

ased67 • _ 

Most of the economists have argued that with economic 

development the occupational structure of a country undergoes 

significant changes. Tnis patte:m will be of labour moving 

from less productive occupations to more productive ones. 

Since the secondary and tertiary sectors are definiterly more 

productive in term~ of value added per worker, the share of 

63. Ibid p. l82 

64. A. G.B. Fisher. Economic, Progress and Social Securit,x;, 1945 
65. Ibid p. 5-6 
66. Simon Kuznets, Modern Economic Gro¥ffih, l966 

67. Simon Kuznets, Economic Growth and Structures, 1969, P• 24 
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agriculture in total work-force declines while that of the 

sec~ndary and tertiary sector increses. Economic growth, 

which is the result of increased productivity and technological 

progress, releases certain forces of demand and supply which 

in turn bring about these structural changes. These economists 

argue t hut as income starts rising, there is a shift an.vay from 

der.:and tor primary products and increase in demand for manu

factured goods and services. This is sta~ed to be the result 

of the low income elasticity of demand for primary products. 

The increasing productivity in the non-agricultural activities 

and the fall in the demand for agricultural products result 

in the outflow of resources used in production from the primary 

to the secondary and tertiary sectors. As a result) labour 

shifts from agriculture to manufacturing industries and services 

or one can say from less productive activities to more productive 

activities. 

A growing economy is, therefore, necessarily one in 

which the productivity of labour is increasing. The rising 

level of technology aids this process by intensifying the shift 

of labour by constantly rising productivi.ty and making it ) 

possible to produce new products resulting in increasing the 

demand ±or the same. Modem economists argue that as more and 

more resources, particularly labour, shift in favour of non-

agricultural activities, this will manifest itself in the 

sectoral shares of the national product. But the structural 

change will be most evident in the case ot· the distribution 
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of the labour force. Ever since c.;ollin (;lark published 

his study, the st:ructure of the working population has rightly 

been accepted as reflecting level of development of a country. 

Most of the work reviewed so far is related with the 

experience of westem countries. Very few of them took 

interest in the study of the Third ~'1/orld :realities. Friedmann's 

mode1 68 regatding the role of citias v.es severly criticised 

by Morse who ndrawing on his leep historical knowledge of 

Latin America, undercut with bi~ing irony the professional 

optimism of the planner" 69 • As more and more studies were 

undertaken, with special reference to Third tVorld countries 

it became obvious that the weste::m theories related with spatial 

organisation and economic development failed to explain the 

realities of these underdeveloped countries. The detailed 

study into the process of the development of underdevelopment 

v~s done mainly by Fxank70, furtado71, and Fanon72• 

In the historical essay on the underdevelopment of 

Chile, Frank places particular emphasis on the loss and 

misappropriation of economis surplus in the process of 

capitalist underdevelopment 73
• A short essay on the 

68. Infra p.1-C>.: ••• 

69. J. Friedmann & Robert ~'A.llff, "The UI'ban Transition: 
~omparativc Studies oi Newly Industrialising Societies" 
Progress in Geos_raQt:l!• vol. 8, 1976 Edward _ ' 

70. Q.md':r Frank, C,apitalism and Underdevelopment in Latin 
~~A• N~nthly Review Press, New York 

71. Celso Furtado: The Sconomic Growth of Bra;gl University 
of (.;alifornia Press, 1963 ·' 

72. frants Fanon: The Wretched of the Earth, Penguin Books, 1967 

73. Ibid p. 27-148 
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n Indian Problem,. in Latin America contends that the basic of 

this problem lies in the extension of the capitalist exprop

riation of surplus out to the farthest reaches of society74• 

The contradictions of uneven development and of international 

as \rJE!ll as national and regional polarisation, in tu:m receive 

more detaiJ.ed ana~ysis in the study on the historical under

development of, Braz1175• The monopolistic nature of the 

. structure of capitalism. finally, forms the centre of the 

analysis in the last study, on the underdevelopment of cont-
, ' 

emporary Brazilian agriculture76• The persistence of these 

underdevelopment generating contradictions of capitaJ.ism through 

out the history of capitalist development energes from all the 

studies covered by the book. 

Fannon 77 argues that the Thiro World is not a 

homogeneous \~rld. The differences are born of colonial 

history. Fannon hides nothing when he says that in order to 

fight against us the former colony nust fight against itself 

or. rather, the two struggles form past of a whole. 

McGee
78, took the initiative in developing a theory 

of colonial. urbanisation. He WJS well acquainted v.dth the 

situation in South East Asia. Unlike Hoselitz and Friedmann, 

74. Ibid P• 149-172 
75. Ibi~ p. 173-308 
76. Ibid P• 308·356 
77. Fannon p. 9·10 

78. T .G. McGee, The Urbanisation Process in the Third world 
G. Bell and Sons, London, 1~71. 
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he did not assume that heterogenetic cities were more 
i., 

likely to oe generative than paras[_tic in terms of economic 

gro-vvth. He took a different stand and argued that in the 

context of the majority of Tnixd Norld countries, it seems 

that the theoretical frame-work which regards the city as 

the prime catalyst of change nust be disregarded. He asserted 

that in order to understand properly the role of c;itics, 

one \~uld have to invastigate the condition of underdevelop

ment which characterized these countries and of 1.-.rhich the cities 
79 

w~re only a part • 

The major contribution of McGee, ho~ver lay in his 

theory of urban involution80• The theory provides a sectoral 

model of the ui'ban economy within the frame-work of dependent 

capitalism. In his analysis he has examined some of the 

reasons for the lack of revolutionary activity in the larger 

cities of the underdeveloped world. The facts of this model 

have been presented within the dynamic analysis of tne 

penetration ot capitalism. ~\n attempt has also been made to 

a~sess wt>.at inplications this might have to -predictions of 

revolutionary change. But he does not elaborate on the 

implications of dependent capitalism in terms of the other 

aspects of urbanisation process, i.e. the patterns of gro\~h 

of urban areas, the development of primacy or the economic 

79. !Oid, P• 31 

80. T. G. McGee, 1971 op. cit. refc1· chapter 3, Revolutionary 
change and the Third World City: A Theory of Urban 
Involutionu pp. 64-96 
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base of the colonial cities. Lack of empirical evidence to 

support his fornulations is also felt in the study. 

McGee's contributions have however• been revived 

in the recent works of Slater81 and Milton Santos82• 

Their work was primarily concerned with the wider Cf.Jestion 

of the spatia~ organisation of underdevelopment. But they 

hnve also ppinted out the need for a new approach to the 

study of ur~anisation in the underdeveloped countries. 

Snntos appears to oe cautious of the debate whether cities 

in theso countries ara parasitic or generative, ~rthogenetic 

or heterogenetic, immature or mature. In his opinion it is 

not even genuine debate since substantive problems are not 

involved and crucial questions are not answered. 

Inspite of the stirrulations provided by the works of 

f.lcGee, Slater, 3antos and others scholars on the urban 

pr-Jcess within the regional structure of colonial underdev

olopment, the urban research in India remained unconcerned 

with the historical factors which had a significant impact 

on the contemporary urbanisation in the country. 

A bulk of .literature exists on t ne distribution of 

cities in India and their internal morphology and external 

<Jl. David Slater, "Geography and Underdevelopment •, .\ntipode 
1977, vol. 9, No. 3 pp. 1-21 · ' 

.d') -· Milton .Santos, "Planning Underdevelopment", Antipode, 
1977, vol. 9 No. 3, pp. 86-97 
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forms83• The poineering vJOrks in this field were those 

of Singh84 and Alam85• Following their pattem and approach 

of nunt>er of scholars worked on the urban geography of 

individual to~~s and cities with special reference to their 

setting, morphology, functions and umland. The studies on 

historical gro\\lt h of the port tovt'ls also came up but the 

analysis v~s confi~d to the delineation of their hint~rland 

and to the description of the urban landscape of the ports 

and their demographic characteristics. ,\ttef!\')ts ~t~Cre also 

made to classify Indian cities according to their functions 

as measumed through the occupational and employment data86• 

Literature has multiplied on a larger scale in case 

of urban planning. But the e~hasls has been on the 

individual city87 • Sophisticated mathematical and statistical 

met hods have also been applied in the analysis of urban 

systems, urban grovJth and th3 pro\:ess of uzbanisat.ion88 • 

A large number of economists. demographers and 

• s~lologists have also contributed to this field. Some of the 

83. The literature is revie~ved by G.:>. Gosal, "Urban Geographr" 
in A Survey of fiesearch in Geography published by the Ind an 
t;ouncil of social Science Research, New Delhi, 1972 
PP• 203-25 

84. R.L. Singh, Banaras: A Stu~y in Urban Geoqraphy, Banaras, 1955 
d5. S.M. A lam: Hyderabad ... Secunderabad: A Study in Urban 

Geography, Allied Publi:,hers, Bombay, .l.IJ65 
86. Kusum Lata: Morphology of Indian ~i~les, N.G.$.1., 1973 
87. G.s. Gosal of cit, foot note 26 
88. See Allen G. Noble & A.K. Dutt: Indian Ulbanisat ion & 

planning• Tata McGraw Hill, New Jelhi, 1"177 
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most notable among the social scientists are Asok Mitra
89 

and Ast1ish Bose90 • These schOlars have provided a lot of 

information om the quantitative aspects of uxt>an growth in 

India. But their work does not provide adequate explanations 

since their approach has been demographic and their analysis 

has been more or less quantitative. These works prove useful 

only tor exploratory research. 

t:hattopadhyay and Haza91 wrote a paper whi.ch "vas 

concerned ~ith the orgin!sation of space in a colonial set 

up. Trey have tried. to present the sequence of tha evol~tion 

of urban systems in such economies. They have also brcught 

out t 11c complex vJeb of the socio-economic inter-linkages 

\'Ihich accompained this evolution. In fact their study has 

paved the vlly for several subsequent ¥.Crks undertaken in this 

field. 

In the subsequent v.~ritingsy2 Raza has maintaS.ned that 

inspite ot th'~ many positive modifications introduced \vithin 

8~. Asok l~tra, Galcutta: India's t:ity, Galcutta, 1~63. For 
a detailed bibliography of W~tra's works related to 
umanisation, see L. Jackobson & v. Prakash, Urbanisation 
& National sleve~opment, Sage Publications, 1971 p. 282 

90. Ashish Bose; fattcrns of Population l;tlange in India, 
1951-6:);, AJ.lied Publishers New Delhi. For a detailed 
bibiography see L. Jackobson et. a!. op. cit. pp. 254-55 

Vl. i:3oudhayan t;hattopadhfay and Moonis Haza "Regional DeveJ.op
ment: Th~ Analytical frame•, Indian Journal of Kegional 
Science, vo!. VII, No. l 

~2. l.iuonis Kaza and Atiya Habeeb, "Gharacteristics of t;olonial 
~rbanisati~n - A t:as: S~udy of the S~t~llite Primacy of 
t.;alcutta lo50-1':121" ~n lt.anzoor Alam lea}, Uroanisation in 
pevelqoing <.;ountries, Osrnania, Hyderabad, 1':176 
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it since independence the regional structure of under

development in India established by the Imperialist pO\~r 

to meet the requirements of its exploitative mechanism 

during the colonial period, still persists in its essential 

. . t. 93 cnaracterJ.s J.CS • It is contended that the suction 

" mechanism operates from the tiny hamlet to t~e inte:tnational 

centre th:rough a chain of local, sub-regional and national 

centres, Uxban agglomerations in auch economies act as 

foreign trade outlet·s. Port toms are said to be setving 

as focal points of a suction mechanism. It has been urged 

that the stateJ.litic primate city of Calcutta which has 

grov.n up like a canibal ate up [!JJCh that was vital in its 

hinterland. It became a potent instrument of urban atrophy. 

spatial structure of modified underdevelopment in independent 

India has also been dealt with. The socio-economic inter

linkages which accompany the evolution of spatial structure 

have been presented in the literary style. 

Atiya Habeeb94 has measured statistically the extent 

and magnitude of the phenonmena of urban atrophy in terms of 

a dimunition in the size of urban areas. Characteristics of 

•satellitic" primacy, economic structure and industrial base 

93. Cf. Moonis Raza, Atiya Habeeb & Amitabh Kundu - Spatial 
9rganisation and Urbanisation ,in India - A Case 8tuay 
of Underaevelopment, Occasional Paper No. 9, C.s.a.D./ 
~.s.s. Jawaharlal Nehru University, New Delhi, 1977 

94. Atiya Habeeb, Characteristics and Processes of Urbani
sation in Colonial India • A Case Study of Calcutta and 
Hinterland {!850 - .&.921J Pn-. o. Thesis, centre for the 
Study of Regional Development, Jawaharlal Nehru University, 
New Delhi, 1979 
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of colonial cities and the tertiarization of the colonial 

uJ:ban economy have been widely discussed in the study. It 

has been brought out that the colonial primate cities do 

not fit into the at..cepted models given for ... ..aste.rn primate 

cities. Certain hypotheses about satellitic primacy 

pertaining to their exogerous imposition, phenomenal growth, 

demographic characteristics and socio-economic functions have 

b~tn tested through statistical analysis. So far as the 

economic structure of colonial cities is concerned, a general 

review -..t the sectoral distribution of the working population 

in the cities in the hinterland of Calcutta has been presented. 

The stagnant industrial base and the excessive tertiarization 

of the colonial urban economy have also been analysized ~ 

the study. A model of the tertiary sector of the colonial 

cities has been built around the demand and the supply factors 

involved in the grovrth of ~he tertiary sector and around the 

assu~ion that the proliferation of tertiary services in colo

nial cities was a symptosm of economic stagnation and not of 

growth~ 

This brief suvery shows how meagre is the literature on 

the relationship between the spatial organisation and sectoral 

shifts in \VOrk-force. ~Vhatever the models of spatial organisation 

have baen developed they are incapable of explaining the Third 

world realities. It is in this context that a developed and a 

less developed district in the green revolution belt of a 
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Third Vlorld country have been chosen to unravel some of the 

micro level tendencies of tne pattern of sectoral shifts in 

work-force in relation to spatial organisation. 

1.2 Objectives. Data Base and Methodologx -
The present dissertation deals with the sectoral shitts 

inty~rk~force in relation to spatial organisation in Ludhiana 

and Mahcndergarh district over the decade 196!-7!. The study 
-

aims at exploring the relationships between economic development 

as reflected in sectoral shifts, on the one hand, and the 

organisation of space, as reflected in the redistribution of 

population among dizferent size class of settlements, on the 

other. T ha behaviour of these relationships has been analysed 

firstly, in a corrparative frame-v.ork as between a developed 

district,- Ludhiana and a less developed district - Mahendergarh; 

and secondly, in a dynamic conte~. in response to the develop

ment process during the sixties. The main objectives of the 

study are:-

li) to identify a develOped and a less developed district 

in the Punjab and describe the phy$ical, economic and 

social facts ot the personalities of the two districts; 

( ii) to attempt a brief review of the theories of spatial , 

organisation and to assess the work done in the field; 

liii) to explore the relationship between the settlement size 

and the type of economic activity in a developed and a 

less develaped district; 
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(iv) to tind out the nature of re.lationship between the zi 
• .fU-

size of the settlement and the gro\rvth rate oftwork .. 

force in different industrial categories of the two 

districts; 

( v) to explore the relationship between the settlement 

size and the change over the decade in the participation 
~ 

rate in different industrial categories of~work-force in 

the case of a developed and a less developed district. 

The study is based on census data for 1961 and 1~71, 

by and large available in the District t,;ensus Handbooks of 

Mahendergarh and Iudhiana. The follovJing nine-fold industrial 

categorisation of the work-force was adopted in the 1961 census:-

( i) t.;ultivators 

(ii) Agricultural Labourers 

(iii} Mining, quarrying, livestock, forestry,. fishing. 
lrunting and plantations, orchards and allied activities 

(iv) }busehold Industry 

( v J other and household industries 

(vi) <.,;onstruction 

(vii) T~ade and Gommerce 

l viii)T ran sport, Storage and <.;omnunication 

(ix) other services 

The industrial cl.assitication of the YJOrk-force under

went the following changes in 197l.:• 

(iJ Category III of 1961 viz. Mining, quarrying, livestock. 

forestry, hunting and plantations, orchaxds and allied activities 
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were split into t\~ to constitute categories III and IV of 

1971. t;ategory III of 1971 now includes livestock, forestry, 

fishing and plantations, orchards and allied activities and 

category IV constitutes mining and quarrying. 

(ii) c.;ategory V of 197l has two parts (a) Household 

industry which constituted category IV of 1961, and (b) other 

thun household' industry which constituted category V of 1961. 

Since the objective of the dissertation is to study the 

organJ.sation of space in relation to sectoral shifts in the 

\~rk•fo:rce betY.een !961 and 1971, the ~estion of the comparability 

of data is quite important. The industrial classification of 

the work•force as introduced in 1961 has been taken into 

consideration in the present study for obvious reasons. 

The definition of "vro:rker" has also undergone a change 

in 1971. A person was considered to be a worker in the 19 61 

census in terms of his participation in any economically 

productive work. In the case of regular employment in any 

trade, profession, service, business or com~erce, a person 

was taken as a worker if he ttas employed during any of the 

15 days preceeding the day on which he was enumerated. The 
'. 

15 days rule was, however, not applied in the case of seasonal 

v~rk like cultivation, livestock, dairying, household industry. 

In such cases, if a person had put in an hour's regular work a 

day throughout the greater part of the working season he was 

considered as a "worker". 
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In the 1971 census, on the other hand, each person was 

asked to declare as to what his/her main activity was. A 

"\':lOl:'ker" was defined clearly as a person whose main activity 

was participation in any economically productive y.ork. ,·;ork 

also included effective supervision and direction of \VOrk. 

The conceptual differences between the t~...o definitions 

of the term •v.orker" can be summarised as follovJSl• 

{ i) t'Vhile the dichotomy between "worker• and"non•vJOrker" 

in 1971 was based on labour time disposition, it. \WIS 

based on gainful occupation irrespective of time spent 

in 1961. 

(ii) The type of and order in which. the economic questions 

~.~re asked in the two census were different. 

(iii) While the reference period prior to the date of 

enumeration for regular work was one week in 1971, it 

~\6S a fortnight in 196195• 

Because of the differences in the definition as in the 

censuses, the total number of workers as \yell as the participati-

on rates have gone dovll in 1971 as corrpared to 1961. · 

Krishnanurty
96 

is, however, of the opinion that the census 

95. Census of India, 1971, Series I. Miscellaneous Studies, 
Paper I of 1974, P• l 

96. KrishnaJTUrthy, J. nworking Force in 1t.J71 Census" Economic 
a.nd Politital i'Veekly, vol. VII No. 3, January, 1975, p. 115 
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finding of 1971 was an underestimate. The Kegistrar General's 

oft'ice has also taken up a sanple survey using 1961 and 1971 con• . 
cepts to assess the extent of d1sp.aritJ;in the 1961 and 1971 

estimates and for the sake COJll>arability of the t\\0 Census data, 

\VOrked out nadjustment factors". Since this formula was evolved for 

the state level, it could not be used in our study as we are 

concerned with the district level data. Additionally, the 

formila has not been v.orked out for each category or sector , 

rendering it inapp~icable for our study. 

Hov,-ever, the problem may be solved to some extent, by 

considering male workers only at the tt.vo points of time. 

It is no doubt t:rue that there has been decline in the labour 

force from 1961 to 1971. But it has mariginall y affected the 

male labour force97 • It is the nunt>er of femable workers that 

has gone dov.n considerably. An iq>ortant reason for this is that 

the definition of "tl'v'Orker• adopted in 1971 was fiiJCh stricter 

than the one adopted in 1Y6J.. This has obviously eliminated a 

large number of t'emable v.orkers from the category of the v.orking 

population. It was, therefore, considered to be more appropriate 

in this study to use the male working population rat her than the 

total 1:Jorking population for purposes of co~Iparability and 

corrputing growth rates • 

. 97. The 1971 census shows a decline in the labour force from 
189 miJ.Lion in 1961 to 184 million in 1971. But the.nun'ber 
of male workers ~nt up from 129.1 million in 1961 to 
149.1 million in 1971. #hile the number of female workers 
went dot'll from 59.5 million in 1961 to 31.3 million in 1971. 
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The proportionate share of workers employed in the 

three sectors98 of the economy and nine industrial categories 

of v.JOrk•force in the two districts have been v.orked out in the 

following size•groups of :rural and urban settlements :• 

Size ... groups of :rural settlements:-

C.Lass XII (Less than 200 persons} 

Class XI (200 - 499 persons) 

(.;lass X (500 -999 persons) 

Class IX (1000 - 1999 persons} 

Class VIII (2000 - 4999 persons) 

Class VII (5UOO and above persons) 

Size-groups of urban settlements:-

Class VI 

Class V 

C.: lass IV 

Class III 

Class II 

Class I 

( 'Nith less than 5000 persons) 

(5000 • 9999 persons) 

( 10000 • 19999 persons) 

l20000 • 49999 persons) 

(50000 • 99999 persons) 

(100000 and above persons) 

98. T·he three sectors ot the economy are primary. secondary and 
tertiary. The primary sector is made up of industrial 
categories I, II and III of 1961 census and categories I, II.III 
and IV of 1971 census. The secondary sector includ~s catego
ries IV, V and VI of 1961 census and categories Va, Vb and 
VI of 1971 census •. The tertiary sector is composed ot 
categories VII. VIII and IX of both 1961 and 1971 census. 
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While classifying the settlements in different size

groups, the year 1961 aas been taken as the base year. The 

settlement classified in a particular size-group in 1961 has been 

kept in the same size-group in 1971 as well, even if 1ts 

population has corssed the upper limit of that size-group. 

Sectoral shifts in the \~rk-force have been studies 

rrom two perspectives. firstly, taking the universe of the 

v~rk-force ot a particular category in the district as a whole 

its share in the dirferent size-groups of settlements has been 

conputed. These figures indicate the processes of relocation 

of economic activity in terms of the size-groups. Secondly, ·~ 
taking the universe of the u:>rk-force as a whole in the particular 

size-group of settlement, the shifts within it have been ;na 
analysized. 

The strategy of the green revol.ution has led to the 

emergence of tt\0 clusters of developed belts in India. The 

first belt comprises of Tamil Nadu coastal plains while the 

second consists of Pun.t)ab • Haryana .. western Uttar Pradesh. 

r/ith a view to study the inpact of green revolution on the sectoral 

distribution of the work-force, the Punjab appears to be quite 

suitable. 

Economic historian generally agree that a rise in 

~gricultural productivity generally precede or accompantes 
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industrial development99 • Rostow's stages theory of economic 

growth has generalised the historical experence zelatin J to 

the role of agriculture in the achievement of "the take-off 

into self sustained growthi00 • According to him 'the preparation 

of a viable base for modern industrial structure required that 

quite revolutionary changes be brought in two non-industrial 

sectors-agriculture and social over head capital, most notably 

in transport• 101• He has focussed a pov.Jerful spot light upon 

the distinctive but converging consequences of the revolution 

in agriculture and consequently upon its particular inportant 

role in the period of pre-conditions102 • The general requirement 

of the transition is to apply quick yielding changes ~.n produc

tivity to the most accessible and naturally proouctive resources103 • 

This implies that higher productivity in agriculture may be 

considered to be major attribute of the agricultural revolution 

in a country like India. In other wo:rds, the "Green Revolution• 

required revolutionary changes in the field of agricultural 

production. Since the Punjab has achieved a high level in the 

yield per hectare as well as the production and the growth rate 
. 

in the tv.o has also been qu1te high, its experience may be 

99. Simon Kuznets, Six Lectures on Economic Gro1.\lth, The Free 
Press of Glonceo, New York, 1900, pp. 59-60 

100. d. 'If!. Rostow, T.he Sta~es of Economic Growth, The Cant> ridge 
University Press, 19 2 ' 

lU!.Ibid, pp. 25·26 
l02.Ibid, p. 24 
103. Ibid, p. 21 
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analysed with a view to see sectoral shifts in the work-force 

in relation to settlement size. Since it is intended to 

proceed in this analysis on the basis of settlement levels, 

it was considered appropriate not to cover the whole of the 

P~njab but to concentrate attention on a developed and a less 

developed district ,,.dthin the region. 

Mitra104 nas identified Ludhiana as one of the most 

· devol oped district and iliahendergarh as one of the less developed 

district in the Puajab. In classifying the districts on the 

basis ot the levels of development, he has taken into considerat

ion the general ecology of the area, agricultural infrastructure, 

participation in traditional sector, potential of hu~an resources, 

distributive trade, manufacturing and infrastructure and organised 

industrial activity in the modern sector. Physical, economic 

and demogxaphic facets of the personalities of the t\\0 districts 

suggest that these two spatial units are poles apart in tneir 

levels of development 105• 

Since the objective of the study is to analyse the 

sectoral shifts in work-force in relation to spatial organisation 

the problem of the selection of te~oral units acquires great 

importance. The two selected spatial units lie in the heartland 

104. Ashok f,utra, Lexe_l,s of negional Deve1o2ment in India, Pt. A 
\i), Census of India, l~J61. :Wdhiana ~~s one of the thirteen 
districts which ranked the highest when the dist:::-icts t'r'Cre 
arranged according to the levels of development in the 
Panjab state. Mahenctergarh alongwith Hoshiarpur were at the 
lov~st but one level of development. 

105. Supra p. ~1 
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of the Green Revolution. The year 1961 and 1971 have been 

selected with a view to capture the effect of gr0en revolution 

on occupational structure of the population. The ltJ61 period 

will give us the pre-green revolution results while the data 

for 1971 vlill show the broad pattern of post green revolution 

scene. Level of output and productivity was raised considerably 

during this decade. The use of new seeds coupled with scientific 

inputs such as chemical fertilisers, insecticides and pesticides 

resulted in substantial grov~h in out put of crops. The adoption 

of new technology and the consequent i~act of green revolution 

on incvme distribution and the political implications of rapidly 

increasing power of cultivators in the green revolution. area 
.< 

had a far reaching impact on the sectoral distribution of- work

force. This process was certainly a ... copapained by sectoral 

shifts in the v.ork-force. 

Further it is only during this decade that the develop• 

mental efforts of our country as a whole gathered momentum and 

it was felt that the cpestion whet her these have led to any 

significant change in the sectoral distribution of the •~rk

wvrce in the G.r..:en Revolution belf v.()uld be of interest. 

1.3 Organisation of the Studx 

The dissertation is cottposed of six chapters. In the 

first chapter, the problem has oeen stated, the received .. 
theories ot spatial organisation and sectoral shifts in the 

\·Jerk-force have been critically reviewed and the need to go 

beyund these torrrulations has been stressed. 
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The second chapter is devoted a description of the 

ecologtcal, demographic, economic and spatial characteristics 

of the two districts. This is intended to serve as a backdrop 

for the inter .... play of sectoral and spatial processes, which '1.\IOuld 

be studied in the rest of the dissertation. 

An analysis of the patterns of spatial organisation and 

changes in the sectorc.i::L distribution of the vvt)rk-force in Ludhiana 

and l.lahendergarh on the aggregated level of the district as a 

whole ~s been atte~ted in the thie:d chapter. The frequency 

distribution of rural as well as urban settlements by population 

size at the two points of time are presented in relation to the 

sactoral changes in the t\'Ork-forte. 

The problem ot sectoral shifts in work~force in relation 

to ditferent size-groups of settlements has been discussed in the 

fourth chapter. All the three sectors of the economy and nine 

industrial categories of the v.ork-force have been taken into 

account while relating the changes in the sectoral aistribution 

of the work-force with the settlement size. 

The pattems ot change in the sectoral distribution of the 

\~rk-focce in the turban centres i.e. large villages (with a 

population of tv..o thousand and above) and small tov.11s ( 1.•.rith a 

population ten thousand nnd above) has been analysede in the 

fifth Chapter. · This has .veen done with a view to escape the 

lirnitntions of the dichotomous classification o:f settlemant into 

"rural" and "uri:>::m" and with a view to treat tbe rural-urban 
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spectrum as a continuum. 

A summar'fof finding is presented in the sixth chapter, 

"·rhich also indicates that signific0nt research questions that 

hnve co~e up as a result of this study, 



Cli\PT ciK • II 
Et,;OLOJ!t.;AL, 0 t:MOGH.-.P Hit,; r-\N0 J:L~ OMit,.; 
CH~RAt,;Ttni~TI~$ uf LUDHL~NA ANV 

M4. HENU dRG\RH D IST Hl«...T 

While studying a particular phemomena over a spatial 

unit, it is advisable to describe the regional structure of 

the area in otder to get one-self ac~ainted vJitb the 

prevailing conditions which may, in the ultimate analysis, 

prove useful in explaining the variable itself. The districts 

of Ludhiana and Mahendergarh have been selected with a view to 
~n..ui... ~u .. +Dr~l ,.S~d ~ ~ W-f~W..-b·o\"~t ~ h.t.l-...lro"'' "to 
~patq_al organisation in the heartland of the Green Revolution. 

Before going into the real exercise, let us describe their 

ecological, demographic and economic characteristics; 

2,1 Locational Aspects:- Ludhiana district lies in the central 

portion of the present Panjab state situated in 3o0 34' -

3!0 Ol' North latitude and 75° 18' - 76° 20 iast longitude 

(refer fig. l). The district extends over an area of 3857 

sqJare kilometres. It is bounded by district Jullu,nder on the 

north, by district Ropar in the east • by district ferozepur on 

the west and by district Patiala and Sang:rur on the south 

trefer Fig. 2). The river Satluj forms its northern boundary 

separating it from Jullunder district(4<.~~v+'tl·2) 

Mahendergarh district, on the other hand, is one of tne 

southe.m most dlst.rict in the Panjab plain. It lies betv.Een 

North latitude 27° ~7' and 28° 48' and east longitude 75° 48' 

and 76° 2d'. <l1 its north are situated the districts of Hissar 
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and Rohtak, the former covering it up even in the north-ttest 

and the latter in the north-east \refer Fig. No. 3). Ch its 

east it adjoins district <llrgaon. en all other sides, the 

district is surrounded by the state of Rajasthan. To the 

south-east lies district Alwar. To the south are the districts 

of Jaipur and Sikar and on the south west and west is district 

Jta.tnjhunu of H.ajast han. In fact tahsil Narnaul of Mahendergarh 

district juts deep into Rajasthan territory. Too thrust looks 

almost an intrusion into that state. The area is, therefore, 

a meeting ground of tv~ district cultures and there is a 

perceptible influence of the Hajasthani mode of life at least 

on the people of this part of the district~ t"'~·:.)· 

2.2 !:hysical Base:,• The district of Ludhiana does not 

have any strildng physical features. In the north, the district 

has a low lying alluvial tract along the Sutlej between its old 

course and the new course. This is popularly knov.n as the 

nbet" land. The up-land or loca.L!y knoVtO as '*dhia" forms the 

southern part of the district. When there is flood in the 

river Sutlej the "bet" are gets flooded but the "dhia" land 

remains unaftected. In Mahendergarh, on the other hand, the 

ranges wHich are part of the great Aravalli ehain are a marked 

feature ot the district. The Dhosi hill touches a height of 

about 21UO feet above the sea.level. The low land in the 

district abounds in sand and dunes, particularly in Mahendergarh 

tahsil. 
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So far as the study of soil tYPes is concerned, the 

entire district of Ludhiana consists of aLluvial soils. Both 

the 'bet • and the •dhia • land are very fertile except for some 

areas of Samrala tahsil where sand ridges abound. Mahendergarh 

district, on the other hand, has loamy soils which can be 

divided into Dakar, Kasuli and l:Hur. These are ha%'d, light and 

sandy soils respectively. The Dakar is mainly found in the 

Dadri tehsi! and the Kausli towa:r:ds the west of the road running 

from Narnau! to Dadri and it changes into sandy loam near the 

hiLls. The l:Hur is found all over the district yet it is more 

common in lJiahendergarh tahsil. 

In ludhiana, Sutlej flowing along the northern boundary 

of the district is the important river. The river enters 

Samarala tahsil of the district and flows west for about 60 

miles forming the boundary line between Jullunder and Ludhiana 

districts. Besides the river Sutlej, there is the Uudha nala, 

which flows in the old course of the Sutlej. by the side of 

Ludhiana city and joins river Sutlej in Jagraon tahsil. 

Mahendergarh district, on the other hand, does not have any 

perennial river. There are, hov.ever, a 'tew small streams and· 

channels which flow only during the monsoon. The Dohan and 

Krishnawati are i.nportant among them. These streams originate 

near Jaipur hills and fan out in the plains of Mahendergarh and 

Naxuaul tahsils respectively. 

~limatically, the two districts are not very much different. 

They partake the climate of the Panjab plains. The temperature 

sta~'ts rising in the month of March and on a nurmer ot days crosses 
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115°F during mid May to June. In the winter, the te~erature 

remains at a low level around 30 - 35°F in the months of 

Dacembcr and January. The weather is severe in Mahendergarh 

district because of the presence of sandy soil and the short

age of water. Being very near to the Great Indian Desert, the 

district gets trecpent dust storms in summer. The rainy 

season in the· region sets in by the first week of July and lasts 

till the end of September, Some rains are also received from 

mid December to mid February. wdhiana district is again 

suitably placed so far as the average annual rainfall in the 

two districts is concerned, Mahendergarh districts situated 

at the tail end of both the Bay of Bengal and the Arabian sea 

currents of the monseon, gets very little amount of rain. the 

rainfall during v.dnter season is also sometimes negligible. 

2.3 Demographic. G,haracteristics:- The district of Ludhiana 

had a pOpulation of 1,419,421 in 1971. The average denisty of 

population works out to be 3~ persons per sq. km. The highest 

denisty of population has, however, be~n reported in Ludhiana 

tahsil (483 persons per sq. km.} followed by Samrala (305 persons) 

and Jagraon (26! persons). The district of Mahendergarh had 

a po~ulation of 691,639 in !971 extending over an area of 

395~ Km
2

• Th.ls the density of population works out to be 2UO 

pe:r.sons per sq. krn. against the st.:1te fii<;sure of 227 persons per 

sq. kn. The highest density of pepulat lon has been reported in 

Narnaul tahsil l255) while the lowest density in Dadri tahsil 

( 199). 
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!he percentage of %Ural population to total population 

in Ludhiana district is 65.19 percent against the corresponding 

figure of 76 percent for Punjab state. The level of urbanisation 

is the highest in wdhiana tahsil (47 .83); while the lowest v.as 

reported in Samrala tahsil (15.28). Almost every lOth person in 

Mahendergarh district lives in its urban areas. Level of 

ul'banisation is the highest in Na.rnaul tahsil { 13.91) follo\ved by 

Mahendergaxh (9,17} and Dadri tahsil (17.50}. The proportion 

of rural population to total population of the district of 

Maher1dergarh is 89.78 percent against the corresponding prOportion 

of 82.34 percent for Haryana state. 

The sex-ratio in I..uct hiana district is 846 females per 

1000 males. This is lot~r than the state figure of 865. 

Maxirum number of females per 1000 males has been reported in 

Jagraon tahsil {890) fol!O\~ by Samrala (846J and 4tdhiana 

tahsil {832). In Mahenctergarh 1 the sex-ratio has been xetumed 

at 900 which is slightly higher tiun t •1e corresponding state 

figure standing at 867. Mahendergarh and Na:rnaul tahsils have 

sex-ratio of 910 and 909 respectively while in Dadri there are 

885 females for evory 1000 males. 

The higher propo1.'tion of urban population in U..dhiana 

accounts for higher literacy rate in the district. Highest 

literacy r:te has been reported in Ludhiana tahsil (45.96) 

follo\·.ed by Jagraon (38.56) and Samrala tahsil (36.64). Among 

the females too, trough the literacy rate in the district is 

35 percent only, yet it is the highest in the state. Lo,1Jer 
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proportion of urban population in Mahendergarh accounts for 

lo\;~r incidence of literacy in the district. The literacy rate 

for the district has been retumed at 26.03 percent against the 
. 

state figure of 26.119 percent. The male and female literacy 

rates have been returned at 41.00 percent and 9.40 percent 

respectively. !he highest and the lowest lit.3racy rates have 

been recorded in Narnaul (29.65) and Mahendergarh (21.48) tahsil 

.respectively, 

About 30 percent of the total population of Ludhiana is 

engaged in various industrial categories of~rk•force. At the 

tahsil level, ludhiana again leads in the percentage of workers 

to total pOpulation. During the last three decades there has 

been a shitt to\~:ros industrialisation in the district. 'it~ite 

all this, a vast majority of popolation still depends upon 

agriculture. !his is reflected in the structure of the v.ork-force. 

In 1951, 53.7 percent of the \\Orking population was engaged in 

agriculture and allied activities. The corresponding figures 

for 1961 and 1971 were 53.9 and 50.8 percent respectively. The 

percentage of v.orking population engaged in agriculture and 

allied activities is still less in case of Ludhiana tahsil 

(38.72 percent). !he district can truely speak high of its 

manufacturing industry where 16.41 percent of the total V~Crk-force 

is employed. Ludhiana tahsil has, however, 23.84 percent of its 

\'X>rking population engaged in manufacturing industry. 

r he workers constitute about 25.61 percent of the total 

population of Mahendergarh according to the data collected at the 
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1971 census. Dad.ri tahsil (28.31) has the highest proportion of 

its population engaged in economic activities followed by 

Mahendergarh ( 24.01) and Namaul tahsil {23.96). The economic 

data relating to 1971 census further reveal that 72.71 percent of 

the v\Orking popPlat1on is dependent on agriculture. The 

corresponding figures for !951 and !961 were 85 • .11 and 8U.92 

respectively. In fact Mahendergarh and Dadri tahsils are highly 

dependent on agriculture as the proportion of workers engaged in 

agriculture and allied activities stands at 74.75 and 74.64 

respectively. Narnaul tahsil is, however,less dependent on 

agriculture since the prop.)rt ion of workers engaged in agriculture 

and allied activities is 68.67. The district has 3.41 percent . 

of its labour-force in household industry but only 2.41 percent 

in manufacturing industry. In the household industry. Na.rnaul 

tahsil takes a lead while in manufacturing activity Oadri tahsil 

dominates. 

2.4 Land Use:- So far as the land-use is concerned, nearly 

85 percent of the tgtal area ia both the districts is under 

cultivation. Very high proportion of the land under cultivation 

in these tv.o districts is due to the fact that they are free 

from physical handicaps and the deficiency of rainfall is made 

up by irrigation facilities particular! y 1n Ludhiana district. 

The are:tunder forest is almost negligible in both the districts 

and one ninth of the total area is not available for cultivation. 

The reason for small acreage of forests in Ludhiana is that the 

district is mostly a flat are which is more suited for cultivation 

than for forestry. Gultivable wasteland. mainly due to water 
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logging, is also not substantial being only 3.33 percent of the 

total area. The percentage of area under different land-uses 

in Ludhiana and Mahendergarh districts is given below:-

Table 2.1 

Land-use in I..udhiana and Mahendergarh Districts1 

Land·Use Percentage 

ludhiana Mahendergarh 

forests 0.16 0.60 

Net Sovn Area 8S:J;3S. 84.61 
Irrigated land 66.07 !0.23 
Unirrigated land 29.!8 89.77 

~ultivable waste 3.33 3.28 

Not Available for 11.26 11.51 
(.;ultivation 

As is obvious from the table, the position with regard 

to the land under forests is highly unsatisfactory in both the 

districts. The area under forest in Mahendergarh is about 

0.60 percent of the total land while it is desirable that !t 

least 20 percent of the total area should be covered by forests. 

Mahendergarh tahsil has the highest percentage i.e. l.ll percent 

of its area under forest cover while Narnaul tahsil has 

practically no forest land (only 0.25 percent of its area covered 

l. Source of Data: District Census Handbooks (l97lJ of Mahenderg
arh and Ludhiana 
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. ......, 
by forests). In Ludhiana district, Jagraon tahsil leads,tthe 

proportion of area under forests. The cultivable waste for the 

district of Mahendergarh works out to 3.28 percent of its total 

area. !he total cultivaole waste is 27858 acres as against the 

total area of 850555 ac~res. Narnaul -tahsil has the highest 

percentage of areas as cultivable waste (4.04 percent) follO\~d 

byDadri (3.13 percent} and Mahendergarh tahsil (2.77 percent). 

In Ludhiana, cultivable mste is the highest in Ludhiana tahsil 

(5.38 percent) followed Samrala(2.94} and Jagraon l2.04J. 

2. 5 ficonomx:• The economy of Lud hiana district con-tinues to 

be agro-based. Revolution in the agricultural productivity in 

the late sixties is a marked feature of the district. It is 

also, side by side, developing its manufacturing sector. The 

district is well known for its sma~l scale industries manufactur

ing woollen, hosiery and engineering goods. JJ.tdhiana city has 

been called the uimall icale Industrial Capital" of India. 

Mahendergarh, on the other hand, is predominantly agricultural. 

It has, nowever, the dubious distinction of being the most 

backt~tJard district of Ha:ryana ... both agriculturally and industri• 

aLly. The biggest bane of agriculture in tne district is the lack 

of assured and adequate irrigation facilities. The district does 

not l~ve any worthwhile industrial unit except a cement factory 

at Dadri and few cottage industries like the manufacture of slates, 

stone-carving and marble in Narnaul and KUnd village. 

l-\ study2 in the performance of the Indian agriculture shows 

2. G.S: B~lla. and. Y.K. Alagh, Perfo:mance of Indian Agricult!-!r~! 
A DJ.strJ.c.t,s..Vl.t;S Studx., A joint prOJect of Jawaharlal Nehru · 
University and Planning t;ommission, Govt. of India. 
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that the gross agricultural output has been found higher in 

Ludhiana district as comparative to Mahendergarh district both 

at the sixties and tne seventies. Tne gross agricultural out-
• . put tin 000 Rs.) in I..udhiana and Mahendergarh district for t ne 

seventies was 939203.12 and 20141'-J.02 respectively. The corres

ponding f'igures for the sixties were 496081.21 and l295lO.l2 

respectively. In the industrial field too, Ludhiana has shoy.n 

' spectacular progress. The gross industrial output (in 000 Rs.) 

for Ludhiana stood at 89134.08 in 1974. The correspond in~ 

figures for tla.hendergarh district was only 1241.483• · This 

shows how the t\\D districts are different from each other in 

their agricultural and industrial development. 

The structure of the work-force may, however, prove to 
'-. 

be a better tool in understanding the three sectors of the 

economy of these districts. At the 1971 census, about 51.28 

percent the lr\Ork-force of Ludhiana and 74.43 percent the V«>rk

force of Mahendergarh district vas employed in the primary sector. 

The corresponding figures for the secondary sector were 22.25 

and 6. 75 respectively. In the tertiary sector, the proportion 

of these two districts stood at 26,.47 and 18,83 respectively 

(refer table 2.2). wdhiana exceeds Mahendergarh so far ~s the 

proportion of \«)rkers engaged in household industry, non-house

hold industry, construction, trade and commerce, transport and 

communication and other services in concerned. 

3. Statistical year book {1Y76) for Punjab and Haryana states. 
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Table 2.2 

Distribution o.f working population in 

different industrial categories of the 

work-force in Ludhiana and Mahendergarh 
districts ( 19711 

Sector/category Ludhiana 
{%) 

Mahendergarh 
/ (%) 

{a) P:rinnry iector 51.28 74.43 

( 1) CultivJtors 32.85 61.11 

{ii) Agricultural labourers 17.94 11.60 

(iii) Mining, quarrying etc. 0.49 1.72 

{b) Secondary Sector 22.25 6.74 

( iv) Household industry 3.90 3.41 

( V) Non-household 16.41 2.40 
industry 

lvi) Construction 1.91 0.91 

lc) Tertiary Sector 26.47 18.33 

(vii) Trade &. commerce 9.94 3.95 

l viii) Transport & comrm..m. 3.54 0.97 

(ix) other services 12.99 13.91 

The description of various characteristics of agriculture, 

industries and social infrastructure will however provide a 

better understanding o.f the economy of the two district~. 
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2. 5.1 Agricultural Development:- So far as the pattern of 

agricultural development in the two districts is concemed 

I.udniana appears to be well placed. The district of Mahendergarh 

is still on the path to achieve its objectives. The fol'lowing 

table sho\~ some of the interesting features. 

Table 2.32 

Ludhiana and Mahendergarh districts: 
Patterns of Agricultural Development 

(1960's and 70's) 

Variable 

Output per hectare 1960's (H.s. J 

Output per hectare 1970's (Rs.J 

Growth rate of output per hectare 
(1960's- 70'sJ 

Fertilizer per hectare in nutrient 
tons t 19108) 

Fertilizer per hectare in nutrient 
tons ( .1.970' s J 

Growth rate of fertilizer per 
hectare (!~60's- 70's). 

Tractors per .J.UOU hectares (1960's) 

Tractors per 1000 hectares (1970's) 

Growth rate of tractors per 1000 hect. 

Pumpset per 1000 hect. l196U'sJ 

Pumpset per lOUO hect. (1970's) 

Ludhiana l~hendergarh 

1586.;73 364.13 

2124.89 548.13 

+ 33.92 + 50.54 

+.539 .·57 +317. 72 

5•19 0.29 

11.49 1.10 

+12.1.38 +279.31 

35•77 1,57 

114.19 19.91 

Gro~oJth l."ate of pur.lf'sets per iooo hect. +219•23 +1247.61 
Irrigated area as % to total cropped 
area l1960' s) 73,.70 7.00 
Irrigated area as % to total cropped fre~ . 96.21 11.34 
Grov~th in the% of irrigated areal60'sZJtoi~)+30.54 +61.53 
2. S6ufte of C!ata: "PStf llrmahei! or !htt1an ttgt1cutture: A 
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I.udhiana exceeds ,.hendergarh in the output per 

hectare, fertilizer per hectare, tractor per 1000 hectares, 

pumpsets per 1000 hectares and irrigated area as percent to 

total eropped are in sixties as well as in seventies. So far 
&f.-

as the growth rate)_ output per hectare, growth rate of tractors 

per 1000 hectares, growth rate of pumpsets per 1000 hectares, 

and grov~h rate of irrigated area as percent to total cropped 

area is concerned, Mahendergarh has surpassed Ludhiana 110 

although the grot.vth rate in the absolute number has been less 

in the former than in the latter. 

Wheat, maize, groundnut, cotton and sugarcane are the 

major crops of I.udhiana district. The important crops of 

Mahendergarh district are bajra, jowar, gram, sarson, barley and 

wheat. l.:eans of irrigation in Ludhiana district are tube-wells 

and canals. The 3irhind canal, the gift of the Sutlej river, 

passes through this district. Although navigation is not 

possible in the canal as the supply of water is erratic and its 

banks arc generally lower than the adjoining plateau, yet it has 

proved to be a great boon to the district as its vster is used 

primarily for irrigation. In Mahendergarh, well is the rrost 

irnpo~tant source of irrigation. Recently, the tube-well irrigation 

has also shov.n signs of growth. In fact, the biggest bane of 

agriculture in the district is the lack of assured and adecpate 

irrigation facilities.6nly about 10 percent of its cultivated area 
• 

is irrigated. The scope for the extension of irrigation facilities 

Districtwise Study" -A joint project of J.N.U. and Planning 
<.;ommission under the directorship of G.s. Ehalla and Y.K. Alagh 
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is limited not only by its uneven and undulating topography 

but also due to the lack of availability ot sub-soil water. 

The district abounds in sand and sand dunes and barren low 

hills of the Aravalli system. Sufficient part of the district 

is therefore rocky, The problem of the advancing •Great Indian 

Desert" adds co~lexity to the situation. 

r he area under high yielding varieties in J..udhiana is 

reported to be going up year after year because of the existing 

irrigation facilities. The district has the distinction of 

having the highest yleld per hectare in wheat in India. Not 

only this, the district is leading major wheat growing countries 

of the v.orld in yield per hectare. About 77 percent of the total 

cultivated area in the district is occupied by this crop. Hoth 

intensive and extensive methods of cultivations have been 

adopted in increasing the productivity of wheat. It is reported 

that the high yielding varities of wheat were first introduced in 

this distr!.ct during the Kabi season of 1965 ... 66 in an area of 

70 hectares covering about 100 farming families. The area under 

high yilecting varities of vmeat increased by 97 percent during 

1969 ... 70 and in l97l - 72 the whole area under wheat vas covered 

by the high yielding varities3• According to the information 

released by Pubjab Agricultural University, the contribution of 

Ludhiana district to the central wheat pool from one acre of wheat 

is d times of India and about double _of Pubjab state. Mahendergarh 

district, on the other hand t has not sho\\fl any significant change 

3. Statistical Year Book, Pubjab State, 1976 
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in agricultural productivity. Agriculture in the district is 

in fact a gamble in the monsoons. The tremendious growth in 

the agricultural output can not be obtained unless the water 

supply to the farmers is assured. The rainfall in the district 

is not only deficient but is marked by its capricious behaviour 

which is so characteristic of the arid areas. The failure of 

the rains even today creates conditions of famine and makes the 

district look as desolate as a desert. The failure of the 

monsoons in 1979 had an adverse impact on the Kharif as •,-,'O.l.l as 

rabi crops in the district. 

2. 5.2 Industrial Development:- T t1e district of Lud hia,ia has 

done v~ll in the industrial sector since indepenctonce. It is 

reputed for its small industries not only in Pubjab but also in 

India. Ludhiana city has been rightly called "Small Scale 

Industrial Gapital" of India because of tts comrnanding position 

in hosiery mnncfactures, engineering goods and cycle industry. 

It is estimated that about eighty percent demand of the entixe 

country in woollen hosiery is met by Ludhiana. Woollen hosiery 

goods are also exported to a large number of countries. Engineer

ing goods, cycle and cycle parts are also exported to a number 

of countries in competition with the traditional exporters of 

these goods. 

Industrial activity is steadily growing in Khanna, Jugraon 

and Samrala. This becomes clenr when one looks. at the pattern of 
i+-\ 

change oft\V<Ork-force in manufacturing activity. Khanna tovn has 

become a fast grovdng centre of small industries li~e manufacture 
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of small machines, cycles and cycle parts and t¥Oollen hosiery. 

Sarnrala and Jagraon tO\\ns are a.Lso getting industrialised \·Jith 

the establishment of iron re-rolling plants. 

Agriculturally deficient, the district of Mahendergarh 

is no less backward industrial! y also. Sxcept perhaps for the 

cement factory at Dadri, the district does have any \VOrthwhile 

industrial unit. A few cottage industries can also be named 

like the manufacture of slates, stone-carving and marble, all 

based on the material produced or quarried l;.;cal.ly. From the 

point of view of minerals, ho"vever, this district is the most 

ir.portant of all the district in the st(.ite as it holds out promise 

of good mineral yield. The district is knot"'l to have good mineral 

prospects though it has not yet started production of these 

minerals on a large scale and therefore these have not contributed 

towaxds the cconomi.c development of the district. 

The follo\;ing indicators wil~, however, give a better 

picture of the lev~l of industrial development in '!:he t\·.() districts. 

The tabla shows that the district ?f Mahendergarh has lagged 

behinci in the level as well as the growth rate of these indicators 

of industrial development. 

b~eter table 2.4) 
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Table 2.4 

Mahendergarh & Ludhiana districts : 
Indicators of Industrial Development. 

Indicator Ludhiana Mahendergarh 

1. Percent household and non-household 20.31 5.81 
manufacturing workers to total workers 
(1971). 

2. Percent household and non-household 23.33 7.45 
manufacturing \\Qrkers to total v..orkers 
( 1961). 

16.41 3. Percent non-household manufacturing 2.40 
workers to total v/Orkers ( 1971). 

4. Percent non-household manufacturing 13.41 1.38 1uprters to total v.orkers ( 1961}. 

5. Percent household to non-household 23.82 142.22 manufacturing \II!Orkers l197lJ. 

6. Percent household to noq-household 74.46 439.86 ·manufacturing v~rkers ll961). 

7. Percent secondary workers to total 22.25 6.74 workers ( 1971) 
a. Percent secondary v«>rkers to total 25.22 8.32 workers ( 19 61) 

9. Percent increase in non-household +74.12 +43.98 manufacturing v.orkers (1Y61·7l}. 

10· Percent increase in household 
-44.04 -53.42 manufacturing \YOrkers l!96l-71). 

11. Percent· registered to unregistered 
establishment in manufacturing 8.68 2.18 processing and servicing ll97!) . 

12. Percent Governo~to total establishments 
in manufacturing processing and servicing 
( 1971) 99.62 99.34 

2.5.3Social Infra-Structure :• So far as the social infra-

structure in the t\\0 districts is concerned, tne district of 

Ludhiana better placed. 
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Educational i~ilities in the district of Ludhiana are 

available in 683_prim3ry schools, 102 middle schools, 98 high 

or higher secondary schools and 21 degree colleges. Degree 

colleges are also located in 8 villages. No other district in 

the Pubjab state has so many degree colleges in rural areas. 

In Mahendergarh, there are 396 primary schools, 83 middle .j 

schools and 57 high or higher secondary schools. In adtiition, 

there are three degree colleges and 12 VocationaJ. Training 

Institutions. Incidentally, all the Vocational Training 

Institutions are located in Narnaul tahsil. 

There are 4,22 medical institutions per 100 sq. km. in 

the district of Ludhiana which is CfJite high in comparison to the 

state figure of 2.69. ludhiana tahsil has the highest number 

of r.:edical institutions per 100 sq. km. whereas Jugraon tahsil 

has the lo~vest nurrber. The difference is, hov.ever, not marked. 

The number of medical institutions per 100 sq. km. for 

Mahendergarh district as a whole comes out to three on.ly, 

Narnaul tahsil has an average of four trus exceeding the district 

average of three. On the othar hand, Ma hendergarh and uadri 

tahsils fall short of the district average of t hrce by one. 

So far as the electrification of villages in Ludhiana 

district is concerned, the district lags behind Mahendeegarh 

where 100 percent electrification has been achieved. Q.Jt of 

969 villages in Ludhiana district, only 600 could be electr.tfied 

upto March, 1969. But on the question of rural drinking \\Gter 

supply the district of Mahendergarh is the wo:t·st affected. 
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Qat of 969 villages in Ludhiana, 366 villages are 

connected by pucca roads, 91 villages by Katcha road, 3 villages 

bY pucca and katcha roads, 28 vi.Llages by pucca road and rail, 

2 villages by pucc.;a 1 katcha roads and rail and 6 villages by 

katcha road and rail. The facility of pucca roads to the 

villageG is, hov~ver, better \nthin a small radius of the towns 

as co41pared to the viLlages lying at the peripheral zone. In 

l.lahendergarh district, on the other hand, all the settlements 

have access to the pucca roads. 

The district of Ludhiana has a number of post offices 

also. Samrala tahsil (8.44) has the highest number of post 

offices per 100 sq. km. whereas Ludhiana tahsil {7.69) has the 

lowest nufli)er. There are, however, 7. 78 plist offices per 100 

sq. km. in the district while the corresponding figure for the 

Punjab state is 5.96. The total number of villages ak having 

post offices is 294 while telegraph offices are located in 12 

villages. five villages also enjoy the tole;> hone facilities. 

The district of MahendergJ.rh, on th~ other hand, !'las only four 

post offices per 100 sq. km. as ag~tinst 3.repo~-ted in Ludhiana. 

The nunber of post offices per 100 sq. km. is repo.L:ted to lJe the 

highest in Narnaul tahsil (5.0). Dad:ri and Mahendergarh tahsils 

equal the district average of four post offices. 

2.6 Settlement Structure:- In wdhiana there are 1010 

settlements including 35 uninhabited ones. OJt of the total 

975 inhabited settlements, 969 are rural. The district of 

Mahendergarh, on the other hand. is constituted of 5 toYils and 
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(~~1)··~~) 
558 villagest About 35.91 percent of the ¥illages in Ludhiana 

are of small size {below 500 persons} having only one tenth df the 

rural population. More than 57 percent of the rural population 

is living in medium size villages (500 - 1999 persons) which 

account for less than 54 percent of the total villages in the 

district. The remaining one - tenth of the rural settlements 

account for about 33 percent of the rural population. About 

one seventh of the villages in Mahendergarh are small in size 

(below 5v0 persons) accomodating a little more than four percent 

of the rural population of the district. About three-fourth of 

the total villages are of medium size (500 - 1999 persons) 

accomodating 68 percent of the rural population. The rest of 

the villages account for about one fou1t h of the rural population 

(refer Fig. 4 and 5). 

At the 1971 census, the district of Ludhiana had six urban 

centres via, Ludhiana, Khanna, Jagraon, Samrala, Raikot and 

Doraha. I.udhiana city is accomodating roore than 61 percent of the 

u r'..)an population of the district. The functional distribution of 

tovns of Ludniana district is shown in table 2.5.0Ut of six towns 

at the 1971 censu~, Ludhiana •...as the only monofunctional tot..n. 

Raikot, Khanna and Doraha are bi-functional towns. Raikot is a 

primary activities ... cum ... trade and conmwrce-cum-industrial tov.ns. 

Jagraon and Sanrala are multi-functional to\~s. the former being 

trade ;.md commerce-cum-industry-cum-services toW'l whiJ.e the latter 

services-cum-trade and commerce-cum-primary activities. 
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Table 2.5 

Ludhiana District: lJi~tr!bution of tovtlS 
by functio~al categor~es 

Sr. No. Functional category 

1. Industry 

2. Trade & com.rnerce-cum-industry 

3. Primary activities-cum-trade 
and commerce 

4. T .rade and commerce-cum-industry 
-cum-services 

5. Services-cum-t.r.~de and commerce 
-cum-prim;Jry activities 

No. of toW'ls & 
their names 

1 ( Ludhiana) 

2 (Dora ha & Khanna) 

l (Raikot) 

l {Jagraon) 

1 (Samrala} 

The five :tov.ns in the district of Mahenctergarh are 

Narnaul, Mahendergarh, Charkhi Oadri, K.anina, and Ateli. Narnaul 

is the largest to\~ in the district accounting for about 45 

percent of the urban population. Of the five to\ttlS in the 
• 

4. A.t the 1971 census. to'l'.ns have been classified on the basis of 
the percentage of total workers engaged in each of the five 
classes lThe nine categories of economic activity ~;vare clubbed 
into five - first three activities were combined so as to make 
prir..1ury o.ctivity, household and manufacturing were clubbed so 
as to make industry and other categories remained unchanged) 
of economic activity. A totr\11 where 40 percent or morG of the 
total workers are engaged in one occupation, has been classified 
z.s a mcnoiunctional to•,..n e.g. service tov.n, industrial tovn etc. 
If this condition is not satisfied then the next predominant 
occup<Jtion is taken into a~.-count and if the total of th:! tv.o 
comes to 60 percent or 100re the tovtl has been classified as 
bi•function.Jl t 0\·111 c. g. Trade & corrunerce-cum-industry tO\'ll. 
If the total of the workers engaged in the taQ~ major occupations 
docs not come up to 60 percent, the third predominant occup
ation is taken into consideration and the town is categories 
as r:ultifunctional to~..n e. g. service-cum-trade and commerce
cum-primary activities. 
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district, Kanina is mono-functional specialising in primary 

activities {refer table 2.6). Ateli is bi-functional (commerce

cum-services} in character while Charkhi Oadri. Mahendergurh and 

Sr. No .. 

J.. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

Table 2.6 

Ma henderga rh District :Distribution of 
to\~S by functional categories 

functional categories 

~ommerce-cum-services 

Industry-cum-services~commerce 

Primary activities 

Services-cum-commerce-cum-industry 

No. of towns along 
with their n.Jr.JCS 

1 (Ateli) 

1 l(;harkhi Dadri) 

1 lKanina) 

l ( 1.-'la henderga rh) 

Primary activities-cum-services-cum- l (Narnaul) 
trade and commerce 

Namaul are 111.11 ti-funct ional specialising in industry-cum-service

cum-comlerce; services-cum-trade <.lnd commerce respectively. 

Briefly, one can say that Ludhiana district has a 

definite edge over all the districts in the state ooth in the 

ficlC: of agriculture as \'\lOll ..JS in small industries. Therefore, 

v~ can treat this district as one of the most developed district 

in the Punjab. Nahendergo.rh, on the other hand, has lagged behind 

in developmental ~ctivities and it can be treated as one of the 

less developed districts in the Punjab. 
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~~~I Or~i.L :.iHlrT J L"J fHci ,JOH.K;;;roH.c.;ci AND THe 
OHG\NI.SAT I~ Or .;p,"c.;E • THe OVeRALL !JATTER.!\J 
n~ WJHL\N,\ <~.N0 M\HcNDEH.Gd{B .Ul.:iTHI~i 

3.1 frequency Distribution of Villages ,\CCoiding to 
P,opul,C\tion ii;&e :-

Accol.'<iing to the l97l census, there are 542 inhnbited 

villages of all size classes having about sev';m lakh people in 

Mahendergarh district {refer table 3.3, 3.5 and Fig. 6 and 7J. 

r he rural settlements of the district are grouped into six 

categories : 2.95 percent of the viLlages come under the t~velfth 

category of the size-class (below 200 perswns). The villages of 

this size-class are inhabited by only 0.26 percent of the rural 

population. About 11.81 percent villages are between the size of 

2UO to 4'11J persons inhabited by 3.88 percent population. The 

tenth size-class ( 500•999 persons) includes 37.45 percent of the 

villages having 24.65 percent of the xu~l population. This 

size-class has the highest number of villages. About 43.45 

percent people live in 36.72 percent villages of the ninth size

class ( 1000-1999 pexsons). The eighth size-class { 2000-4999 per

sons) consists of lu.7o percent villages inhabited by 25.75 

percent population. Lastly, 0.37 percent villages oL~ ·inl~bited 

by 2.01 percent population in the size-class ot above 5VOO and 

above persons (for cumul.:tive results refer Fig. 11 and 13). 
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District 

Ludhiana 

Ma hend e rga. rh 

Table 3.1 

I.udhiana and Mahendergarh Districts: 
~hanges in the percentage of tJtal 
number of rural settlements by size 
classes 

Ye J. r --- -ZJ.OO_____ .. -200 .. 41.)9 500-999 lOdo--.1999 -----200~4999 --5000+- Total 

1961 159 205 256 175 60 4 859 
( 18.51) (23.86) (29.80) (20.37) (6.98) (0.48) 

1971 131 217 282 236 96 7 9ffi 
(13.52) (22.39} (29.l0) ( 24.36) (9.91) (0.72) 

% G .. H. -17.61 +5.85 +10.16 +34.86 +60.00 +75.00 +12.81 

1961 23 177 239 135 31 l 546 
(4.21) (21.43} (43.77) (24.73) (5.68) (0.18) 

1971 16 64 203 199 58 2 542 
(2.95J ( 11.81) (37.45} (36.72) ( 10. 76) (0.37) 

~ G.R. -30.43 -45.30 -15.06 +47.41 +87 • .to +100 .oo -0 •. 73 



Table 3.2(aJ 
:.Lu<:ih)ana and Ma henderg~zh District ; 
(.;hanges ·in the percentage of Rural 
Population by size classes 

Gist rict Year Z2oo ' 200.499 500-999 rooo.;.J.999 ~ 2000~4999-· ---5ooo+ · total 

r 
Ludhiana 1961 18307 71251 !86872 240252 165461 25633 707776 

( 2.59} (10.07) (26.40) (33.C:J4) ( 23.38) (3.62) 

1911· 15654 75037 206859 323361 
. 

263735 40713 925359 
( l. 69} (8.11) (22.35} (34.94) (28.50) (4.40} 

~~ G.a. -14.49 +5.31 +10.7~ +34.~ +59.39 +58.83 +30.74 

l·ia hcnd or- 1961 2411' 44058 179393 1839!0 79900 5206 494878 
gar h. { 0.49) ( 8.90) {36.25) (37.16} . ( 16.15) ( 1.05} 

1971 1635 24065 153096 2£1:1814 159888 12474 620972 
{ 0.26) (3.88) ( 24. 65} (43.45) {25. 75) (2.01) 

>~ G.H. -32.19 ·1'5.38 -14.66 +46.7J. +J.OO.ll + 139. 61 +25 .48 

Percentages are indicated within parenthesis. 
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Putting in a nut-shell, !4. 76 percent villages are small 

in size (below 500 persons) having only 4.!4 percent of the rural 

,population, while 74.17 percent villages are of medium size ( 500-

1999 persons) a~comodating 68.!0 percent of rural population; the 

large size villages are few in number ( 11.07 percent) with about 

27.76 percent of :rural population. For every large village 

there are about seven medium size villages in Mahenderga rh district. 

So, the medium size villages dominate the scene of human settle• 

ments. trus it has been observed that in Mahendergarh district, 

medium size villages are numerically high (74.!7 percent) ·with two 

thi!d (68.10 percent) of the total rural population; besides large 

number of people ( 27.76 percent) are also living in large size 

villages of tne district. 

It has been observed that the percentage of population 

and also of settlements under population size-class of less 

than 1000 persons have decreased in 197! in comparison to that 

of the year 1961 {refer table 3.3, 3.4, 3.5,3.6, and Fig. 6, 7 

and 9). On the contrary, the percentage of the population and 

settlements vdth lOOO•l999 persons, 2000•4999 persons and 5000 

and above persons have witnessed increase. ln !961, the district 

had 2o.64 percent villages in small size group (below 500 persons) 

accomodating only 9.29 percent of the rural population. Medium 

size villages (500•1999 persons) accounted for 68.50 percent of 

the total villages and at the same time consisting of 73.41 

percent of the rural population. The large size villages {with 

2000 and above persons} though accounting fo;r 5.86 percent of the 



Size-class 

f-lYtJ 

2U0-499 

500-999 
lOOO.i999 

200Q-4999 

5000+ 

Total 

.Size-class 

0•199 
200-499 
50Q-999 

1000..1999 

2000-4999 

5000+ 

Total 

Table 3.3 
~omulative Frequency (in ~l Distribution 
of villages in Mahendergarh and l.udhiana 
district (1971) 

Mahendergarh :Wdhiana 

No. of ~ oi (;urulat· No. of % of <..;umula .. 
villages villages ive % villages villages tive % 

16 2.95 2.95 131 13.52 13.52 

64 11.81 14.76 211 22.39 35.91 
203 37.45 52.21 282 29.10 65.01 

199 36.72 88.93 236 24.36 89.37 
58 10.70 99.63 96 9.91 99.28 

2 0.37 100.00 7 o. 72 100.00 

542 100 00 ' . .. 900 l(X>.OO -

Table 3.4 
Curwlative Frequency (in %) llistribution 
of villages in Mahendergarh and Ludhiana 
district ( 1961) 

Ma hen de rga :rh Ludhiana - % oi C"Urwlat-No. of No. of %of 
villages villages ive % villages villages 

23 4.21 4.21 159 18.51 
111 2!.43 25.64 205 23.86 
239 43.77 69.41 256 29.80 
135 24.73 94.14 175 .20.37 
31 5.68 99.82 60 6.98 

1 0.18 100.00 4 0.48 

546 lOO.OO - 859 100.00 

Cumula-
tive % 

18.51 

42.37 
72.17 

92.54 

99.52 
100.00 

-



Size-class 

o-199 
200-499 
500-999 
1000..1g99 

2000.4999 

5000+ 

Total 

Size-class 

0.199 
200-499 
500-999 
.1000-1999 

2000-~999 

5000+ 

Total 

Table 3.5 
t.;unulati ve FreqJency (in ;6) Distribution of 
population in various size class of villages 
in Mahendergarh & Ludhiana district;,; ( 1971) 

. 
Ma.hendergarh Ludhiana 

u 

No·, ot . % ot pop- Cumuiati- No. of % ol pop. ~umui-
ulation ative % people ulation ve % people 

1635 0.26 0.26 15654 1. (jJ 

24065 3.88 4.14 75037 8.11 

. !53096 24.65 28.79 206859 22.35 

2~814 43.45 72.24 32336! 34.94 

159888 25.75 97.99 263735 28.50 

12474 2.01 100.00 40713 4.41 

629721 100.00 - 925359 100.00 

Table 3.6 

Gurulative Frequency {in %) Distribution of 
population in various size cl~ss of villages 
in Mahendergarh s. wdhiana district l1961) 

Ma hendergarh Ludhiana 

1.69 
9.80 

32.15 
67.09 
95.59 

100.00 

-

No. of % ot pop- Curnuiati-No. of % of pop- Cumul-
ulation ve % people ulation ative % people 

24J.1 0.49 0.49 !3307 2.59 2.59 
44058 8.90 9.3~ 7J.25l 10.07 12.66 

179393 36.25 45.64 .186872 26.40 39.06 
1839!0 37.16 82.80 240252 33.94 73.00 
79900 16.15 98.95 165461 23.38 96.38 

5206 J..05 100.00 25633 3.62 100.00 

494878 100.00 - 707776 100.00 -
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total villages of the district inhabited 17.20 percent 

population (for comulative results refer figure 12 and 14). 

In Ludhiana district, on the other hand, the t\~lfth 

size-group (o-199 persons) accounted for 13.52 percent of the 

total villages inhabited by only 1.69 percent of the rural 

population in 1971 {refer table 3.3, 3.5, and figure 6 and 8). 

The second size-group (200·499 persons) had 22.39 percent of 

the total villages having 8.11 percent rural population. About 

29.10 percent villages are in the size-group of 500•999 persons 

inhabited by 22.35 percent of the rural population. This size 

class has the highest number of villages. The ninth size-gx:oup 

( 1000~1999· persons) includes 24.36 percent of the total villages 

and 34.94 percent of the :rural population. This size-group has 
I 

the h:ilghest numoer of !'ersons. About 9.91 percent villages 

consisting of 28.50 percent of the population fall under the 

eighth size• group ( 200()-4999 persons). The seventh s1ze-gx:oup 

{5000 and abo~e persons) had 0.72 percent of the villages and 

4.40 percent of the rural population. 

Briefly one can say that 35.91 percent of the villages 

in I.udhiana district are of small size (below 500 persons) having 

only (j.80 percent of the rural population. About 57.29 percent 

of the :rural population is living .in medium size villages ( 500. 

1999 persons) which account for 53.46 percent of the total 

villages in the district. The remaining 10.63 percent of the 

rural settlements may be termed as large size {2000 persons and 

above) which account for a large share of .rural population 
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(32.90 percent). 

In 1961, Ludhiana. had 18.51 percent villages in the 

lov.est rung of settlements (0.199 persons). This size-group, 

however accomodated only 2.59 percent of the rural population 

(refer table 3.4. 3.6 and fi~re 6 and J.O). The small size• 

group of settlements (below 500 persons) had 42.37 percent of 

the total villages accounting for only 12.66 percent of the 

:rural population. The medium size•gX'Oup (500·1999 persons) 

had 50.17 percent of the total villages and 60.34 percent of 

the rural population in the district. The large size-villages 

(2UOO and·above persons) had 7.46 persons of the total villages 

which accounted 27.00 percent of the rural population. 

So far as the growth rate of settlements and population 

is different size-groups is concerned. it is the large size-group 

which hove experienced high positive growth rate in both the 

districts. In. Ludhiana. the size-groups 2000.4999 and 5000 + 

have experienced growth rate of +60.00 and +75.00 ~spectively 

so far as the nuni>er of settlements is concerned. The correspon

ding figures in these size-groups for Mahende~arh district are 

+87 .10 and +100.00 respectively. As regards the growth of 

population in Mahendergarh district is concerned, the size•gxoups 

2000.4999 and 5000+ have experienced growth rate of +100.11 and 

+139.61 respectively. The corresponding figures for these size

groups in Ludhiana district are 59.39 and 58.83 respectively. 

The size-groups 0-199, 200•499 and 500•999 have experienced 

nagative grot~h rate of number of settlements and population as 
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well. This is largely due to the transfer of some villages 

to Bhiwani district. In Ludhiana district, it is the lov.~est 

size-group which has experienced negative growth rate of number 

of settlements and that of population. The rest of the size

groups have, ho\~Ver, experienced positive growth rate in both 

the districts. 

Briefly, the smaller size settlements i.e. size-glass 

less than 500. have grov..n only marginally in wdhiana district. 

In the case of Mahendergarh the change is negative and very 

high. With rega:r:d to the population size in large settlements 

1.e. in size classes 1000.1999, 2000.4999 and 5000 and above, 

the growth rate in Ludhiana has been IIJJCh lower than that in 

Mahendergarh. It can be inferred from the above analysis that 

while adjustment in the rural base in the less developed district 

during the sixties has resulted in a more efficient system of 

settlements, this p~ocess has be8J'i relatively ~aker in a 

developed district1• 

3.2 FregHencx Distribution of Uzban Settlements According 
~o Pooulation Siz!:-

So far as the ulban settlements in the t-.«> districts are 

concerned. they are accomodating 34.81 percent population of 

Ludhiana and 10.22 percent population of Mahendergarh district. 

In 1971, ludhiana had six urban settlements while Mahendergarh 

had only five. Ludhiana does not have class VI and class II 

J.. Moon is Raza; A Framework for the Study of Rural - Urban 
Interactions Iii the Asia context. A paper presented !n 
Bangkok, February, 1980 



Table 3.2 (b) 

I.udhiana and Mahendergarh District: 
Changes in the percentage of U:rt>an 
Population by size classes 

Ois.trict Year Lsooo 5000.9999 .LOOOQ-19999 20000..49999 50000- 100000 Total 
99999 + 

Ludhiana 1961 - 5439 11239 54033 - 244032 314743 
( l. 73) {3.57) ( 11.11) (77.53) 

1971 - 13358 11709 67819 - 397850 490098 
( 2. 73) ( 2.39) ( 13. 71) ( 8.1.18) 

11 G.H.. - +.L45.60 +4 • .L8 +25.5.l - +63.03 +55.71 

Mahend~r- 1961 6.LC3 9071 13839 23959 .. - 52972 
garh lll. 52) ( 17 .12) { 26 • .l3) l45.23} -

1971 1937 5375 30980 3lti75 - ... 70667 
( 2. 74) (8.31) (43.84) (45.11) 

% G.H.. -68.26 -35.23 +123.86 +33.04 - - +33.40 

Percentages are indicated within parenthesis. 
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ul.'ban settlements while Mahendergarh is deprived of class I and 

class 'II urban settlements. In Ludhiana. it is the class I 

settlement i.e. Ludhiana city which dominate the whole u:r:ban 

scene. It is accomodating about 81.18 percent of uxban popul .. 

ation of the district. In 1961,, its sJ1are was a· bit smaller 

i.e. 77.53 percent. Jagraon and Khanna tovns fall in the order 

of class III u:tban settlements which accooodated about 17.17 per

cent of the utban population of the district in 1961 and 13.71 

percent of the urban population of the district in 1971 (refer 

table 2.2). In 1971 class IV settlement of Raikot and class V 

settlement of Samrala had 2.39 percent and 2.73 percent of urban 

population of the district respectively. In 1961• the share of 

the two to,\fl.s was 3.57 and 1.73 respectively. 

The over=all growth rate of u.tban population over the 

decade has been +55. 74 percent for ludhiana district. The 

corresponding figure for Mahendergarh is, however. smaller i.e. 

+33.40 percent. The highest growth rate of urban population 

in Ludhiana district has been reported in class V size-group of 
" settlement (+145.~ percent) followed by class I size-group 

{ +63.03 percent).J class III size-group ( +25.51 percent} and 

lastly class IV size-group· (+4.18 percent). The high growth 

rates of urban population in class V size-group is due to the 

addition of Ooraha to~"'l to this size-group in the 1971 census. 

Atlhendergarh. on the other hand. had five urban sett

lements in 1961 as W$11 as in 1971. Namaul, a class III uman 
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settlement,,. is the largest tovn of the district. In 1971. it 

·alone accomodated about 45.11 percent of urban population of the 

district... Its share in 1961 v.es a bit larger i . .,e. 45.23 percent ... 

r he growth rate of population in this category corresponds to 

the gro\"'th rate of ul'ban population of tho district. Class IV 

size-group has experienced maxim.un growth rate of urban population 

in the district.. !his is due to the addition of Mahendergarh 

tO\*tl to this size-group in 1971-. In 1961, this size-group had 

the to,·tl of Chark.hi Dadri onJ.y.. From mere 26.13 percent of the 

urban population of the district in 1961, this size-group rose 

to have a share of 43,84 percent of the urban population of the 

district in 197J:. t;lass V urban size-~I'Oup has experienced 

negative growth :r:at_e 35.23 percent because ~f 'the transfer of 

Mahendergarh to'->11 fx:om this size•group to the next higher urban 

size-group·, Kanina tov;..~ got transferred over the decade from 

class VI size•group to class V siae-group. The share of the 

former size ... group in_ the urban population of the district fell 

from 17, •. 12 percent in 196.L to 8.31 percent in 1971. The highest 

megative growth rate of u:Eban population has been reco:r.ded in the 

lol.vest size•group of utban settlements. This is due to the 

transfer of Kanina tovJ'l from this. size•group to the next higher 

size-group. 

Broadly. one. may note that the growth rate of urban 

pOpulation in Ludhiana district is largely due to its lone urban 

industrial centre., Ludhiana, the other tow:ls growing at a rruch 

slow·er rate even 
1
in co~~C>~hwith those in ·Mahendergarh. 

r 
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3.3 sectoral Changes in the work-forte:-

At the 1971 census, 28.85 percent population of wdhiana 

district and 39.01 percent population of Mahendergarh district 

was engaged in some t'orm of economic activity. !he corresponding 

figures for the year 1961 ~re 29.58 and 25.60 respectively. The 

grovJth rate of~rk-force has been higher in the developed district 

{+42.29 percent} rather than the less developed district (-17.12). 

The proporation of workers in the primary sector to 

total \'.()rkers has beon relatively very high in the agriculturally 

le~s developed district as compared to tne developed district 

{refer table 3.7). This proportion has increased over the decade 

'· -

Table 3.7 

Ludhiana and Ma henderga:rh Districts: . 
Changes in the percentage of work-force 
in different !:?ectors cf t ne economy 

( 1961-71) 

f-.. ~~t'fllt to total workers 
District Year· Primary Secondary r = ertJ.ary 

Ludhiana 1961 
.. 

44(,67 25.22 30.ll 
1971 51.28 22.25 26.47 
.» G.R. +63.36 +25.42 +25.12 

Mahende:r.garh 1961 8!.56 8.32 !0.!2 
1971 74.43 6.74 18.83 
% G.x. -24.32 -32.25 +54.42 

in Ludhiana but declined in case of Mahendergarh. r he growth 

rate of the v~rk-force in this sector has also been repo~~ed 

very high in Ludhiana (+63.36 percent) as compared to Mahendergarh 
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Table 3.8 
Ludhiana and Mahendergarh District: 
~hanges in the percentage of industrial 
categories of the Yllrk-force l19 61-71} 

-}~ to total workers J' to total population 

Oist- Year Cult i·~ Agrl. 
rict vators lab. 

r:J.n. 
quarr. 
etc. 

H. 
Ind. 

N.H. 
I.l"ld. 

t;onst- Trade & 
ruct- comm. 
ion 

~------- ----------------
Trans. other Non-
& commu. serv- work

ices ers. 

Work- Pop
ers u1a

tion ·--..... ---------------------------------------·--------·-- ~--~--·--~·--~-----~ -~-·- ---~~-~ 

Ludh- 1961 36.l9 ..... 7. 80 
ian a 

0~68 9,92 1.3~41 1.88 8 .. 81. 3,26 18.04 70.42. 29.56 

1971 32.&5 17.94 0.49 3!90 16.41 1.91 9.94 3.54 12.99 71.15 28.85 

;~ G,Rt29.l8 +227 ,19 1-3.47 -44.04 +74.12+44.59 +60.6:) +54.50 +2.48 +37.41 +42.29 +38.81 

Mahe- 1961 78.92 2.00 u.64 6.tJ7 1.38 0.85 2.67 0.59 6.86 74.40 25.60 
nder-
garh 1971 6l.ll 11~60 1. 72 3~41 2.4u 0.91 3.95 0,97 13. 9.1. 60.99 39.01 

~ G. a.-35. 82 +379. 78·tl23 .39 -53,42 -+43.98-10.90 +22. 77 +36. 67 +67 .96 +53.98 -17 .l2 +26.25 
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(-24.32). 

If \~ lDOk at the share of workers in different industrial 

categories of~rk-force it becomes clear that the percentage of 

cu1tiv.:1tors to total workers was very high in Mahendergarh as 

cor:pared to Ludhiana (refer table 3.8 and fig. 15). In 1971, 

the district of Mahendergarh had 61.11 percent of its \'X)rking 

population as cultivators. The corresponding figure for the 

year 1961 was, ho\~Ver, very high i.e. 78.92. In Ludhiana, 

on the other· nand• the proportion of wltivators to total 

workers in 1961 and 1971 was 36.19 and 32.85 respectively. These 

figures show that the share ot the work-force engaged in 

cultivation has come dov.n over the decade in both the district. 

Although Ludhiana has shoVIl decline in the proportion of 

~xperieneed workers engaged in cultivation y~t it has ~xperienced 

positive growth rate of the \\Qrk-force in this category. The 

district of ltahendergarh has hsown negative growth rate of the 

work-force in cultivation. 

So far as the proportion of _,rkers engaged as agri

cultural labourers is concemed both the district nave shoVIl 

increase in the percentage figure over the decade. tk.> .. .-Jever. 

the growth rate of the work-force in this category has been 

higher in Mahendergarh ( +379. 78} as compared to Ludhiana, \ .· 

{ +227 .19) despite the fact tt-.at in a particular year wdhiana 

has a large proportion of v~rkers engaged as agricultur~l 

labourers as compared to Mahendergarh t refer table 3.8). 
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Actually the growth of the work-forte in agricultural 

sector in wdhiana has been due to certain inter-sectoral shifts 

infyt>rking population mainly the movem~nt of .people from house

hOld industry to the agricultural sector. High gro\~h rate of 

agricultural labourers 1n l'ndhiana should not be taken as a 

result of the developing capitalistic relations based on, h.i.red 

labour-force in other sectors of the economy. This becomes ob

vious when we observe that the growth rate of agriculrual labour 

in the agriculturally backw:u:d district of Mahendergarh has 

been significantly higher than that of Ludhiana. One can 

infer from the above analysis that the increase in agricultural 

labourers even in Ludhiana may be due to distress mobility of 

the population from one low productive sector to another. 

Mining, ~arrying, hunting, fishing, forestry etc. has 

not sho"...n any significant change in Ludhiana. In case of 

Mahendergarh, however, there has been very high positive growth 

rate of the v.ork-force in this category. The share of the 

\lvork-force in this category to total t ~ work ... force of the 

diGtrict has increased from o.64 percent in 1961 to !.72 in 1971. 

Very high positive growth rate in Mahendergarh district is due to 

the discovery of minerals in some area 2• 

The above ana.Lysis shows that the changes in the 

proportion of prirnary sector v.orkers mainly due to the change 

in the proportion of agricultural labourers. 

2. Supfa fj. lql-4-
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About one fourth of the working population of Ludhiana 

and one fifteenth of the working population of Mahendergarh is 

engaged in the. secondary occupations. Both the districts have 

s 00\\11 decline over the decade in the proportion of vJOrkers in 

this seetor to total vJOrkers of the district. Inspite of 

decline in the pxoportion of workers in the secondary sector, 

Ludhiana has experienced positive growth rate of the work-force 

in this sector. Mahendergarh district has, hO\~-avcr, sh0\'11 

neg::1tive gJ.·owth rate of the work-force in this sector. 

Analysis of the data at the disaggregate level will, 

however, provide a better understanding of the situation. In 

the household industn, both the districts have sho\\ll negative 

grovJth r0.tc of the work-force. The decline i~ the proportion 

of \'.Ot·kers in the household i."ldustry has been higher in Ludhiana 

but the negative gro\\fth rate of the Y«>rk•force in this category 

has been frl.gher in the less developed district (·53.42) than the 

developed district (-44.04). In I.udhiana, the proportion of 

\~rkers is hOusehold industry to total t~rkers went d0\'11 fl'Om 

9.92 in 1961 to 3.90 in !97 J., Zn Mahendergarh the corresponding 

figures tor 1961 and 1971 were 6.07 and 3.41 respectively. 

Ludhiana district enjoys a co~nanding position in 

man~wacturing ind~stry with l6.4l percent.of working population 

engaged i!"l this economic activity in 1971. Its share in 1961 \..as, 

ho~~ver, a bit smaLler i.o. 13.41 percent. A~hendergarh district, 

on the other hand, has increased its shore of the v.<>rk-force in 

this activity from 1.38 in 1961 to 2.40 percent in 1971. The 
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gro\1t h rate of the 1/ork-force has also been high in J..ud hiana 

( +74.12) as compared to Mahendergarh ( t-43.98). !~is aggregated 

picture tor Ludhiana is. hO\-Jever misleading in drawing inferences 

for tho district as a whole since the gro\vth rate in the manufac

turing sector is soley due to its gro\vth rate in wdhiana city3 • 

In the construction activity. both the district have shoVIl 

increase over tile decade in the proportion ot v10rkers in this 

activity to total ~,~rkel'S- In Ludhiana, the prOportion has 

increased from 1.88 in 1961 to 1.91 in 197l while in Mahendergarh 

the proportion has increased from 0.85 in 1961 to 0.91 in 1971. 

Ludhiana has sho\..0 po$iti ve growth rate of +44.59 ~Jhile 

Mahendergarh has sho'Afl negative growth rate of -10.90. 

So far as the tertiary sectc.r is concerned, the proportion 

of \..Orkers has declined in Lud:tiana l from 30.!!_ in 1~61 to 26.47 

in !971} but increased in Mahendergarh (from lO.J2 in 1961 to 

!8.83 in 1971). But both the districts have shown oositive . 
g.rov.rth rate of workers in this sector, the growth rate being 

higher in Mahendergarh (+54.42) than in Ludhiana \+25.!2). 

Let's analysis the trend of different industrial 

categories- ot the v.ork-force lfJi thin the tertiary sector itself. 

In trade and commerce, both the districts have experienced 

increase over the decade in the proportion of \VOrkers engaged in 

this economic activity. In Ludhiana bhe share has increased 

frora 8.81 in !961 to 9.94 in 197"1 while in Mahendergarh district 

the sh<2re hus increased from 2. 67 percent in 1961 to 3.95 percent 
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in 1971. In .Mahendergarh. on the other hand. the proportion 

has gone up from 0.59 percent in .1.961 to 0.97 percent in 1971. 

Again the growth rate has been higher in Ludhiana ( +54.50) as 

compared to Mahendergarh l +36. 67). 

So far as the category of other services is concerned, 

both the districts have sho~;.n positive growth rate of the "vork

fo:rce, the growth rate being higher in Mahendergarh ( +67 .96) as 

corrpared to Ludhiana \ +2.48). But the proportion of the work

force in this economic activity has gone do\~ in Ludhiana (from 

18.04 in 1961 to 12.'J'J in 1971) while it has shov.n increase in 

case o:: Mahendergarh l from 6.86 in 1961 to !3.91 percent in 

l97l). 

It can be observed that the proportion of W>rkers in 

hOusehold industry, manufacturing industry, construction, trade 

and comn:erce trc.nsport anct commttnication and other services to 

total ~~rkers has been found hi~her in case of developed district 

rattler than a less developed distr5.ct. It has a.Lr,o been found 

that Ludhiana has higher proportion of v.orkers as agricultural 

labourars when compared to f.!ahendergarh. 

The analysis of sectoral shifts in the r.o:t:k-force in the 

tv.o district suggests that it has been relatively mere develop

ment oriented in the case of I.udhiana than in that of Mahendergarh. 

This can a.tso be inferred from the fact that the grov;th rate of 

the \'.Ork-force has teen higher in the former than in the latter. 

But these result!> can be misleading in drawing inferences for the 
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district as a whole since the growth rate of the v.ork-forte in 

secondary and tertiary sectors are solely due to their growt~ 

rate in I.udhiana city. The high growth rate of urban \'JOrk-force 

in I.udhiana district is mainly due to the re~lt of the gro"vth 
I 

rate of the work-force in ludhiana city itself. The gNwth of 

urban sectors in Ludhiana city does not produce any multiplier 

erfect in the regional economy4 • This can well be judged from 

the absence of corresponding growth in rural areas and srmller 

to\•tls of the district. As has already been pointed out the 

· high growth rate of w:>rkers in the agricultural sector in I.udhiana 

is mainly because of the movement of people from household 

industry to the agricultural sector. High growth rate of 

agricultural labourers in Ludhiana should not be taken as a 

result of the developing capitalistic relations based on hired 

labour. This may also be due to the non-absorption of labour

force in other settors of the economy. 

The grov..t h of manufacturing activity in Lua hiana city 

·does not have any sign!ficunt impact on the district economy 

as such. In Mahendergarh district, on the other hand, altnough 

the sectoral change l".ave been of a lower order tney are spread 

more uniformly in space resulting L1 a relatively better spatial 

hierarchy. The result obtained from the foregoing analysis 

regarding the sectoral shifts in the work-force and their i~act 

4. Moonis Raza (1980), op. cit. 
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on spatial organisation in a developed and a less developed 

dir:,trict in the Green Revolution Belt show that the problem has 

an important regional dimension and it has to be eXplored on 

micro level. 



CHi\PT EH • IV 
Si~T OH.\L . .JHIFT S IN T HI! NORK.-fOH.(.;E ,\ND 
T HI! OH.G\NIS.S I0:'J Uf .SpAc;E 

The occupational stl'Ucture of population is related 

to a large extent with the function and size of the settlements. 

lilhile the urban population gains its livelihood primarily from 

secondary and tertiary occupations, t ne rural population 

mainly from primary activities. Similar generalisation can 

also be made about the size and function of the settlements. 

Increase in the size of settlements and vertical shifts in 

the work-force from primary to secondary and tertiary acti• 

vities proceed together in response to each other. In order 

to identify some of these miciO level tendencies, a case 

study of two sample districts has been undertaken. The 

results of the analysis are as follows:-

4.1 primau Secto; and the Spatial Organi§ation of 
Settlements:-

The following table shows the proportion of primary 

sector \~rkers in ditferent size-groups of rural settlement 

to total primary sector workers in the two districts (refer 

table 4.1). The table shows that the proportion of ~rkers 

in different size-groups of rural settlements to total 

v'IOrkers in the primary sector of the district has remained 
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Table 4.01 

Size-group Ma hende rga rh wdhiana 

P.C. P.C. P.C. P.C. 
1961 !971 1961 .!971 

0·199 0.58 0.62 3.76 4.16 
200-499 9.53 10.12 12.72 12.36 

500-999 37.18 37.10 28.82 29.16 

100~1999 37.50 36.73 32.08 31.46 

2000-4999 14.12 14.27 20.96 21.03 
5000+ 1.09 !.16 1.66 1.83 

Total 100.00 100.00 100 .oo 100 .oo 

more or less constant over the decade in both the districts. 

Table 4.2 shows the proportion of workers in the 

primary sector to total workers in different size-groups of 

Table 4.02 

Mahendergarh Ludhiana 
Size-group P.C. P.C. P.c. 2 G.H~ P.t;. P.t;. P.C. G.K. 

J:261 J-27 J: Diff 1 J.26J. Jr27 J. Oiff1 

0...199 91.82 91.68 -0.14 +16.69 86.22 91.30 +5.08 +65.61 
200-499 85.05 81.84 -3.21 +16.60 77.28 82.20 +4.92 +45.86 
500-999 '83.90 80.58 -3.32 + 9.63 68.73 78.67 +9 .94 +51.45 
.1000-1999 81.47 79.24 -2.23 + 7.60 61.82 7&.83 +t1.01 +46.83 
2000·4999 75.71 73.86 •1.85 + 11.00 60.32 74.43 +14.11 +50.25 
5000+ 75.91 75.44 -0.47 + 17.42 43.79 64.60 +20.81 +65.13 

Average 82.46 7<J .18 -3.28 + 9.85 65.28 76.37 +11.09 +49.73 

l.up.c~ stands tor percentage 
2. "P.~. Dift.• stands for the difference in the perc~ntage 

figures for 1961 and 1971 
3. "G.rt.u stands for the growth rate which has been derived 
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rural settlements and the percentage growth rate of the 

vX>rk•force in the primary sector of the two districts. It 

can be seen from the table that the proportion of vwrkers 

engaged in the primary sector to total workers in almost 

all the size-groups of rural settlements has been higher in 

Mahenctergarh district, yet this share has declined over the 

decade (from 82.46 to 78.18). The rate Qf the decline has, · 

however, not oeen uniform, the maximum being recorded in the 

size-group of 200·499 (from 85.05 to 81.84J followed by the 

size-group of 500-999 (from 83.90 to 80.58). To the 

contrary, all the size-groups of rural settlements of lAJdhiana 

district have experienced drastic increase in the share of 

the primary sector, the highest being in the size• group of 

2000~4999 (from 60.32 to 74.43) follO\~d by the size~group 

!000-1999 (from 61.82 to 12.83). The overall increase in the 

proportion in the district has been from 65.28 to 76.37. 

Ludhiana district has also experienced very high growth 

. ,rate of the work-force in the primary sector, the maxirwm ., 
being +65.61 in the size-group 0.199 followed by +65.13 in 

the size-group 5000+ and +51.45 in 500-999 s~ze-group. It 

is the t~,•JO extreu1e size-groups which have experienced very 

high growth rate of the work-force in the primary sector in 

Ludhiana district. The smallest size-group (0•199) has most 

of its settlements in the 11bet" area of the district. The 
rate 

high growthL,of the work-force in the primary sector in the 

smallest size-group of I.udhiana is due to the fact that the 
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bet region in th~~-district has attracted a lot of cultivators 

and agricultural labourers. The high gro~t'lth rate of the 

vJOrk-·force in 5000+ size-group is due to the sectoral shifts 

in the work-force primarily the movement of people from 

household industry to the category of agricultural labourers. 

The overa.1.l gro~. .. th rate of the work-force in the primary 
Jqt. 

sector in this developed district has been mainly1to certain 

inter-sectoral shifts in population primarily the movement of 

people from oouse}'X)ld industry to the agricultural and allied 

activities. The growth l'ate of the v.ork•force in the primary 

sector in Mahendergarh district has, however, been slightly 

less than the growth rate of total \«)rking population in the 

district. Inter-sectoral shifts in the work-force mainly 

from agriculture end allied activities to tertiary activities 

is again responsible for low growth rate of the t*.Ork-force in 

the primary sector in the district. 

Distinct pecularities have also been observed in case 

of urban settlements of Mahendergarh and Ludhiana. Table 4.03 

Table 4.03 

3ize-group Ma henoe rga rh wahiana 
P.C. p.c. p.c. p.c. 

1961 127J. 1961 J.97J, 
VI 21.80 21.51 - -
v 13.14 13.84 7.55 6.81 
IV 18.87 11.84 23.66 16.84 
III 46.19 46.81 33.34 36.23 
II - - - -
I - - 35.45 40.12 

Total 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 
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sho1NS the proportion of primary sector v.orkers in different 

size-groups o~ uiban settlements to t'Sc total VX>rkers in the 

primary sector of IJJdhiana and Mahendergarh districts - -

separately. The table reveals that in Mahendergarh district) 

the proportion of y~rkers in a particular size-group in the 

primary sector to total workers in the primary sector has 

remained constant over the decade. 

In I.udhiana district, ho~ver, proportion of \\Orkers 

in the primary sector in large order urban·settlements to 

total v.orkers in the primary sector has increased considerably 

over the decade. This is probably because of the distress 

motility of labour from one low productive sector to another 

in the urban settlements of Ludhiana. Khanna, and Jagraon. 

Glass IV and ~lass V settlements of Ludhiana district have 

-Shov.n decrease in the percentage of workers in the primary 

sector in these size-groups to total workers in the primary 

sector though the proportion of v,orkers in the primary sector 

to total '1.-.orkers has increased over the decade in these size

groups. The contradictory results are due to the fact that 

the share of these t\\0 size-groups in the urban primary sector 

V£Jrkers is very small. 

The following table shows the proportion of workers 

in the primary sector to total workers in different size-g1~oups 

of urban settlements and the percentage growth rate of \i'.Orkers 

in ditfarent size-groups of the t\-10 districts. The table 

reveals tnat the proportion of v.orkers in the primary sector 
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Table 4.04 

--
Size- Ma henderga rh wdhiana 

group P.C. p.<.:;. p.c:.;. G. H.. p.c:.;. P.t;. P.(.;. G.R. 
J:261 1971 Oiff. 1961 J,97l Oiff. 

VI 36.61 41.16 +4.55 +21.48 .. • -
v 15.56 !6.62 +1.06 +2!.62 !8.20 22.16 +3.96 +77.04 

IV 13.34 11.61 -!.73 + 9.19 28.43 35.46 +7.03 +39.75 

III 20.58 19.81 -0.77 +17 .02 8.60 13.96 +5.36 + 113.40 

II - - - ... - - -
II - - - 1.77 2.29 +0.52 +122.22 

Avr. 19.75 19.02 -0.73 +15.47 3.98 4-79 +0.81 +96.31 

to total workers in the urban settlements h J$ :remained more 

or less constant in A~henderga:rh district, c!ass Vl and class V 

settlements showing marginal increase over the decade and class 

IV and class III settlements sho\~ng marginal decline. The 

ovo:rall situation is that the dist rlct has experienced marginal 

decline over the decade from 19.75 to 19. 02. 

In Ludhiana district, on the other hand; every size

group of urban settlements ha• sho~,·,n increase in the proportion 

of \'.Qrkers in the primary sector to total v-orkers, the maxirrum 

increase being in class IV urban settlements followed by class 

III and class V. On the whole, t~ere ha$ been an overall 

increase in -chifi proportion from 3.98 to 4.79 (refer table 4.04). 

The vast difference lies in the grov-Jth rate of urban 

vX>rk-force in this sector. The overall growth rate of urban 

\'ot)Xk-force in Mahendergarh district is +15.47 while the 
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corresponding figure for LUdhiana is +96.36. (;lass IV 

settlements in both the districts have experienced minirum 

grovJth rate of the YJOrk-force in the priamry sector. In 

Ludhiana district, class I settlement has experienced maxirwm 

grov.rth rate \i-122.22) followed by class III and class V 

settlements. In Mahendergarh district, maximum growth rat~~ 

of uman vvork-force in the primary sector has taken place in 

Class V settlements (+21.62} follct~d by class VI and class 

III settlements while Ludhiana does not have aby class II and 

class VI settlements. 

The above allalysis srows that a higher proportion of 

the total labour force engaged in agriculture and associated:. 

form of employment has been found in an economically less 

developed district. But the Clarkian4 hypothesis that in an 

economically developed are~there is almost invariably through 

time a tendency for this ratio to fall has not been founc to 

be true in case of Ludhiana district. In case of this developed 

district there has been an increase in the proportion of v.orkers 

engaged in the primary sector to total J.\O:tkers and the growth 

rate of v.orkers in this sector has been re1ative.1.y very high 

_ and positive. In Mahendergarh district, on the other hand, there 

has been decline in the proportion of v.orkers in the primary 

sector to total t...orkers and the growth rate of the v.ork-force 

in this sector has been found to be ecpating with the growth 

rate of i;he total work-force of the district. 

4. <.4l.tin Clark~ f' he t;onditions of economic Progress, !967 
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It will be more int.eresting to take up the separate 

industrial categories of the \\Ork-force within the primary 

sector itself. 

4.1.1 Cultivators:- Our tensus5 defines cultivator as a 

person who is engaged in cultivation by oneself or by 

supervision or direction in one's capacity as the O\'.ller or 

lessee of land held from Government or as a tenant of land 

held from private persons or agencies for payment of money. 

kind or share. The fol.l.owing table sllO\.'J~ the proportion of 

workers engaged as cultivators in ditferent size-groups of 

rural settlements to total cultivato~s of the district. It 

is obvious that tho proportion of cultivators in different 

Table 4.05 

~ize-group 
Mahendergarh ludhiana 

p.<.;. p.c.;. p.c.;. p.<.;. 
1961 1971 196J, ]:971 

0..199 0.56 0.61 4.19 4.78 
200-499 9.59 10.24 13.00 12.29 
500-999 37.48 37.95 28.12 28.19 

1000-1999 37.49 36.74 31.95 31.44 

2000-4999 13.80 13.43 21.11 21.65 
5000+ 1.08 1.03 1.63 1.70 

·--
Total 100.00 100.00 lCO.OO 100.00 

size-g1-oups of rJral settlements to total cultivators of the 

district has ::er.'lained rnvre o:t 1ess constant over the decade, 

o. <;ensus of India ( 1971), General Population Tables, India 
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the maximum percentage being in the size-gxoup 500•999 and 

1000-1999 in both the districts. However, there are wide 

variations in the growth rate of cultivators of the tv.Q 

districts. Table 4.06 shows the proportion of workers engaged 

as cultivators to tota~ workers in different size-groups of . 
xural settlements and the percentoge gro~th rate of cultivators 

in these districts. In MahendergJrh district, there hc:s been 

Table 4.06 

Size-group Ma·henae rga rh · ..... _, Lud hfana 

p.(.;. P.t;. p.t!. C. H. P.t,;. p .c.;. p.t;. G.H.. 
.L26l. J,27 J. Jlii!f. J.26J.. ..l21J. D~ff 1 

0-199 84.7}j 75.J2 -9.46 +3.77 77.89 68.13 -9.71 t-3 6.89 

2cYJ-4':J9 82.25 {:fi .17 --!3. 08 -f·J..90 64.04 52.85 -11.19 +12.96 

500!!999 81.25 68.80 -12.45 •3.35 54.35 49.44 -4.<.Jl +20.36 

1000-1<)99 7'd.79 66.16 ·12. 63 -6.52 49 .. 98 47.21 -2.70 +11 .92 

2000-4999 70.95 58.05 -12.90 -6.89 49.24 54.45 +5.21 +23.02 

5000+ 72.87 55.73 -17.14 -9.62 34.84 39.02 +4.18 +25.36 

Average 79.23 66.10 -13.13 •4.55 52.92 49.59 -3.33 +19.95 

--
negative growth rate of cultivat:)rs in all size-groups (except 

0·1lJ9 and :'!00•499). In Ludhiana district. all the size-groups 

of settlements have shov.n positive growth rate of cultivators 

ranging from +36.d9 in 0·.199 size-group to +.12.96 in 200-499 

size-group{refer table 4.06). 

The proportion of cultivators to total workers in 

ditferent size-groups of rural settlements have shown decline 
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in both the districts. But the decline is comparatively sharp 

in case of Mahendergarh district. If one looks at the 

proportion of workers engaged as cultivdtors to total agri

cultural v.orkers in the t\'X) time periods it will be found that 

the declin~ has been a bit sharp in case of Ludhiana in alroost 

all tho size-groups of :r:ura 1 settlements (refer Appendix-I). 

OnG roore interesting feature is that the incre.:1se in the 

size-group of settlements is accornpained by the consequent 

increase in the "declining ra.~e" of proportion of cultivators 

to total agricultural '-«)rke=::; (refer Appendix-!). The overall 

decrease in the percentage of culti.vators to total v.orkers has 

been 13.13 for U.nhendergarh district but 2.33 in Ludhiana 

district. r he ~.aximum decline in this percentag~ value has 

be~n in sirall size-g:roups of cettlements. It has also been 

found that it is the smaller order settlements which have 

maxirrum percentage of workers as cultivators. As wa go from 

small order settlements to large order settlements, the 

percentage of \Wrkers engagad in cultivation goes on declining. 

This is largely due to the increasing number of functions 

performed oy large order cettlements {1efer table 4.06). 

In ludhiana district, ho•:,-ever, the last tv.o size-groups 

of settlements i.e. 2000-4999 and 5000+ have sho\•.O so100 

marginal increase in the percentage of cultivators to total 

v.-orkers over the decade. !he results show that a less 

developed district is throwing ~~rkers out of cultivation 

while a developed district is accomodating w~rkcr in 
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cultivation displaced mainly from househOld industry and 

tertiary sector. 

In case of urban settlements of a developed and a less 

developed district • it is found that the former has shovt\ 

some significant changes in the percentage of cultivators 

in di1ferent size-groups to total cultivators while in the 

latter the situation has remained more or less constant {refer 

table 4.U7). The d~c:rease in the percentage fig-ure in class 

IV settlement of Ludhiana Gistrict is not because of decrease 

in the cultivators but because of the decrease in the 

Tabl3 4.07 

Jize ... gJ:Oup Mahendergarh I.nd tdana 

P.G. p.<.;. P.~ P.<.; • 
. lz.PL_ 1971 1961. 19..7 J. 

VI 21 .. 64 25.15 -
v 10.92 12.60 9.10 8.06 

IV 18.56 18.13 31.49 24.78 
III 47.40 44.10 37.57 34.68 

II .. .. - -
I - - 21.85 32.47 

TotcJ.l J.O(l.OO 100.00 100.00 100.00 

percentage to total cultivators. The t.t:emendious increase in 

the cultjv<;tors of class I settlement is due to certain 

inter-sectoral sltifts which hos doubl.ed the total number 

of v.x:>rkers in this category. Inter-sectoral shifts takes 
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place because of the fact that secondary and tertiary sectors 

are not creating so much of employment potential which can 

absorb the persons added by high gro·,rJth rate of population 

of the city. 

So far as the growth rate of cultivators over the 

decade is concerned, Ludhiana c!istrict has shov.n positive 

gro i:.t h rate ( +34. 56), the highest being in c l.a ~s I size

group { +100.00}. Ludhiana city which was at the top in 

changing its share of cultivators to total \\Orkers has trus 

shorn maximum positive gro.,.,th rate also. Mahendergarh district 

has shown negative growth rate of the work-force engaged in 

cultivation. However, class VI and class V settlements in 

the district have sho\·.n positive growth rate. This is due to 

the fact that Mahendergarh, l(anina and Ateli are primarily 

a gricultu rul t0\\115. 

The follO>o"Jing table shows the proportion of \•.'Orkers 

engaged as cultivators to total workers in different size-

Table 4.08 

Size-group Ma hendergarh Ludhiana 
P.t.. P.~. P.~. G.K.. P.~,;.. P.<... p .t.. •• G.R. 

l26_l J-...97 J: D,ifle.. 1261 ~97 J. Diff I 

VI 35.22 34.18 -1.04 +4.87 - - -
\f ll. 76 10.75 -l.Ul +4.08 12.81 10.52 -2.29 +19.34 
IV 11.93 8.38 -3.55 •11.81 22.14 20.75 -1.39 +5.90 

III 19.20 13.26 -5.1;;14 -16.02 5.6$ 5.36 ... o.32 +24.20 
II - ... • ... - - - -
I - .. ... u.63 u.74 ·rO.ll+ 100.00 

Average 17.96 13.52 -4.44 -9.74 --2.33 1.92 -U.41 +34.56 
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groups of urban settlements and the percentage growth rate 

of cultivators. The table depicts that there has been an 

overall decrease in the percentage of wrkers engaged in 

cultivation to total \..Orkers in both the district. In 

l:\ahenderga rh district, aLl size-groups of uman sett lement5 

have shown decline in the percentage of ~\orkers engaged as 

cultiw1tors to tot3l VI.'Orkers. In I.udhiana district, class I 

scttlE:ment h~s shov.n only marginal increase in the percentage 

valua, the rest of them showing doc.line. 

But it one looks at the proportion of worker$ engaged 

as cultivators to tctal agricultural wor'<ers, it wiJ.l be 

found that this proportion has decline over tha decade in all 

the size-gz·oups ot urban settlements in both the districts. 

fb\·Jeve:r, the decline has been sharp in case of Ludniana than 

in tt1at of Mahendergarh. In both the districts, it has been 

found that as v:e go from smaller size-groups of settlements 

to large size-groups of settlements, the "declining rate" of 

proportion of cultivators to total agricuitural vnrkers goes 

on increasing {refer Appendix-II}. 

4.1.2 aqricul tural U!bou rers:... Gensu s •Jf India defines 

agricultural labourer as a person who wo1:ks ·in another 

persons' farm tor \"f.lges and does not have any risk in the 

cultivation 6• 

In case of rural s_ettl~ments of Mahenderg, rh and 

Lucihiana districts • the percentage of agriculrunl labourers 

6. t;ensus ol India (1971) op. cit. 
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in different size-groups to total agricultural labourers has 

remained more or less constant over the decade (refer table 4.09). 

Table 4.09 

.3ize-group .Ma hende rga rit Ludhiana 
-p .{.;. p.{.;. p .L;. p.t.;. 

196! J,27 J. . ,W6l I 
JQ7 .l 

0-199 1.45 0.77 1.84 2.99 
200-499 8.42. 9.75 11.32 12.60 
500-999 28.46 33.62 31.90 30.90 

1000 ... 1999 36.98 35.22 32.84 31.48 
2000-4999 23.34 18.64 20.37 19.93 

5000+ 1.32 1.97 1.70 2.07 

Total 100.00 Jj(j:oo 100.00 100.00 

Table 4.10 shov.rs the proportion of agricultural 

labourers to total \~rkers in different size-groups of rural 

settlements and the percentage grov~h rate of agricultural 

labourers in th~ tv-.o districts. It can be noticed that 

Table 4.10 

Ma hende rgu rh L.Jdhiana ~izC-:J!'OUp 
P.C. P.(..:. ?.t,;;. G.R. P.t;. 

19 6.J.. . .!9:0. ... . ~ i,fJ....... " ..... .\2 6! 
P.<.;. 

lt;71 -
G.R. 

0-199 6,.67 16.36 +9. 69 +.ta6.36 ~ 1. 6o 22. otJ +14.99 +364.87 
200-499 2.20 11.35 +9 .15 +524. 31 12.40 28.81 +16.41 +217 .84 
500-999 1.88 10.51 +8.60 +536.54 13.73 28.~ tl4.96 +176.55 
1000·1999 2.37 10.95 +8.58 +413.30 11.40 25.06 + !3. 65 ·l-173. 73 
2000..4999 3,67 13.89 ·f-10,22 +330,41 10.57 24.25 + 13.68 + 179.36 
5000+ 2.69 18.44 +15.75 +707.50 6.09 25.19 + 17.10 +248. 54 

Average 2.42 11.40 +8.98 +438.96 11.77 26.26 +14.49 +185.56 
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the overall grovrth rate of agricultural labourers \~S very 

high in case of. Mahenderg;:; rh district ( +438 .96) rat ner than 

Ludhiana (+185.56). 1-ti.gh growth rate of agricultural labour

ers is due to the non-ai:>s.:>rption of labour-force in other 

sectors of the economy. It is this distress mobiiity of 

labo 1r wt>J.ch has increased the proportion of agricultural 

labourers. The growth rate of agricultural labourers in 
+ 

!Jahemdergarh disti·ict was highest in 5000+ size-group ( 707 .50) 

follc\-P-d by 500·999 size- group l +536. 54 J und 200-499 size

group { +524.31). In 5uoo and above siz~·group, very high 

gr<H"Jth rate is due to abnormal increase in agricultural 

labourers in Bond Kalan settlement of 4ladri tahsil. In 

LiJdhiana district, the maxirrura growth rate of agricultu.ral 
.,. 

labourers v~s recorded in Q-19~ size-group (364.07) tollo\~d 

by 50001· size-group ( +248.54) and 200.499 size-group ( +217 .84). 

The tv·JO districts have shov-n an increasing particip.:.ation . 

rate of the work-force in the category of agricultural 

labourers. It seems ciS if the work-force iisplaced by the 

first industrial category of the work-force i .. c. cultivutors 

h~s be€cn reinstata<.i in this category. However. the shifts in 

the work-force irom household irldustJy cannot be denied either. 

lrt t be less developed district, the prOportion of vJOrkers 

engaged as agr.icultu:ral labouret:s has increased from 2.42 to 

11.40 {about five fold). 141 wdhiana district, the porcentage 

of '<10rkers has increased from 11.77 'tO 26.26 {about two fold.). 
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Proportion of workers engaged as agricultural labourers 

to total agricultural i~rkers in different size-groups of rural 

settlements has increased over the decade in both the districts. 

Ho~~ver, the increase has been relativly sharp in case of 

Ludhiana. A glance at the table makes it clear that the increase 

in the size-group is acco!Jl>ained by t!1e increase over the decade 

j~n the "increasing rate•• of proportlon of \vorkcrs engaged as 

agricultural labourers to total agricultural vrorke~s {refer 

Appendix-Ill}. 

So far as the urban settlements of the tVJo districts 

are concerned, both of them have shov.n high positive gro\'Vth 

rate of ag1·icultuial labcurers ( +990.14) in Ma hendergarh and 

alsc in Ludhiana (+410,.07). Table 4.11 nho1tJS the percentage 

gl"'rJth rc.tc of the vJOrk·force ln this category and the 

proportion of v~rkers engaged in this category to total workers 

Table 4.11 

.Jize- Mahendcrga:rh Ludhiana 

group :p,<.;. p,<.;. p,<.;, G.H. p,t;. p.c..;. p,<.,;. G.H.. 
J:.9 6J.' 197"' Ditf. l9~J. 1271 Diff, 

VI o,o6 6.42 +6,36 +J.040U.OO -· ··- ~ -·· ... ~..-.;{-' .. 
v 1.57 4,14 +2.57 +200.00 4.39 10.95 +6.56 +262.90 
IV o.2v 2.41 +2.13 +954,54 5,93 !3,87 +7.94 +164.2~ 

III 0,37 6,02 +5,65 +1834.78 2.11 8.14 +6.03 +407,55 
ll - .. ... ... ... -
I .. ... .. 0.26 1.21 +0.95 +61}8,87 

Avr .. 0,51 4. 71 +4,20 +990.!4 r;.ao 2,50 + .l. 70 +410,07 
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in ditferent size-groups of uxba~ settlements. The table 

shows that large order urban settlements have sho\>ll high 

positive grov~h rate in comparison to smaller order settlements, 

Ji Significant changes have also been observed in the 

percentage of v.orkers engaged in the category of agricultural 

labourers in different size-groups to total agricultural 

labourers {refer table 4.12). 

•-' Table 4.12·-· ..... ~ ......... 

Size- Ma hen de rg~1 rh J.udh~ana 
' ~---- - ~r P.t;. -group p.<.;. };> .<.;. p.t.;. 

1961 J.97 J. _l,..q?.!_ 1271 

VI 1.40 13.56 ~ 
..,... 

v 50.70 13.95 9.05 6.49 
IV .l5.49 14.98 24.52 12.71 

III 32.39 57.49 40.58 40.38 
II .. - ... ... 
I - .. 25.83 40.46 

Total 1UO.OO 100,00 100.00 100.00 

The change is rmrkcd in clnns I and class IV url:>an 

settlements of ludhiana v!here the former has shom increase in 

the percentage ve.lue from 2.5.83 to 40.46 while in the ·latter, 

it has decreased over the <.lecade from 24.52 to J.2.71. In 

t.1ahendergarh district, most of the size-groups have sho\.·ll 

significant v~riation in the per~entage va1uc, the mdxirnum 

being in class V settlement in which the percentage value has 

come cto\llll over the decade from 50.70 to 13.95 ( ::efer table 4.l2J. 
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So far as the percentage of mrkers engaged in the 

category of agricultural labourers to total ~rkers in different 

size-groups of urban settlements in concerned, the tv~:> districts 

are on the same path, showing significant increase in the 

percentage value in all the size•groups of urban settlements. 

In Mahendergarh district, the proportion has increased over 

the decade from o. 5! to 4. 71 while in Ludhiana d!st rict it 

has increased from o.ao to 2.50 (refer table 4.12). 

The proportion of workers engaged as agricultural 

labourers to total agricultural workers in different size-groups 

of urban settlements have also sho\\0 similar results (refer 

Appendix-IV) • It has been found that the increase in the 

size-groop of settlements is accompained by the consequent 

increase over the decade in the "increasing rate" of the 

proportion of agricultural labourers to total agricultural 

\\Orkers in both the districts. 

4.1.3 Mining & ~arrying, hunting, fishing, forest;y and 
~ivestock ndustrx etc. 

In both the districts, the percentage of workers 

engaged in mining and cparrying, livestock, forestry and 

livestock industry in different size-groups of :rural settlements 

to total \~rkers engaged in this category has rema.ined almost 

conctant over the decade (refer table 4.13). 

#..c. 
Table 4.14 shows the percentage growth rate oftwork-force 

in this category and the proportion of workers engaged in this 
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activity to total workers in different size-groups of the rural 

settlements of Ludhiana and Mahendergarh districts. As depicted 

Table 4.13 

Sizo•group 
Mahendergarh wdhiana 

p.<.;. p.c.;. p.c.;. p.t;. 
19§1 1971 196! 1971 

0·199 0.09 0.04 3.46 3.52 

200-499 6.79 7.68 15.14 11.93 

500-999 34.42 27.55 29.86 29.40 

1000-1999 37.53 46.42 28.71 35.49 

2000·4999 20.68 17.40 19.28 18.02 

5000+ 0.49 0.91 3.55 1.60 

Total lW.OO 100.00 100.00 100.00 

Table 4.14 

Mahendergarh wdluana 
Size-gzoup 

P.\..:. P.C. P.t;. G. H.. P.G. P.C. P.C .. G.H. 
196J. 1971 Diff. J,96J; 1971 Di{f. 

0-199 0.14 0.12 -0.02 - 0.72 0.52 -0.20 +12.82 
200-499 0.59 1.31 +0.72 +168.11 0.83 0.53 -0.30 -12.35 
500•999 o. 76 1.27 +0.51 +90.25 0.64 0.53 -0.11 +9.22 
1000-1999 o.ao 2.12 +1.32 +193.43 0.50 0.55 +0.05 +37.15 
2000-4999 1.09 1.91 ·t-0.82 +99.52 0.50 0.43 -0.07 +3.68 
5000+ 0.33 1.25 +0.92 +340.00 0.85 0.38 -0.47 -so.oo 

Average o.oa 1.68 +1.60 +137.24 0.59 . 0.51 -o.oa +10.93 

in the table there has been variation in the growth rate of v.orkers 

engaged in this category. In Mahendergarh district, overall growth 
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rate of v.orkers engaged in mining, fishing, forestry, hunting 

and livestock industry etc. has been +137.24 while in case 

of Ludhiana the corresponding figure is +10.93. 

It is obvious that the growth rate of the VK>rk·force 

engaged in mining and quarrying, hunting, fishing, forestry 

and livestock industry etc. is not related with the size-

group ot rural settlements. It is actually the location of 

mines which determines the percentage ot· the \\Ork-force in this 

particluar activity and not the size of the settlement. 

Percentage of \~rkers engaged in mining, quarrying, 

fishing, forestry: and h.lnting etc. to total v.orkers in different 

size-groups of rural settlements reveals that Mahendergarh 

district has experienced increase in the proportion of \\Qrkers 

in this category to total workers in all size-groups of rural 

settlements (except O•l99 where the proportion has come dov.r1 

from 0.14 to 0.!2J while in L dhiana district vvery size•group 
u 

of rural settlements has shown decline in the participation 

rate in mining, quarrying, fishing, hunting, etc. In wdhiana 

district, the fall in the participiat ion rate in this economic 

activity is due to the lack of discovery of new mineral zones 

and also due to the mechanisation of agriculture which has given 

a set back to the livestock industry. 

Mahendergarh district is comparatively rich in minerals. 

Deposits of iron-ore, calcite and maible etc. have be~n tracQd 

out in the villages of Solab, Khadna, Pali, Zairpur and Kund 
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especially after the formation of Haryana state. The exploration 

of these minerals, although on a small scale, has attracted 

consider<).ble work-force. 

In the urban sector, b:>wever. both the districts have 

sho\\0 negative growth rate while keeping their level nearly 

same over the decade in the percentage of v.orkers engaged in 

mining and q.Jarrying, fishing, tl.lnting etc. in each size-group 

to total lj\Orkers engaged in this category (refer table 4.15). 

Table 4.15 

Ma henae rga rh Luatiiana 
Size-group p .(;. P~c..;. P.c..;. P.<.;. 

1961 J,97 1 1961 1971 " 

VI 11.42 6.87 .. .. 
v 29.42 34.35 1.93 2.76 
IV 24.57 29.77 1.38 3.35 
III 34.85 29.77 14.87 15.78 
II .. - -
I - - 8l'f82 78.11 

Total 100.00 lOO.Q:> 100.00 100.00 

Table 4.16 sho..,'IS the proportion of the v.orkers engaged in 

mining and quarrying, hunting, fishing, livestock and forestry to 

total \·.orkers in ditferent size-groups of the urban settlements and 

the percentage growth rate of the v.ork-fo.rce in this category. 

In Nahendergarh district, all the size-groups of urban 

settlements h..1ve experienced negative gro:..vt h rate while in 
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I.udhiana class I and class III settlements have shown negative 

growth rate. 

Table 4.16 

.Size .. Ma hendergarh Ludhiana 

gJ:Oup P .<..i • --p.«.;. P.(.;. G,H.. P.t;. P.<.;. P.t;. G.R. 
•r• .1.2 61 J,27J. Diff. . l96J. !971 0,1ff. 

VI 1.32 0.55 -0.77 -55.00 - - - -
v 2.22 1.72 -o.so •.ll. 76 0.99 0.68 -o.3J. 

IV 1,.1.2 o.s1 -0.31 ... 9.30 0.35 0.53 +0 • .1.8 +70.00 

III 1.00 0.59 -0.48 -36.06 0.82 0.46 -0.36 •25.92 

II - -- - - - - - ... 
I ... - ... 0.87 0.33 -0.54 ·33.33 

Avr. 1.27 0.79 -0.48 •25.14 0.85 0.36 •0.49 ·30.17 

4.2 SecondQ.r¥ Sectqr and th,9 . .$,!latis!, 0~9.Q..n.isetion of. SQ.ttJ,ements :-

Secondary sector includes household industry, manufactu

ring industry and construction activity. In case of rural 

settlements of Mahende:rgarh distr~~ct, pel.~contage of work-force 

in the secondary sector in different size-groups to total 

l~rkers in the secondary sector has remained more or less 

constant over the decade. The maxirwm percentage of share of 

the t':lOrk-t'orce in the secondary sector is mainly in three 

size-groups of settlements viz. 500•999, 1000·1999 and 2000.4999. 

In Ludhiana aJ.so the percentage of ~.~rkers in the secondary 

sector in different size-groups of settlements to total v-nrkers 

in the secondary sector has remained unaltered over the Jecade(t::t~ 

~N1)~ 
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Table 4.17 

Mahendergarh Ludhian.a . .. 
Size-group -P.t;. P.<.;. P.C. P.<.;. 

... 1961 .127.1, Jr961 1271 

Q ... l99 0.17 o.o8 0.82 1.48 
200-499 8.18 8.32 6.62 a.aa 
5U0-999 33.84 35.29 25.78 27.15 
1000-1999 38.72 35.30 38.98 39.90 
200()..4999 17.45 19.43 23.83 20.21 
5000+ 1.61 1.55 3.93 2.38 

Total 100.00 lOO.UO 100.00 ll)() .oo 

The following table shows the proportion of \\Orkers in 

the secondary sector to total workers in different size-groups 

of rural settlements and the perc..;entage growth rate of the mrk-

force in the seccndary sector. 

table 4.18 

Size-group 
Mahendergarh wdhl.ana 

P.<..;. f.t,.;. P.~. G.n.. P.t.;. P.t.;;. P.c..;. G. H. -- 1961 }3,.71 Oiff. -·-- 196! 1971 D.iff. 

0-199 2.88 0.90 •1.98-~.15 · A.52 4.37 -0.15 +51.22 
200-499 7.64 4.70 -2.94-25.45 9.65 7.81 -1.84 +10.79 
5Uv-999 7.99 5.35 -2.64-23.60 14.76 9.71 -5.05 -12.91 
1000-1999 8.87 5.32 -3.55-33.22 18.02 12.26 -5.76 -15.18 
2000-4999 9.80 7.02 -2.78-18.45 16.44 10.42 -6.02 -33.42 
5000+ 11.74 7.02 -4.72-29.31 24.91 10.73 •.£4.73 ·51. 75 

Average 8.63 5.52 -3.11·26.74 15.66 11.96 -3.70 - 2.18 
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The table reveals that Mahendergarh district has sh0\'.0 

negative growth rate in a..tl the size-groups of rural settlements, 

the highest negative growth rate being in the lowest size-group 

of settlements. In I.udhiana district, however, the size-groups 

o-199, 200·499 and 2000-4999 have shovn positive growth rate 

while the rest of the size-groups of settlements being in the 

neg.1tive group. 

I hough ~ome of the size-groups of Lunniana district have 

soor.n positive growth rate of the v~;>rk-force engaged in the 

secondary sector, yet these size-groups have experienced 

decline over the decaoe in the percentage of w:>rl<ers in the 

secondary sector to total worke!rs. This may be due to the iact 

that the increase in the secondary sector ~ADrkers may not be 

proportional to the increase 4f \:«:>rkcrs in ott1er sectors. All 

the size-groups of rural settlements in both tne districts have 

si10\'!l decline in the proportion figure the decling being 

corrparatively sharp in ease cf ~tlhendergarh district. 

Percentage of workers in the secondary sector in different 

size ... group!i .;,_j of urban settlements to total vK)rkers in the 

secondary sector has remained li'O:tc or less unaltered over the 

decddo in both the districts (refer table 4.19). 

Growth rate of the work-force in urban settlements has 

been very high in Ludhiana district ( +80.12). This has been 

reve:aled in table 4.20 which shows the pi'Oportion of Y.Orkers 

engaged in the secondary sector to total v.orkers in ditferent 
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Table 4.19 

Size-group Ma henderga rh .Ludhiana 

P.C. P.C. P.t.;. p.c .. 
J.96:L, . I J,91J: .. !961 J97J. 

VI 7.22 5.71 - -
v 13.18 11.68 0.86 o.65 

IV 40.,08 41.17 1.66 0.88 

III 38.88 40.87 10.13 7.40 

II .. - - -
I - .. 87.36 91.08 

Total 100.00 lOO.OO 100.00 100.00 

Table 4.20 

Ma henderga rh Ludhiana 
Size- -- P.C. P.~. G.R. P.C. P.C. P.t;. G.R. group P.C. 

J:261 J3.7 ~ Iliff. J:921 Jr27l O~ff 1 
VI 15.13 1!.25 -3.88 -19.65 - - - -
v 19.15 14.43 -4.72 -14.15 21.95 20.45 -1.50 +35.48 
IV 33.18 27.93 ·5.25 +5.58 21.05 11.81 -3.24 - 4.36 
III 20.29 17.79 -2.50 +6.65 27.67 26.65 -0.02 +31.57 
II - - - .. - .. - .. 
I - - - ... 46.62 50.58 +3.96 +87 .79 

Avr. 23.13 19.57 -3.56 tl.45 42..13 46.53 +4.40 +80.12 
~-

size-groups of u:roan settlements and the percentage grovlt h rate 

of secondary v.ork-force in these size-groups. T he avera ge g.ro \>Jt h 

rate of the v.ork-force in secondary sector has been very low in 

Mahendergarh district (+1.45). Every size-group of uman 
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settlement~ in Ludhiana district has experienced positive 

grov.tth rate {except class IV size-group), the maxinllm being in 

class I size-group where Ludhiana city is the only settlement. 

In Mahendergarh district, smaller order urban settlements 

(class VI and class VJ have &hov.n negative growth rate while 

the larger settlements (class III and cla~s IVJ have sho~1 

positive growth rate of the vwtJrk .. force in the secondary sector. 

Percentage of v.orkers in the secondary secto:: in each 

size-group of settlement to total workers in the respective 

size ... group will• oo ... ..ever, give a better picture of the situation. 

the fi:lal results show t h1t all the size-groups of urban settle

ments (except class I) in both the districts have sho\\0 decline 

over t~e decade in proportion of workers in the secondary 

sector to total v.orkers. In fact the overall_propqrtion of 

·:Klrkers in the secondary sector to total w:>rkers in Ludhiafla has 

increased over the decade fron~ 42.13 to 46.53. !~is aggregated 
• i.A, . 

p1cturel! ho\rvever, ... ; misleading in drawing inference.J for the 

whole district since the growt: h :rate in iJecond<J.ry sector is 

solely due to the growth rate in Ludhiana city. Taking an 

overview, all the size-groups of :tUral and urban settlements of 

a developed district have sho¥\tl higher participiation rate in 

the secondary sector as COI!lJared to a .less developed district. 

Let • s t.ake up each of the industrial categories of the work

force itrithin the secondary sector itself. 
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4.2~1 tpusehold Industrx:- A household industry is defined in 

the census "as an industry conducted by the Head of the household 

himself/herself and/or mainly by the member-s of the household at 

home or within th.e village in rural areas and only within the 

premises of the house where in household lives in urban areas~1). 
The rcuserold industry should necessarily be run on a small 

scale. A. factorY:r.un on the scale of a registered factory is 

not consid.erad as a household industry. 

Table 4.21 shOws the proportion of workers engaged in f4.\A. 

household industry to total v~rkers in different size-groups of 

:rural s~ttlements and the percentage grot"'th rate of household 

work-force in these si.ze-gtoups. The above table shovJS that 

Table 4.21 

Mahenciergarh -Luahiana 
Size-group P.t. p.~.... P .C. - G.!-l·; p···~ .. • c..;. p.t.:. P.l,; • G.l't. 

1961 197,\ 1 Ui.ft I l26J, l97J. Dd.tf. 

0-199 !.97 0.25 -1.72 -84.61 3.57 0.94 -2.63 -58.54 

2G'0-499 .1 6.35 3.23 -3.12 .... 37.89 6.,85 3.33 -3.47 -32.35 
50Q-.!.999 6.60 3.44 -3.16 -40.41 10.53 4.22 -6.31 -46.93 

1000-1999 1.01 3.&} -3.32 -41.38 10.74 4.90 ... 5.84 -43.05 
2000-4999 7.20 3.95 -3.25 -37.44 11.28 5,95 -5.33 ·41.26 
5000t 9.24 4.51 -4.73 -42.33 11.36 5.45 -5.91 -46.24 

.l.verage 6.87 3.59 -3.28 -40.19 !0.20 6.37 .. 3.83 -20.02 

both the districts have shovs1 considerable changes in the 

percentage <>f workers engaged in household industry to total 

7. (.;en sus ot India ( l9 1l}, op. cit. 
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\~rkers. r he decline in the percentage of workers in 

hounehold industry to total workeh has been comparatively 

sh3rp in lv1ahendergarh distric.t. The overall proportion in 

Mahendergarh district has Come dovn from 6.87 to 3.59 while 

in Ludniana di.strict, it has come dov.n from 10.20 to 6.37. The 

marln:um decline in the percentage of worl,-force has been in 

5000+ size•group in case of both the districts. 

More or less similar trend was obtained when the 

proportion of \t'\!Orkers in the household industry to total. 

rJOrkers in the household and non-household industry in different 

size-groups of rural settlements t;as computed. Here, the 

maxirrum, decline ViaS in case of sma.1.ler size-group of settlements 

in both the districts (refer Appendix•VJ. 

However, the percentage of \~:t:kers engaged in household 

industry in di.fier~nt siz£:-g:coups ot rural settlement to total 

workers engaged in the househ\)ld :industry has net shO\'Kl r.uch 

change excep:t in a few size-groups of settle~nts viz. 500•999, 

1000-1999 and 2000·4999 (rafer table 4.22J. 

As is obvious from table 4.21, both the districts have 

ct10,·.n negative gro,.'l'th rate ef v~rk•force engaged in household 

industry, th'? overall g:ro~"t h :rate baing ·40.19 for Ma hendergarh 

and -20.02 for Ludhiana. r he maximum negative grovlth rate has 

been reported in the lowest rung of settlements in .both the 

dh.tricts. 
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The uman settlements of the t'v\0 districts haye shov.n 

a similar pattem in the growth rate of work-force in the / 

household industry as their rural counterparts have done. 

Table 4.24 shows the proportion of workers in the household 
I 

ind~st ry to total v".()rkers in different size• groups of urban 

settlements and the ?ercentage growth rate of \\<Irk-force in the 

t10userold industry. The table whows that the pmaller oxdar 

settlements have shov:n higher negative 9rowth rate. Percentage 

Table 4.22 

., • · · · f;{ihiind e rga rh . . 
!iiclhiana .:::>J.ze-gxoup ___ 

.!? .(.; • P.t;. P.~. p.c;. 

...... .._. -· p 
l2.6J, . _ .L97L_ J.96J, 1211 

0-!99 0.15 0.03 0.99 0.73 

200•49Y 8.50 8.83 7.22 8.58 
500•999 35.14 35.0! 28.25 26.48 
!000·1999 38.48 37.71 35.66 35.10 
2000-4999 !6.12 J6.86 25.10 26.35 

5000+ 1.59 1.53 2.75 2.76 

II w *• .. ,... 

Total lOC.OO 100.00 100.00 .l.OO.OO 

--
of ·:.orkers in the household industry in C.ifferent size-groups of 

sattlcments to total v.orke.rs in the household industry h.os 

fluctuated in Mahende:rgarh district but has sh0\\0 no significant 

changes in Ludhiana district {refer tab..t.e 4 •. 23) •. 

In Mahendergarh district, clazs VI anct class IV 

settlements have sho\1\0 decline in the percentage value while the 
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Table 4.23 

Size-group Ma henciergarh I.udhiana 

P.v. P.C. P.(.;. p.c. 
J.9 gJ. J.97l l26J. .).271 

VI 22.01 11.58 - -
v 12.44 14.83 4.05 2.21 

IV 12.20 5.89 5.15 2.68 

III 53.34 67.68 13.11 !5. 75 

II - - - -
I - 77.67 79.39 

Total 100.00 . 100.00 100.00 .LOO.OO 

rest t~:JO oo~,e shOY.tl incr~ase in the corresponding figure. 

~ercentage of vJOrkers engaged as household '.llorkors to total 

rv-orkers in different size-groups of urban settlements have also 

sr.o,.-.n decline in the percentage value. the rr.aY.ir.um decline being 

in the smaller order settlements (:refer table 4.24). 

Table 4.24 

.Size- Mahend~rgarh wdhiana 
group P.G. P.t;. P.t;. G.R. P.C. p.c. P.t.;. G.R. 

1961 1911 Diff 1961 J.2.1l Diff. , u 

VI 12.16 3.48 -8.68 -€9.02 - - -v 4.54 2.80 -1.74 "'29 .80 13.03 3.94 -9.09 -55.97 
IV 2.26 0.60 -1.66 -71.56 8.26 3.06 -5.20 -58.11 
III 7.34 4.50 -2.84 ... 25.33 4.52 3.32 -1.20 - 3.35 
II - - .. - - -
I - - - 5.19 2.48 -2.71 -17.82 

Avr. 6.09 3.00 -3.09 -41.14 5.32 2.62 -2.70 -19.54 
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The trend has been more or less the same in case of the 

proportion of w:>rkers engaged in household industry t.o total 

v~rkers in household and non-household industry in different 

size-groups of urban settlements (refer Appendix-VI}. 

4.2.2 b~nufacturing ~ctivity;- A~l other workers engaged 

in manufacturing, processing, servicing and repairs where such 

activities are not carrizd on the scale of household industry 

are included in the category of manufacturing activity
8

• 

Table 4.25 shows the proportion of workers engaged in 

manufacturing activity to total \~rkers in different size-
. 

groups of rural settlements and the 9ercentage £f:t'Ov/'h rate of 

manufacturing ~IOl'kers in these siz ~-groups. The above table 

Table 4.25 

Size-group Ma hend e rga rh Ludhiana 

P.L;. p.t;. P.<.;. G. H.. P.L;. P.l..i. P.(.;. G.R. 
!96,1. ' .. l97_1 Oiff. 196,1. J,27l D"f<F l. .. ' ·-

0-199 0.!4 u.50 +0.36 +aoo.oo o. 76 3.21 +2.45 . +560.97 

200-499 0.49 o. 72 +0.23 + 77.19 2.04 3,.32 +1.28 +122.35 
500'J999 0.51 0.95 +0.44 +110.54 2.90 4.18 +!.28 + 90;, 75 
!000-1999 0.63 0.85 +0.22 + 51.00 5.67 5.95 +0.28 + 30,.87 
2000..4999 1.19 2.22 +1.03 +111. 73 3.87 2.73 -1.14 - 14.29. 
5000+ o.ao 1.77 +0.97 +159.33 10.94 2.40 -8.54 - 75.39 

' 
Avera9e 0.66 1.09 +0.43 + 88.48 4.!1 4.28 +0.17 + 33.47 

8. Ce!1SUS of India ( 197J.), Op • Cit • 
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shov-JS that both the districts have shoYon high positive 

grotvth rate of w:>rk-force in manufacturing activity ~n almost 

all the size-groups of rural settlements (except 2000•4999 ·and 

5000·+- size-groups of Ludhiana district). The lo~st size-group r 

of settlement$ i.e. 0·!99 has experienced highest growth rate 

of \'.O rk ... force in both t hC districts. In lud hi ana di strict, 

this is mainly because of ve:::y high gruwth of Yl)rkers in 

manufacturing activity in t.he villages of Agar Khurd, Karimpura, 

Bir Schcny,al, Badalvval, Tart Ghialewal, Hiran, Sherpu:r Khurd, 

Sanrala Rural, Ba:rdhal and Ma:cri. In Mahendergarh, the villages 

of Kuksi, Song, Lamba, Kholawas, Sarang, Gujar\~s, Seegri, 

Selarpur Mehta, Abdul-naga.r, Nirpur, Asrawas and Hai·Nalikpur 

hav:: shov,n consid~rable growth in the manufacturing activity. 

T hG loaest settlement size•g\I'Oup Of Wdhiana district $ 001.\'S 

the grovlth rate of +560.97 in the manufacturing activity. The 

correspo:lding figure for r.~nendergal:h st;:.n~c ~t +SOO.oo. The 

overall gror.th rate of v.ork-force in Manufacturing activity has 

been +b8.t'£ in Ma hen<.ie:rgarh ctist rict and +33 .47 in Luc.i hiana 

di!;trict. In LuC:hiana c.astrict. it appEars as if an inc1:ease 

in the size,;.group of settlEn'lent is follo~.ved by dec ling growth 

rate of \\OXk ... force in manufacturint.:J ~ctivity. In MahenC.:ergarh 

district, ho'll'.tever, medium 3ize .. groups of settlements have 

experienced low growth l:'iite of ~rk-force in manufacturing 

activity as corrpared to the size-groups wnich are at the t\.*.0 

extremes (reter t:tble 4.25}. 
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So far as the percentage of v.urkers in manufacturitlg 

activity to total vPrkers in different size-groups of rural 

settlements is concerned, Mahendergarh district has shov.n 

increase in all size-groups. In wd hiana' the size-grou~s 

2000-4999 and 5000+ have nho\~ decline in the participiation 

rz.to in manufacturing activity ·while the rest of them J1ave 

s }"()tn an increase. As one goes from smaller size-groups of 

settlements to larger size-groups, one finds an increasing 

participiation rate in manufacturing activity ( 5000t gwup 

being an exception in Hahendergarh district and 2000·4999 and 

5000+ size-groups being except ions in Lud hi ana). 

If t·.~ look at the proportion of v,.orkers engaged in 

non-household industry to total workers in household and non

household industry tn the tv.o census periods, it wl.ll be clear 

that there has heen cirastic inc:reas3 in the proportion o~er 

tile decade in all the size ... g:roups of rural settlements in 

both the districts.. The increase is, ho'.·~vcr, relatively 

higher in l.\lhendergarh (refer .~\ppcndix-VIII). 

Proportion of vJOrkere in fti.anutacturing activity in 

different size-groups of rural settlements to t otJ.l •t.x>rke:rs in 

manuf~cturing activity of the district has reruained constant 

over tne decade except in the si~··groups 500·999 and 2000-

4999 v.here it has experienced some consid.erJ.ble Changes (refer 

table 4.26). 

In CD.se of uroan settlements too the ;:>roportion of 

\'.O:rkers. in manufact,Jring acti vi·ty in different size-groups to 
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total urban vJOrkers in manufacturing avtivity of the districts 

has re171ained more or less unchanged over the. decade. Here 

maxinum increase or decrease in the percentage value does not 

go beyond three (refer table 4.27}. 

Table 4.26 

Size-group Mahendergarh Ludhiana 

p .c. P.C. P.C. P.C. 
196J, 197 .1, J.96.1, 1211 

0·199 0.11 0.25 o.o2 2.61 

200-499 6.83 6.42 5.35 8.91 

500-999 28.41 3!.74 19.34 27.64 

1000-1999 35.73 28.62 46.47 4~.86 

2000-4999 27.57 30.97 21.41 13.75 

5000+ 1.43 1.97 6.58 !.21 

Total 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 

Table 4.27 

Size- Mahendergarh Ludniana 

group 
P.G. P.C. P.\.... P.t;. 
,1961 1971 1961 J.971 

VI 1.50 4.49 - -
v 14.13 10.84 0.29 0.54 
IV 52.08 49.51 1.07 0.62 
III 32.28 35.14 9.38 6.24 
II - - - -
I - - 89.25 92.32 

Total 100.00 100.00 100.00 1w.uo 
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Table 4.28 shO\"JS the proportion of vJOrkers in manuf• 

acturing activity to total workers in different size-groups 

of uman settlements dOd the percentage growth rate of ~.ork

force in manufacturing activity in these size ... groups. 

So far as the growth rate of \\Qrk-force is concerned, 

it is the t\1\0 extreme size-groups which have sho\·.n high positive 

growth rate of the work-force in manufacturing activity. In 

Ludhiana district, class I size~group and cla~s V size-group 

have shovll growth rate of +105,09 and +.269,87 respectively 

while the overall grovJth rate of urban Vl.Ork-force in manufacturing 

activity comes to be +98.29 {refer table 4,28}. 

Table 4.28 

Size- Mahendergarh ludhiana 
p .c. p,t;. P.C. G,R, P.e. P.C. p,c. -group G,R, -

1961 1971 Diff, 19qJ. J.97 J. Iliff. 

VI 1,98 6.54 +4,56 +256,66 - - -
v 12.33 9.90 -2.40 - 8.51 5,87 14,95 +9.08 +269.87 
IV 27,12 24.52 -2.60 +13.37 10.87 10.97 +0,10 + 14.10 
III 10,59 11.31 +0. 72 +29 ,81 20.38 21.35 +0.97 + 37.90 
II - - - - - - -
I - ·• .. - 37,55 44,88 +7,33 +105.09 

Avr. · 14.55 14.47 -o.os +19,24 33.50 40,73 +7.23 + 98.29 

In Mahendergarh district. class III and class VI size

groups have experienced growth rate of +29.81 and +256,66 

respectively while the overall gro\"/th rate of work-force in 
• 
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in manufacturing activity has been +19.24. Very high growth 

rat~·;;k-force in manufacturing activity in class VI size-group 

of r..~henctergarh district is due to the very weak base of this 

size-group in manufacturing activity in the base year. From 

merely 30 workers in manufacturing activity in the base y~ar 

19 61, the figure has gone upto 107 in 1971. 

The overall percentage of urban ~.~rk-force in manufact ... 

uring activity to total urban v.ork-force has declined in 

Mahendergarh district but increased in Ludhiana. In 

Mahendergarh, it is the tv.o extremem size .. group (class VI and 

class ill) which have shovn an increase in the proportion of 

\..Orkers in this category to total workers. In Ludhiana district, 

hol:vever, all the size-groups of uxi:>an settlements have shovll 

increase in the proportion the maximum increase being in class 

V size-group followed by c!aos I and class III size-groups. 

~ ' 

Percentage change of twork-force in manufacturing and 

household industry in the t\'-0 districts suggest that it has 

been relatively more developed oriented in the case of Ludhiana 

than in that of Mahendergarh. 

4.2.3 Construction Activit~:- Percentage of workers in 

construction activities in different size-groups of rural and 

urban settlements to total wo:t"kers in construction activity of 

the district has remained constant over the decade (refer 

Appendix I;c & .X}. 
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Proportion of workers in construction activities to 

total tcvorkers in different size-groups has not shoV61 any sepcific 

patte:m either. Table 4.29 gives us the proportion of workers 

in construction activities to total workers in different size

groups of rural settlements and the percentage gro~o'/th rate of 

v.urk ... force in construction activity in these size-groups. 

Table 4.29 

Size-group Ma hendergarh Ludhiana 
P.C. p.c. p ,(;. G.R. p .t;. p,(.;, P.C, G.R. 

1961 1971 Oiff, 196J. l97 J. Iliff. 

0-199 0.89 0.12 -0.77 -83.33 0.18 0.21 +0,03 + ao.oo 
200-499 0.82 0.74 -o.os + 8,33 0.75 1.10 +0.35 +!00.00 
500-999 0,89 0,94 +0.05 +24.12 1.31 1.29 -0.02 + 30,49 
1000-1999 1. 22 0.77 -0.45 -29.93 !.60 !.39 -0.21 + 8.45 
2000-4999 1.40 0.84 -0.56 -31.85 1.28 1.29 +0.01 + 23.45 
5000+ 1. 68 0,74 -0.94 -48.00 2.62 2,88 +0.26 + 22.76 

Average 1.09 0,83 -0.26 •12.53 1.34 1.31 -0.03 + 24.10 

The table shows that there has been an overall decrease in the 

percentage of \\Orkers in constntction activities to total 

v.orkers in both the district, 

~ 

The overall growth rate ofj:.. v«>rk-force in construction 

activities has been negative in Mlhendergarh district (-12.53) 

while Ludhiana district has shov.n positive growth rate of 

+24,10, All the size-groups of xural settlements in Ludhiana 
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..w 
district have sho\'lll posit iv:le grovJt h rate of l work-force in the 

construction activities. the maxiwm being +.100.65 in 200•4999 

size-.group fol.J.ov.ed by +80.00 in 0.199 size•group. In Mahender

garh district • however, the size-groups 200•499 and 500•999 have 

sho\.\0 positive grovlth rate while the rest of the size-groups have 

shovll negative growth rate. 

r he following table shows the proportion of y.()rkers 

engaged in construction activity to total YtOrkers in ditferent 

size-groups of urban settlements and the percentage growth rate 

of r.ork•force in construction activity in these size ... groups. 

Table 4,30 

Jize .. Mahendergarh Ludhi&na 

group P.C. p,t;, p,(.;, G,K. P.l.;. p,t,;, P.t;. G,H.. 
196.1: 1971 Diff. 19gl J.27l 

" 
Diff. 

VI 0.99 1.22 +0.23 +25.58 .. ... - -
v 2.27 1.72 -0.55 +124 .. 07 3.04 1.55 -!.49 +33,33 
I\/ 3,39 2.81 -0.58 + 42.!4 1.90 3.78 +!.88 -!3.46 
III 2.35 1.91 •0,38 + 58.60 2,75 2,97 +0.22 + 3,84 
II - .. - - - - .. -
I - - - - 3,47 3.21 •0.26 + 2.09 

Avr, 2.48 2.10 -0.38 + 56,46 3,30 3.17 -0.!3 + 1.76 

In both the districts, most of the size-groups of urban 

settlements have shov~ decline over the decade in the per~entage 

of \'.orkers engaged in constl'Uction activity to total. workers~ 
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Only class VI size-group of Mahendergarh district and class III 

and class IV size-groups of Ludhiana have shown an increase in 

the proportion figure. Though the proportion has declined in 

most ot the size-groups, yet there has been positive growth rate 

of v.ork-force in construction activities, the overall positive 

growth rate being higher in Mahendergarh district (+56.46) as 

compared to its counterpart in the state of Punjab (+1. 76). 

4.3 T errtiary 3ector & the Spatial Organisation of Settlements:-

There has been a considerable debate among l'lestexn economists 

on the subject of the definition of terrtiary occupation. But 

a broad co~sensus seems to have been reached on the definition 

given by Lampa:td9 • According to hire, the tertiary occupations 

are those activities which produce a non-material output. lt.ost 

of the authorities agree that these tethnological productivity 

of the agricultural and manufacturing sectors which allow a 

grov.ring proportion of labour force to be freed to engage in 

tertiary occupations. 

The percentage of~rk·fol'ce engaged in tertiary sector 

in db:ferent size-groups to total y.orkers engaged in the tertiary 

sector in Mahendergarh and I.udhiana district has remained almost 

constant over the decade {refer table 4.31). Hare one can find 

an interesting correlation tnat an increase in the size-group of 

rural settlements leads to an increase in the participiation rate 

in the tertiary sector upto 1000.1999 size-group of settlements. 

9. ~.£. Larnpard, WHhe His or of Cities in Economical! Advanced 
Areas", in J. Friedmann and w. Alonso 1964) op. cit. 
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After this size-group, the situation becomes reverse, an inc-

rease in the size-group being accoq:>ained by the decrease 
. l.n 

the participiation rate in the tertiary sector of the t\\10 

districts. 

Table 4.31 

Size-group Mahendergarh Ludhiana - P.e. p.c. P.t;. p.<.;. 
1961 1971 1261 1971 

0-199 0.29 0.26 1.38 1.28 
200-499 7.10 8.61 7.36 8.83 
500-999 3!.21 33.54 23.69 24.16 
1000·1999 36'.35 37.04 35.82 36.68 
2000•49991 23.47 19.12 27.66 24.47 
5000+ .t.54 1.40 4.06 4.58 

Total lOt~QO 100.00 100.00 100.00 

Table 4.32 shows the proportion of \..Orkers in the 

tertial.~ sector to total ~orkers in different size-groups of 
....,..._ 

settlements and the percentage gro\~h rate of[\~rk·force in the 

tertiary sector. So far as the growth rate of~rk ... forcc in the 

terti'-~ry sector is concemed, Mahendergnrh district has sho\·.n high 

positive growth rate in all the size•groups of rural settlement·s. 

Ludhiana district has, however, experienced negative growth 

rate of work-force in all but one size-group of settlements. 

A more fruitful exercise will be to analyse the percentage 

of v,orkers in the tertiary sector in each size-group to total 

v.orkers in the respective sise .. group. Each and every size-group 
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of rural settlements of ?.1ahendergarh district has shov·.n an 

increase in the percentage of workers in the tertiary sector to 

total vJOrkers. r he overall increase is about t\\O•fold (from 

9.48 to 15,28J. The revC!rse is tiUe for ludhiana district where 

the overall decrease in the proportion has come doVtfl from 19.04 

to 11.65 {refer table 4.32)·. 

Table 4.32 

Size-group Ma henderga rh ludhiana 
p .(.;. P.<.;. p,t.;. G.R. p.c.;;. P.~. P.C. G.R. 
JS6l 1271 Oif.f., . • -· J.26J._ J,97l Iliff' 

0-199 5.21 7.53 +2.32 +65. 7! 9.25 4.31 -4.94 -27.05 
200-499 7.30 13.44 +6.14 +123.07 13.05 9.98 -3.07 + 4.67 
500-999 8.10 14.06 +5.96 -i-98.05 16.49 11.61 -4.88 - 6.87 
1000-1999 9.14 15.43 +6.29 +87.83 20.14 14.89 -5.25 - 7.83 
2000-4999 14.47 19.10 +4.63 +50.14 23.22 7.54 -15.69 -60.40 
5000+ .1.2.34 17.50 +5.16 +67.75 3!,25 24,66 ... 6.59 ... 11. 74 

Average 9.48 15.28 +5.80 +84.31 19.04 11.65 -7.39 - 2.67 

So far as the urban size-groups are concerned, the 

proportion of ;,·.orkers engaged in tertiary sector in different 

size-groups to totai v.orkers in the tertiary sector of the 

district has remained by and large unchanged except in class I 

and class III settlements of Ludhiana district (refer table 4.33). 

The increase in the share of v.orkers in class I size-group is due 

to Ludhiana city. 
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Table 4.33 

Size-group Ma hen de rga rh Ludhiana 

P.<.i. P.t;. P.<.i. P.G. 
.)961 J.97 J. 196Ja 1971 

VI 9.28 7.71 - ... 
v 18.98 17.79 1.83 1.73 
IV 26.04 28.78 3.11 2.22 
III 45.68 45.70 !8.22 14.93 
II ... - ... -
I - - 76.B2 8!.12 

Total 100.00 100.00 100.00 . 100.00 

Table 4.34 shows the proportion of workers in the tertiary 

sector to total \.V~rkers in different slze-groups of urban 
iW-

settlements .. ,3.nd the percentage gro\~h rate of(v~rk-force in the 

tertiary sector. 

Table 4.34 

Size- Ma henct e rga rh U,Jdhiana 
group p.c. P.C. P.C. G.1i.. P.c.;. P.t;. P.G, G.H.. 

.l~61 J.97 .L O.i{f, 1961 J,Z7 .L _Iliff. 

VI 48,24 47.58 -0.66 + 6.57 - .,. 

v 65.28 68.93 +3.65 +20.22 59.84 57.37 -2.47 +39.40 
IV 53,47 60.44 +6.97 +41. 79 50.57 47.01 -3.56 + 5.17 
III 59.11 62.39 +3.28 +28.34 63.70 58.36 -5.33 +20.62 
II - - .. - - - - -I - - - 51.99 47.11 •4.88 +55.51 

Avrg. 57.36 6!.38 +4.02 +28.28 53.88 48.66 -5.22 +47 .29 

J 
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It seems as if the urban size-groups in Mahendergarh 

and L..tdhiana districts have followed the pattern shOW1 by their 

rural counterparts so far as the proportion of v.orkers engaged 

in tertiary sector to total Y.Orkers is concexned. In Mahender

garh district, only class VI settlements have sho\~ an increasing 

trend. Therefore, the overall pattern for tertiary sector is 

similar for urban and rural settlements of the districts. 

Table 4.34 can be compared vdth table 4.32 in order to g~t a 

broad idea of resemblance of the results. The difference can 

be noticed ·only in the growth rate ot·~rk-force in Ludhiana 

district, 

It wiJ.l be more useful to analyse the results of the 
~ 

different industrial categories of ,twork-force within the tertiary 

sector itself. 

4.3.1 Tra':ie anj t.,;orrunarce :• So far as too size-grouo of :rural 

settlements and tl~ distribution of£t~rk-force in trade and 

corn.TJerce is concerned, one may start with the generalisation 

that an increase in the size-group of rural settlements is 

acco~ained by the consequent increase in the pertentage of v«>rk

ers !n trade and commerce to tote.l v.orkers. 

The following table 'shows the proportion of v110rkers 

engaged in tr3de and commerce ~o total \~~ker& in differant size

groups ot rural s~ttlenients and the percentage growth rate of 

workers in this category. It can be noted that the both the 
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districts have shov~~n decline over the decade in the percentage 

of \·.orkers engaged in trade and commerce to totc)l workers 

{excepting 0.199 and 200..499 size-group). The overall decrease 

in case o'f f·;\an~ndergJrh district is from 1.75 in 1961 to 1.59 

·in .1971 while in .case of Ludhiana it has come dov..n from 3.35 

in 1961 to 3.05 in 1971. 

~ 
The grovJth rate ofL II\Ork-force in trade and commerce 

has been positive in both the districts. But an increase in 

the size• group ot rural settlements is acco~ained by the 
~ 

consequent decrease ln the growth rate otl v10rk-fo::cce in trade 

nnd commerce. In the siz~· .. group 0-199. Mc.'lhenctergarh district 

has shcvn +400,.00 percent growth rate while in the same size

group Ludhiana i".as shovn +107.1(. percer.t gro1.vt.h rate. 

Table 4.35 

Mahende rga rh Ludhiana ,.., . 
,:".)~ze-gi.'Oup 

P.C. p.c. P.~. G. H. p.(..;. p.t;. P.t;. G.K. 
J.96.l l97J. Diff . . 1961 1911 Diff .. 

0·199 0.14 c;.64 +0.50 +400.00 0.77 1e03 +0.26 +107 .14 
200-4<79 1.08 l.l5 +0.07 + 29.60 1.78 1.93 +0.15 + 48.20 
500-999 1.21 1.11 -0.10 + 5.26 2.57 2.29 -0.28 + 18.18 
lOOQ-1999 1.58 1.46 -o.os + 2.53 3.45 3.13 -0.32 + 13.05 
2000-4999 3. 69 3.26 -0.43 + 0.42 5.16 4.25 -0.91 + 0.40 
5000+ 3.91 3.25 -0.66 .. 1. 72 9.ti6 9.00 -0.86 + 2.16 

, ... verage 1.75 1.59 -0.16 + 4.10 3.35 3.05 -0.30 + 11.61 
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l>~~fU•1~ 
Taking the urban seUJ.emen:t, all the size-groups of 

settlements have shovm an increase over the decade in the 

percentage of ·workers engaged in trade and commerce to total 

\'.Qrkers (refer table 4.36). 

U:rban size-groups of Mahendergarh district do not 

show any specific pattern but in case of Ludhiana district, it 

is found that an increase in the size-group of settlements is 

acco~aine<l by the decrease in the declin~ng rate of the percent-, 
age of~JOrk-force engaged in trade and com:.;erce to total .. •.orkers. 

Table 4.36 

.3ize- Mahendergarh Ludhiana -· --group p .t.,;. p.<;. P.C. G.H. P.~. P.L:. P.<.,;. G.K. 
. ..J,..96l, 1971 Diff. 19,-)J, J,97l Diff. 

VI 20.75 22.93 ·t-2. lB +19.42 .. .. ... -
v 29.77 31.83 +2.06 +21. 73 19.40 28.20 +8.80 +lll.31 
IV 21.98 27.51 +5.53 +57 .oo 21.37 26.88 +5.51 + 42.14 
III 24.39 27.91 +3.52 +39.20 29.52 32.58 +3.06 + 45.32 
II .. .. .. .. ... -
I - - .. 20.74 21.75 +1.01 + 80.0! 

,\V~· 24.2! 27.92 +3.71 +38.26 22.09 2:5.31 +1.22: + 72.11 

Percentage growth rate of ·:.orkers in trade and commerce 

h~s been highly positivt in class I and c1asn V settlements of 

ludhiana districts and class IV siza ... group of l.iahendergarh 

district. 
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so far as the prop~t't ion of ~rkers in trade and commerce 

in different size-groups of rural and urban settlements to total 

workers in trade and commerce of the district is concerned, there 

has been no significant change over the decade (refer Appendix-XI* 

- XII). Same is true in case of transport and communications 

services (refer Appendix-XIII • xVI}. 

4.3.2 l!ansport gnd ~ommunic~t~on;- Taole 4.37 shov~ the 

proportion of ~~rkers in transport and communication to total 

\~rkers in different size-groups of rural settlements and the 

percentage growth rate in this category. In alroost all the 

size~groups of rural settlements of both the districts, there 

Table 4.37 

Size-group Ma hendergarh Ludhiana 
p.c. p.t,;. p.c.;. G.K. P.t;. P.~. P.~. G.R. 
126J. 197J, Diff. J.261 J.97J. Diffa 

0-199 0.14 O.o25 +0.11 +100.00 O.ll 0.39 _+0.28 +450.00 
200.499 0.44 o.11 +0.27 +108.33 0.75 1.44 +0.69 +163.39 
500-999 0.11 0.45 +U.34 +370.58 0.97 1.51 +0.54 +105.34 
1000.1999 0.26 0.50 +0,.24 +108.66 1.33 1.92 +0.59 + 79.67 
2000-4999 0.38 1.00 +0.62 +193.33 1.61 2.05 +0.44 + 54.82 
5000+ 0.60 0.39 ... 0.21 - 22.22 2,84 2.26 -0.58 ... 10.52 

Average 0.24 0,58 -0.34 +169.03 1.24 1.73 +0.49 + 79.17 

has been an increase over the decade in the percentage of 

workers in transport and communications to total \~rkers. 
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The overall proportion of workers in this category to 

total workers has gone up over the dec0.de from 0.24 to 0.58 in 

case of Mahendergarh while in I..udhiana district it has come up 

from 1.24 to 1.73. The growth rate of~rk-force in fOOst of 

the size-groups has been higher in Mahendergarh district as 

compared to Ludhiana. This may be due to the fact that 

Lucthiana district has already developed its transport net work 

while Mahend.ergarh, being a less developed district, is still 

developing the infra-structure for transport development. In 

Mahendergarh district, growth rate of v~rk-force in transport 

and comrm.mication does not &tx>w any specific pattern while in 

case of 4.tdhiana district one can notice that an increase in the 

size-group of rural settlements is accorrpained by the decrease 

in the gro\~h rate of workers in transport and communication 

to total ~~rkers (refer table 4.37). 

The following table shows the proportion of v«>rkers 

engaged in transport and communication to total \~rkers in 

different size-groups and the percentage gro\~h rate of \~rk

force in this category. It can be seen that all the size-groups 

of urban settlements have, however, shov.n decline over the decade 

in the percentage of V;Prkers in transport and comnunicat ion to 

total vorkers. But there has been overall positive gro~'.lt.h rate 

in the urban ~rk-force engaged in transport and corruwnication 

in case of both the districts. In Lud hiana, all the size-

groups of ur.oan settlements have shov.n positive grovlth rate 
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of .the v.ork•force in transport anci communication while in case 

of Ma hendergarh district class III and class V size-groups 

have shown· negative growth rate of Y.Ork-force in transport and 

com.•ra.mication • 

Table 4,38 

Size• Mahendergarh Ludhiana 

g:roup P,C, P.C. P,C, G,K. P.C. p,c. p.c. G,fl, 
l96l 197J. Iliff. 1961 1271 0iff 1 

VI 5.81 3.66 -2.15 -31,81 - - ... .. 
v 5,11 5.06 -0.05 +24.78 5,80 5.50 -o.35 +37.80 
IV I; .11 5.82 -2.45 -10.54 5.89 5.78 -O.J.1 +10. 77 
III 5.15 5,06 -0.09. +19.48 6.29 6.23 -0.06 +30.39 
II - - ... .. - • ... .. 
I - - .. ... 8.87 7.32 -1.55 +41.72 

Aver. 6.06 5.23 -0.83 + 3,48 8,32 7.13 -1.19 +39~62 

4,3.3 Other Services:- other services include the persons who 

are err~loyed as Government servants, the municipal employees, the 

teachers, the political or social workers. In fact all types of 

economic activities carried on as a profession not covered by . . 

·.. the earlier eight industri~ cate
1
gories of the work-force, are 

I . 
covered by ·.., :11.1 t hj$ category10 .~ 

, 
The follovdng table shows the proportion of workers in 

other services to total v.orkers in ditferent size-groups of 
the 

rural settlements and the percentage gro,'Vth rate ofLvrork-force 

10. Census of India (1971), op. cit. 
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in this category. It can ue notic~V. that the two districts 

are on different paths so far as the relationship between the 

size-gl~Up of settlement and the percentage Of V~rkers engaged 

in other services to total \\Orkers is concemed. All the 

size-groups of rural settlements of Mahendergarh district have 

shoW'l an increasing participation ra·~e in the "other services". 

table 4.39 

Ma hendergarh Ludhiana 
Size-group P .c. . p.c. p.c. G.R. P.C. p.c. p.c. G.R. 

J.961 1271 Oiff;. J.261 197). Oiff. 

0-199 5.25 6.62 +1.37 +50.00 8.36 2.89 -5.47 -45.64 
200.499 5.80 11.57 +5.77 +141.51 10.51 6.59 -3.92 -14.08 

500.999 6. 78 !2.48 +5.7 +110.05 12.94 7.79 ·5.15 ·20.31 

1000-1999 7.29 13.47 +6.18 +105.67 15.35 9.83 -5.52 -20.16 

2000-4999 10.39 14.83 -4.44 + 62.45 16.44 1.22 -15.22 -90.92 
5000+ 7.82 13.84 +6.05 +109.48 18.57 13.33 - 5.24 -19.31 

Average 7.48 13.10 +5.62 +100.30 14.30 6.86 •7.-+4 -38.57 

The reverse is trus for L!.ldhiana district. 

ln Mahendergarh, the overall increase has been from 

7.48 in !961 to 13.10 in 1971 while in Ludhiana district·, the 

overall decrease over the decade has been from 14.30 to 6.86. 

So far as the growth rate of the ~o..ork-force in t n~s category is 

concerned, Mahendergarh district has experienced 100 percent 

positive gro~....th rate while Ludhiana has shov.n negative growth 

rate ( -38.57) of the work•force in the category of other 

services. 
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Table 4.40 shows the proportion of ¥K>rkers in other 

services to total workers in different size-groups of urban 

settlements and the percentage growth rate of the work-force in 

this category. The above table snows that all the size-groups 

of urban settlements of Mahendergarh district have Sho\~.n increase 

over the decade in the porportion of workers in other services to 

total \'lorkers (except class VI size-group which has sho\\ll mar• 

ginal decline in this participation rate). In Ludhiana district 

there has been decline over the decade in the percentage of 

v.orkers engaged in other seWvices to total \C.Orkers, the maxinum 

Table 4.40 

Size• Ma. bend e rga rh Ludhlana 

group p,t,;;, p.c.;. p,t.;. G.H, p,<.;. p,<.;. p.(.;. G. H., 
l92J. J.27 J. Iliff. !961 J!t1 J. Oiff, · 

VI 21.67 20.97 •0.70 +4.57 - .. .. 
v 30,38 31.49 +1.11 +17 .98 34,63 23.67 -10.96 -0.61 

IV 23,31 2:1,10 +3.79 +45.80 23.54 14.34 - 9.2! -ao.24 
'III 29.57 29.90 +0,33 +20.92 27.88 19.54 .. 8,34- 7,33 

II - - .. - - - ... -
I - - 22.3'1 18.02 .. 4,35 +38,27 

Avr. 22.71 28,22 +5.51 +24.91 23.45 18.21 ·5.24 +26.64 

being in class V size-group. 

So far as the growth rate of the work-force in this 

category is concerned, tnere has been overall positive gro~~h 
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rate in both the districts. But when one takes up the 

problem according to size-gro·.~ps, it is revealed that all the 

size-groups of urban settlements in Ludhiana district (except 

class I size-group) nave shovll negative growth rate of the work

force in other services. The aggregated picture like this can 

create mistallacy about the whole district. The overall positive 

gror.rt h rate of the work-force in other services in wdhiana dist

rict is solely due to the vJeight exerted by Ludhiana city. It 

is because of the positive gro\~h rate of class I size-group 

that the overa.Ll result for the district h,.s been tumed into 

positive (+26.64). In Mahendergarh, ho\~ver, a.ll the size-groups 

have shov.n positive growth rate, the maxinum being in class IV 

settlement. 

4.4 Traditional Sector :and the .:ipatial Organisation 9f. 
Sett laments:-

The category of cuJ.tivators, agricultural labourers 

and rouseho.Ld industry constitute the traditional sector of the 

economy. A glance at the data sho\113 that the proportion of 

cultivators has declined in all the size-groups of settlements 

excepting class I settlement of Ludhiana and Class VI settlement 

of Mahendergarh. The proportion of workers engaged in house

hold industry has also declined in aJ.l tne size-groups of 

settlements. l:lut the proportion of "\Orkers engaged as 

agricultural labourers has increased over the decade in all the 

size ... groups of settlements (fefer table 4.41, 4.42 and fig • .l6J. 
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Table 4.41 
p report ion of cul ti va tprs, agricultural 
labourers and \\Orkers · n the household 

·industry to total w~ker in the traditional 
sector · ' \ 

Ma hendergarh Ludhiana 
Year/Size. P.C.-P.G. P.t;. P.t;. p .t;. P.C. group Cult. Agri. v.orkars (.;ult. Agri. v~rkers 

Lab. in H. Ind Lab. in H. Ind. 
__ Ind. 

1961 
0-199 90.76 7.13 2.10 87.44 6.53 4.01 
200-499 90.60 2.42 6.96 76.87 14.89 8.23 
500..999 90.53 2.10 7.36 f.fi .13 17.46 13.40 
1000-1999 89.35 2.69 7.95 69.25 15.83 14.90 
2000-4999 86.70 4.49 8.80 (:fJ. 25 14.86 15.87 
5000+ 86.30 3.23 11.07 64.17 14.90 20.90 

Average 89.50 2.73 7.76 70.65 15.71 13.62 

197.b 
0..199 81.92 17.79 0.28 74.33 24.63 1.03 
200-499 82.57 13.55 3.86 62.13 33.87 3.18 
500-999 83.12 12.70 4.16 60.02 34.83 5.13 
1000..1999 81.87 13.55 4.57 61.17 32.47 6.35 
2000-4999 76.46 18.30 5.21 62.54 30.49 6.85 
5000+ 70.82 23.43 5.73 56.00 36.16 7.82 

Average 81.50 14.06 4.42 60.30 31.93 7.75 

196lvi 74.23 0.13 25.62 ... -v 65.77 a.so 25.42 42.38 14.51 43.09 
IV 80.17 1.92 17.89 60.99 16.32 22.74 
III 71.33 1.40 27.26 46.17 17.13 36.74 
II .. .. - - - -I ... • - 10.50 4.27 85.22 

Average 73.07 2.10 24.81 27.57 9.48 62.93 

l97lvr 77.o3 14.55 7.90 - - -v 60.73 23.42 15.83 41.37 43.10 15.o1 
IV 73.54 21.16 5.29 55.05 36.81 8.12 III 56.25 25.31 18.94 31.85 48.38 19.75 II - - - - - .. 
I - - .. 16.78 27.81 55.94 

Average 63.70 22.19 14.10 27.25 35.54 - 37 .!8 
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Table 4.41 snows the proportion of cultivators. 

agricultural labourers and \..Orkers in the household industry 

to tota! \~rkers in the traditional sector of Ludhiana and 

Mahcndergarh district. 

In case of rural settlements of Mahendergarh, the 

overall proportion of cuJ.tivators to total ~rkers in the. 

traditionol sector hos declined over the decade from 89.50 to 

cH. 50. In case of Ludhiana, it has declined from 70.65 to 

60.30. T hr proportion of agricultural labourers to total 

11'A>rkers in the traditional sector has increased over the decade 

from 2. 73 to 14.06 in case of Mahendergarh and from 15.7 .t to 

31.93 in case of Ludhiana. Thus the proportion of agricul• 

tural labourers has become seven times in case of Mahenctergarh 

but has only doubled in case of Ludhiana. Hut the districts 

have sh0\'.0 decline in the pro,)ortion of v.orkers in the 

household industry to total 1.\0rkers in the tratitional 

sector. t\lmost similar results have also been obtained in 

case of this proportion in the uman settlements. 

The causes ana the broad correlations discussed in 

case of the primary and secondury occupations tx:>ld valid in this 

sector too.· 



4,;1-¥\PTSR • ~ 
Sci(;TvHAL s1-Irffs IN Inci .vOH.K-FOH.<.;E 
AND !Hi RUHAL-URBAN <.,;ONTINUUM 

The basic ditference between the rural and urban 

settlements is that of size and function. Nhile the urban 

settlements are larger in size and the chief occupations of 

the people are industry, t.rade, commerce or administration, 

most of tne people in villages are engaged in agricultural 

work. Some other occupations such as fishing, lumbering, 

mining or he.Iding are also found in villages, but in such 

villages there is a lack of col'Ilinercial or shotJtiing cerrt res 

and industries. 

In contemporary research, there is a gro~.oving tendency 

to think in terms of a continuum rather than a dichotomous 

distinction. Under this conception, a given settlement is 

treated as neither co~letely rural nor COF!l>letely urban, but 

rather as having a mix of rural and urban attributes in varying 

degrees along a continuum. Actually, the transition from a 

purely rural commu~ity to an urban one is not abrupt but 

gradual. There is no clear cut boundary line which w:>uld show 

a defind.te cleavage betw~en the rural and the urban community!. 

1. P. Soz$kin and t; .<..;. Zimmerman, e,rinciples of RuraJ.-Urban 
~.o_ciology, New York, 1929, p. 14 
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r he city and the village may be regarded as t~ poles in 

reference to one or the other of vJhic h a .Ll ruman settlements 

2 3 •ct• 4 tend tQ arrange themselves • Writers like Gross , Spaul ~ng , 

"-, Raza 5, Stewart 6, Yuan 7 and Schnere8 have thought it necessary 

to rediscover the inadecpacy of the "rural-urban dichotomy". 

r herefore, a new label for an old idea has crept into the 
~ 

literature i.e. the 11 l:Ural-urban continuum". 

As the cdnstruction of indices on the"mix of urb3n and 

r..1ral attributes" is methodologically a compiex task, for the 

limited purpose of the study, population size has been consi• 

der~d as the proxy for the same and the concept of the 

continuum has been examit1ed herein under this assumption. 

Almost all writers on rural-urban differences stress the 

significance of population size. While most of them agree 

that ttcharacterization of comnunity as urban on the basis ot 

size alone is obviously arbit.raryu9 , no one has suggested a 

2. Louis ~Jirt h, "Urbanism as a Way of Life It, American Journal 
of Socioloay, XLIV, July 1938, p. 3 _ 

3. ~J. Gross, "Sociological Variation in contemporary R.uru.l Life~ 
&Jral Sociolog¥, 13 September 1948, pp. 256-269 

4. I .A. Spaulding, "Serendipity and the Hural-Ul'ban c.;ontinuum", 
Rural Socioloqy, 16 tl~ rc h 19 51, pp. 29-3 6 

5. Moonis Raza, Atiya Habeeb, A.mitab Kundu, "Rural-Urban Conti
~uum in In~1a, "Indian & foreign Revi7w, vol. 12, No. 15, 1975 

6. Gha rles I ~tewart, iif he Urban-Rt:ral D1.chot omy: Goncepts and 
uses", The American Jou~...9_:Lof_So_<;iQl..Q..9.¥, vol. 64, No. 2, 
Sept0rooer 1958. pp. 152-58 

7. D. Y. Yuan: "The Rural-Urban continuum: A case Study of Taiv-an" 
Rural S~ciology, vol. 29, No. 3, September 1964, pp. 247-60 ' 

8. Leo F. ::;;chnore, •the Ru.tal-Urban V<lriable: an urbanite's 
p~rspective" .Rur~l Sociology, vol. 31, No. 2, June 1966 

9. N:trt h, op. c~ t. p. 4 
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practical basis for including other variables among the 

criteria of urbanism_to be applied to all settlements in a 

standard fashion. 

' With a view tq examine the relative efficiency of a 

tri-chotomous division in catching the mances of vertical 

ditferentiation in the Indian settlement system, large 

order!ura.-l settlements (above 2000 persons) and the smaller 

order to\-.tlS (less than 10000 persons) may be termed as ru r~tban 

centres. The study of these ruman centres is of greater 

significance because it represents the lo\\Er end of central 

place continuum. The theories developed tor central place 

should hold good not only for large urban places but also for 

all the hierarchic levels including rurban. 

Before going into the real exercise of sectoral shifts 

in the \'JOrk-force, !et•s have a look at the development of the 

concept of :ZLt:J:ban centres. The concept is a new brancn of 

settlement geography where phy->ical landscape is mostly set in 

the right direction by social behaviour10 and the cultural 

landscape of the society. Rurban centres have been variously 

described as "rurban settlements" by R.L. Singh11, "rurban 

community" by Galpin 12, "ul'ban villages" by Dickinson13 and 

11. 

12. 

13. 

H.B. Manda!, "Rurban <.;entres in Bihar Plains" Indian 
~eographical Studies, No. 1, 1Y73, pp. 12-23 
H.L. Singh et al, "M..mgra Badshapur: A Ruman settlement in 
the Ganga Ghaghra Doab West "The National Geographical 
Journal of India, vol. IV, 1960, pp. l~~-206 
<.;.G. Galpin, "The Social Anatomy of an Agricultural t;ommunity" 
He~earch Bulletin 34, Un~versity of tlisconsin, 1915, 
referred by K.B. Manda! {1973), op. cit. 
H.i. Dickinson, "The Distribution and Functions of the Smaller 
Urban $ettlements of East Anglia,"~ography, No. 95, 
vol. xVII, part I, !932, pp. 20-30 
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"sub tO\".fl" by 3mailes14, Recent geographic literature is 

enriched by some important studies of ru.tban centres. Among 

them,rrost pri>minent are Glowaxd.and 3tafford15, Be.t:ry and 

Garrison16, King17 and Thomas 18• Monkhouse19 hns used the term 

rurban as being synonymous to thdt of "rurban". 'dhile rurban 

centre is a small urban centre or large village having some 

importance of· secondary and tertiary occupations,.· r<..~ral-uiban 

fringe is a zone of transition around a town in which urban 

functions, land use and other activities are mixed with 

agricultural ones, This is the zone which separates the area 

exclusively devoted to urban uses from that exclusively devoted 

to agricultural uses, 

Rurban centres have their O\~ distinctive teature, 

Most of the smaller settlements are overgrov.n viilages which 

still have their rural character. They show a combination of 

econor.dc and social functions 20, The small tO\illS function as 

14, .-\ .2. Sma.iles, "The urban Hierarchy in tngland and ~/ales" 
Geography, vol. AXI.X:, part 2, 1944, pp. 41-51 

.l5. A. Glowai'O and J, Stafford, "The Functional Bases o±, 
Small Towns", economic Geography, .l973, pp. 165-175 

16, B.J.L. Berry and iV.L, Garrison, "The Functional Bases of 
Gentral Place Hierarchy", Economic Geography, vol. 34, 1958, 
pp. 145-154 

17. L.J. King, "The Functional Role of .:lmall To .. -..ns in Ganterbury" 
Proceedings of Thixd New Zealand Geographical c.;onference, 
Palmerston North, 1~62 

18, E.N. Thomas, "Some Comments on the functional Bases for 
Small Iov.a TovA'ls", Iowa Buniness Digest, 1960, p. 10 

.l9. F, J. Monkhouse, A Diet ionary of Geograehy, .Edward Arnold, 
London, 1972, p. 302 

20. H.L. Singh and S.M. 3ingh, op. cit., p. 199 
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the economic and social nodes tor their surrounding villages. 

Because of the intermediate location and the nJture of evolution, 

the small toVitl has certain advantages and offers unique opportuni

ties in the general scheme of the rural-urban and agricultural

industrial continuum21 • Therefore, the study of smaller urban 

settlements is of greater significance since they represent the 

basic connection betv~en the dispresed agricultural population 
. 22 

and the agglomerated urban population • There are many 

charact.!'dlstic features which distinguish rurban cent res from 

rural settlements in terms their diversified economies, as \;'ell 

js from urban centres, which tend to acquire- the character of 

islands in the vast sea of rurality
23

• 

The concept of rurban centres is useful because it 

provides a crucial link in the rural-urban continuum. There 

are full-fledged to\'itls which lack something in their basic 

urban character and yet cannot be termed as rural settlements. 

To the contrary, there are villages ivhich lie in bet~en the 

rural and the urban hierarchy in terms of population size and 

functions. The geography of rural settlements v.ould be incom

plete without_ identifying such hybrid settlements, which have 

21. 

22. 

23. 

K.N. Singh, "Small Tov.ns as Hural Development tientres in 
Uttar Pradesh", Abstract, P._roceedinqs of rifty-Fourth 
s:ssion, Indian Science ~ongress Association 
Kingsley Davis, "Urban Hesearch and Significance: Urban 
{\csearch Metho?s,_ cid. J.P: Gibbs, New Delhi, 1966, p. xi 
uurban-H.ural DJ.tterenc~s l.n ;:}out hern Asia", Heport on 
Kegional Jeminar, Delhi 1962, London, 1964, p. 3 
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a high potential! ty of uroan gro\"</t h. .By definition, the 

rurban centres are partly rural and partly urban. Tney v.ork 

as "economic and social capitals" for the neighbouring vill

ages. In our present study, the settlements having popu.i.ation 

between 2000 to 9999 have been considered as ruiban centres. 

~r main emphasis in this chapter will be on tne identification 

of patterns of change in tne sectoral distribution of the \lvork

force in a developed &nd a less developed district. 

5.1 Primary Sector and the, Rural-Urban <..;ontinuum: 

As the size of the settlement increases,. there is a 

decline in the proportion of the working population engaged 

in far~ occupation. Hurban centres are constituted of middle 

size-groups in the hierarchy of settlements. They are 

neither completely rural nor urban but occupy a position just 

in bet\'Jeen these tV\0 extremes. The predominant occupation of 

people in most of these rurban centres is agriculture. Let's 

look at the pattern of change of the work-force in a developed 

and a less developed district in the Green Kevolution belt. 

Proportion of W>rkers in the primary sector in different 

size-groups of settleme:1ts to total primary sector vK>rkers of 

the district has remained more or less constant over the decade 

(refer table 5.1). 

However, significant changes have been observ::d in the 

proportion of v.orkers engaged in this sector to total. YtOrkers 

more especially in Ludhiana district. In Mahendergarn, the 



M!_hen dt!;'9r,t,..r_h 

2000.4999 
5000+ 
VI 
v 

Total 

Table 5.1 
Mahendergarh and Ludhiana District: Proportion af w::>:rkers in 
different industrial categories of •. ,crkers to total t.vorkers 
in the respeGtive industrial categories of the district 

Male t.\Orkers 
1: -----II - . --III--· - IV 

j9(;1 1971 1961 1971- J.96.L 1911 i961 wiT 19of-- .1.971 
78.46 78.52 87.89 87.51 90.18 

6.04 6.28 16.95 6. 72 5.10 

6.17 5.!8 3.43 3.85 0.13 
9.33 ~.34 1.73 1.93 4.59 

85.02 73.41 84 .. 65 76.53 80.58 
9.01 1.75 4.44 7.56 7.34 

2.89 6~99 1.82 10.16 5.30 
3.02 17.83 9.09 5.74 6.78 

100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 
-·-------·~-~-~---·~---~--------"'--""· ----··---------------------------------------------------------

.Ludhian51 

2000.4999 

5000+ 
VI 
v 

Total 

87.56 86.76 92.10 92.00 91.14 

9.55 9.52 7.11 7.24 7.61 

- - - - ~ 

89.13 80.07 86.87 87.12 88.59 
9.29 14.76 7.72 9.57 8.89 

- - .. .. -
2.88 3.73 0.79 0.76 1.25 1.58 5.17 5.41 3.31 2.52 

100.00 100.00 100.00 !00.00 100.00 100.00100.00 100.00 100.00100.00 

Continued ••••••• 



Mahendergarh 

v VI VII VIII . IX 
1961 1971. 1961 1971 1961 1971 1901 1971 i961 1971 

2000..4999 ':41.52 5!"'>.15 74.59 70.23 40.41 36.15 25.95 50.81 63.71 (J'J .so 
5000+ 2.17 3.51 6.91 4.96 3.29 2.79 3.11 1. 62 3.70 5.22 

VI 5.42 12.12 4.14 7. 63 11 .so 18.99 30.45 13.86 10.45 7.37 
v 50,90 29.22 !4,36 17.19 38.61 41.97 40.48 33.72 22.14 17.62 

·-
Total 100 • 00 100 • 00 100. 00 100 • !JQ 100 • 00 100 • 00 100 • 00 lOO • 00 lOU • 00 100 • 00 

-~~-~--~~·-·--~---------- ------ --~------

Ludhiana 

2000.4999 73.67 76.72 76.82 78.17 75.08 67.93 76.37 81.41 83,.85 i9.01 
5000+ 22.65 6.77 17.18 17.52 15.65 14.40 14.62 9.54 10.34 13.40 
VI .. - - .. - .... .. - - .. 
v 3.67 16.51 6.01 3.71 9.28 17.67 9.01 tJ.05 5.81 7.59 

Total 1oo.oo 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 10o.oo 100.00 100.00 100.00 1oo.oo 

~ontinued •••••••• 



Ma hendergarh 

P:Lima ry Secondary Tertiary 
!961 !911 1961 1971 1961 1971 -

2000.4999 87.74 86.95 (f.}. 16 (f} .25 53.66 59.22 

5000+ 6,78 7.10 6.3d 5.54 3.52 4.35 

VI 3-.34 3.62 8.40 8.28 14.06 11.02 

v 2.14 2.33 16.06 10.93 28.76 25.41 

. 
Total !00 • 00 100.00 lOU. 00 ~00. OU 100.00 100 .• 00 

Ludhiana 

2ooo;.4999 91.82 --~r1.o1 82.70 83.45 8!.19 6!.41 --
5000+ 7.27 7.52 13.67 9.48 11.93 20.16 -VI - ... - ... - -
v 0.91 1.06 3.63 7.07 6.88 !8.31 

--
Total 100 • 00 lOU. 00 100 • 00 lOU • 00 100 • 00 100,00 
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overall proportion of workers in the primary sector to total 

·workers has declined over the decade from 67.11 to 66'. 70 

{refer table 5 •. !2.). The size-groups of 2000-4999 and 5000+ 

Size-group 

Table 5.2 
Mahendergarh and l.JJdhiana Dist1·ict: 
Proportion of w'Orkers engaged in the 
primary sector to total \.\OI'kers 

Mahendergarh ludhiana 

P.t;. p.c. P.C. G. H. p.(,;. p .c. P.<.;. G.K.. 
1961 197 J, Diff, 1961 J.971 Diff, 

2000-4999 
5000+ 

Class VI 
(;lass V 

75.71 73.86 -1.85 +11.00 60.32 74.43 +14.11 +50.25 

75.91 75.44 -0.47 +17 .42 43.79 64.60 +20.81 +65.13 

36.61 41.16 +4.55 +21.48 - ... - -
15.56 16.62 +1.06 +21.62 l8.2U 22.16 +03.96 +77.04 

Average 67.71 66.70 -1.01 +12.01 57.53 77.58 +20.05 +51.59 

have also sho\..rt decline while the class VI and t:lass V size

groups have shov'\1'1 increase over the decade in the proportion of 

workers in the primary sector to total Yl()rkers. The growth 

rate ot t h~ vJOrk-force i~. the primary sector has been +12.01. 

Ludhiana district has shov.n tremendious increase over the decade 

in the proportion of v.orkers in the primary sector (from 57.53 

to 77.58 J. The growth rate of the work-force in this sect or 

has also been quite hi.gh ( +51.09). This may be primarily due 

to non-absorption of labour"forca in other sectors of the 

economy and the consequent mobility of population from one 
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sector of the economy to the other. AJ.l the size-groups 

of settlements have shov.n increase over the decade in the 

proportion of\·-orkers in the primary sector to total \\Orkers. 

It can be seen that an increase in the size-group of 

settlements is accompained by the decrease in the proportion 

of \'.Orkers in the primary sector to total v.orkers in case of 

both the districts. Furthermore, it has been observed that 

the increase in the size-group of settlements is followed 
#.< 

by the consequent increase in the gro~o..th rate ofJl:·.ork-force 
I 

in the 
• I 

pr~u~uty sector. 
l 

The s~'udy of different industrial categories of~1ork-

force \·:ithin the primary sector itself may reveal some more 

interesting features: 

5.1.1. f.;ultivai;or.§: So far as the priprotion of \\Orkers in 

cultivation in different size-gourps of settlements to 

total cultivators of the district is concerned, it has remained 

mor.:! o~less constant over the decade in case of both the 

districts (refer table 5.!). It is the first size-group i.e. 

2000·4999 which is showing a very high share of this proportion 

(87.51 in Mahendergarh and 92.00 in l.udhiana at the 1971 

census). 

The overall proportion ofy,orkers engaged ~s cuJ.ti vators 

to total 1.'~rkers has declined in Mahendergarh (from 63.35 in 

1961 to 52.09 in l97.l) but increased in Luahiana (from 46.82 

in 1961 to 51.39. in 1971}. All the size-groups of Ma hendergarh 
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have shO\'Il decline in the proportion, th~ highest decline 

being im 5000+ nize-group (-17 .14). In wcthiana, on the ot.her 

hand, cla~s V size-group has shovll decline in the proportion 
. 

while the rest t'.NO size-groups have sho~ an increase 

(refer table 5.3). 

Table 5.3 

Mahendergarh and Ludhiana Districts: 
Proportion of v~rkers engaged in 
cultivation to total v.orkers 

Size-group ~henderg~rh Ludhiana 
p.c;. P.l.;. P.C. G.K. p • ..;. p.c..;. p.c;. 

l96l .197 .J. Diff • 196! 191! Diff, 
G.K. 

2000-4999 70.95 58.05 -12.90 -6.89 49.24 49.75 +0.51 +23.02 

5000+ 72.87 55,73 ·17.14 •9.62 34.84 39.02 +4.18 +25.36 

Class VI 35.22 34.18 -1.04 +4.87 ... - - -
Clans v 11.16 10.75 -1.01 +4.08 12.81 10.52 -2.29 +19.34 

Ave rag~ 63.55 52.~) -~1.26 -6.50 46.82 51.39 +4.48 +23.16 

The overall growth rate has been positive in wdhiana 

(+23.16) but negative in Mahendergarh l-6.50). <.;lass VI and 

class V size-groups of ~~hendergarh and all the size-groups 

of Ludhiana have shown positive growth rate of the V«>rk-force 

in cultivation. The first two size-groups of MahendergJ.rh i.e. 

2000-4999 and 5000+ have shov.n negative g~'owth rate of;y.ork

force. 
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5.1. 2. AgriculturJ.1 Labourers: Significant changes have been . 

observ::;d in the proportion of agricultural labourers in diff· 

erent size-groups of settlements to total agricultural labour

ers of the district (refer table 5.1). In both the districts, 

smaller size-groups have s11ov11 decline in the proportion while 

the large size..;groups have shov.n increase i-n the same, 

In both the districts, proportion of \~rkere engaged 

as agricultural labourers to· total workers has shown signi

ficant increase lrefer table 5,4}. In Mahendergarh, the 

Size• groups 

2000-4999 
5000+ 

Glass VI 
t;lass V 

Average 

Table 5.4 
Mahendergarh anct Lucthiana Districts; 
proportion of workers engnged as 
agricultural labourers to total v.orkers 

Ma henderga rh Ludhiana 
p .c. P,G, p.<.;. G.R. p.c.;. p.<.;. p,t,;. G.R. 
19 6J; !971 Ditf, 1961 1271 Diff. 

3.67 13.89 +10,22 +330,41 10.57 24.25+!3.68 +!79.36 
2.($ 18.44 +15.75 +707.50 08.09 25.19+17.10 +248.54 

G.06 06.42 +06.36 +10400.0 - -
1.57 04.44 +02,57 +200,00 04.39 10.95+06,56 +262.90 

3,20 12.82 +09.64 +356.51 10,!6 25.81 + 15. 65+ 185,68 

overall proportion has increased from 3,20 in 196J. to 12.84 in 

1971. In I.udhianjl, the corresponding figures for the t1.vo time 

periods are 10.16 and 25.81 respectively. Smaller size-groups 

h,; ve s h0\"11 higher in c.;rease in the proportion and vice-versa. 
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So far as the gro11vth rate ofrwork-force in this 

category is concemed, both the districts have sno•t.n high 

potiitive gro~..vth rate. In both the districts, the growth 

rate has been higher in large size-groups of settlements. 

In Mahendergarh, class VI size-groups has experienced maxifil.lm 

gro·,'Jth rate while in Ludhiana, it is class V size-group wi1ich 

has experienced maxiiTI.lm growth rate in the district. In the 

agriculturally backv.ard district of Mahendergarh, the growth 

rate has been significantly higher than that of Ludniana. 

The growth rate of~~rk•force in this category has been 
1--

+356.5! in case of Mahendergarh but only +!d5.68 in case of 

Ludhiana. It s2ems as if the work-force displaced by the 

category of cultivators has been reinstated in the present 

category. But the shitt from t ha household industry cannot 

be denied either. 

5.1.3. Mining and :JUar£t:ing etc: ... Signiticant chamges have 

taken place in the proportion of \\Orkers in mining and 

quarrying etc. in dirferent size-groups of settlements to 

total \~.orkers in mining and quarrying activity of the district. 

In both the districts the proportion ofiv.ork-force is incr

easing in smaller size-groups of settlements (refer table 5.1). 

In i.tahendergJrh, the proportion of the size-group 2000-4999 has 

increased over the decade from 73.43 in 1961 to 84.65 in 1971. 

But class V size-group l"ils shOYil decli!"!e in thefproportion from 

!7.83 to 9.09. In Ludhiana, the size-group 2000-4999 has 

sho\\0 an increase in the proportion (from 80.07 to 86.87) 
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while the size-group 5000+ has shov.rn decline (from 14.76 

to 7. 72). 

So far as the p:roportion of vJOrkers in mining and 

quarrying activity to total v.orkers is concemed, the district 

of r.ahenderg rh is better placed. At the 1<:171 census, about 

1. 78 percent of the total v.orkers were engaged in this 

activity. I he corresponding figure for wd hiana is 0.47 

(refer tab.Lc 5.5). Taking the overall pattem fort he rural-

'I"dble 5.5 

Mahendcrgarh and Ludhiana District: 
proportion of oorkers engaged in 
mining, quarrying etc. to total \".rorkers 

Size-group Ma hendergarfi 
P.t.;. 
196J. 

2000-4999 1.09 
5000-t 0,33 
(;lass VI 
Glass V 

Average 

!.32 

2.22 

1.17 

p.t.;. 
1971 

P.(.;. G.R. 
Diff, 

p.~. 
!961 

P.C. P ,t;, G.H. 
12,71 Diff. 

1.91 +0,82 +99.52 0.50 0.43 -0.07 +3.68 
1.25 +0.92+340.00 o.S5 o.38 -o.47 -50.00 
0.55 -0.77 -55.00 --
1.71 -0.50 -11.76 0.99 

--~ --
o. 68 -0.31 

----
1.78 +0.61 +73.08 0.55 0.47 -0.08 -4.43 

urban continuum, Mahendergorh has shoVItl a:1 increase in the 

pmpo:rtion ithile Ludhiana has shov.o decline over the decade 

in the proportion. In Mahendergarh,i the size-groups 2000-

4999 and 5000+ have shov.n an increase in the proportion v.rhile 

the class VI and class V size-groups have show.1 decline in the 

preportion. 
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Ta'king an overview of grov.rth rate, it has been higher 

and positive in l.iahendergarh (+73.08) but low and negative in 

Ludhiana (-4,43), Inspite of showing an overall growth :rate 

of 73. o~. class VI and class V size-groups of r:.a hendergarh 

have sho\\0 negative growth rat~ Highest gro~vth rate has been 

;tcportcd in the size-group 5000+ (+340,00), In wdhiana, on 

the other hand, the only size-group showing positive growth 
l 

rate is 2000-49~~ (+3.ts)· 

It follows from the above analysis that the si~e of 

the settlements has nothing to do with the pl'Oportion of -tw 

~;10rk-force engaged in mining and quarrying. High growth rate 

of \'.ork:-force in this category in the district of Mahendergarh 

is due to the exploration ot new mineral resources especially 

after the formation of Haryana State. 

-uYbctlll 
5. 2 §.Qcpndal;Y sector & the trural£ continuum.a. 

Ruman units are marked by the presence and gro~,-;th of 

certain significant ul'ban functions. Manufacturing is one 

of the impo~ant functions in the urbjn settle:nents. Besides 

manufacturing, the presence of rous2hold industry and constru

ction ..1ctivii:y is also considered as a sign of the process of 

urbanisation. The secondary sector is made up of all these 

three activities. Let's look at the pattern of change in iiM

rJO rk- force in this sect or. 

The proportion of v.orkers in the secondary sector i12. 

different size-groups of settlements to tot~! secondary sector 
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rrork.ers of the district has remained more or less unchanged 
I 

exc:cpt some minor adjust_ments in the size-groups ot 5000+ 

and class V settlements of Ludhiana (:refer table 5.,1}. 

Taking the overall picture in the rural•urban continuum 

both the districts have shovll decline in the proportion of 

v~:>rk:rs engaged in secondart sector to total vJOrkers, the 

decline bing relatively sh .. Ip in case of Ludhiana (refer 

table :::. 6). The declinp in the labour force in the secondary 

Size-group 

2000..4999 

5000+ 
Glass VI 
(;lass V 

Average 

P.t,.;. 

Table 5.6 

Mahenderg~rh anti wdhiana District: 
proportion of \-.orkers engaged in the 
second~ry sector to total workers 

r.1a hend c rgc. rh lJJdhiana 
P.t.;. P.t.;. G.H.. P.t,;. P.(.;. 

J.26! J.97! Diff. !961 J,271 
P.t.;. G.H.. 
Diff. 

9.80 7.02 -2.78 -!8.45 16.44 !8.02 +1.58 -29.44 

11.74 7.02 -4.72 -29 ,3! 24.91 !0. 72-·14. !8 -5!. 75 

15.13 1!.25 -3.88 -!9. 65 - -
19. J.o 14.43 -4.72 - 14.!5 21.95 20.45 -1.50+35.48 

11.12 7.97 -3.15 -18.56 17.42 10.78 -6.64 -30.44 

50cto:r is ffidinly due to the aecline in the household activi-ty 

in coth districts. In both the districts, ttc ,increase in the 

size-groups is accompained by the increase in the pr·oportion of 

·.vorkers in the secondary sector to total v«>rkers. The district 

of l~lahendergarh which has shov.n 1o\~r partici~ation rate in the 
#+..t 

secondary sector has sh0\\11 higher growth rate oft work-force in 

this sector. Taking tt1e overall growth rate of['Work-force in the 
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secondary sector, it can .be said that Manenderg.rli is 

coq:>nratively better placed. 

Since the change in the percentage ofJvX>rk-forte in 

this sector has been due to change in a particular industrial 

category of ~rk-force within the secondary sector itself, it 

\viell be useful to take up Qach category of this sector. 

5.2.1. Household In.£!..ustry: In Ludhiana, the proportion of 

'.«>rkers in household industJy in different size-groups of 

settlcoent s to total lhOrkers in the household industry of the 

district has remained nX>rc or less constant over the decade. 

In :,.ahenciergarh, on the other hand, the proportion has increased 

over the decade in 2000..4999 size .. group {from 76.53 in 1961 

to dU.58 in 1971) but declined in class VI size-group (1from 

10.16 to 5.30). The rest of the size-groups have not soo\~ 

signiticant changes (refer table 5.1). 

So far as the proportion ot w:n:kers engaged in 

[1ousehcld industry to total v.orkers is concerne~. it has b2en 

higher in tne developed. district as compared to the less 

developed distric:t both at the 1961 and 1971 census. Both the 

districts have shov.n decline in the proportion ot v~rkers engaged 

in this category, the decline being sharp in the former than in the 

latter (refer table 5.7). The gro\vth rate otfvork-fo..~.ce has 

been roore or less similar in both the districts (-40.59 in case 

of ;,a, hendergarh and -42.17 in ca5e of Lud niana). 



Table 5.7 

Ma hcndergarh and Lud hi ana Jist rict : 
Proportion of ~ovorkers engaged in 
household industry to total ~tJOrkers 

lvtahendergarh Size-group 
Ludniana 

. .......__ .. 
P.t;. P.li. G. H.. p.l.,. P.li. P.t;. G • .K. P.t.;. 

J.2..6J: J:27 :L Diff. J.9§.). J,27J.· Diff • 

2000.4999 7.20 3.95 -3.25 -37.44 11.28 ' 13.99 +2.71 ~41.26 

5000+ 9.24 4.51 -4.73 -42.33 11.36 5.45 -5.91 -46.24 

Class VI 12.16 3.48 -8.68 -69.02 - -
Glass I 4.54 2.80 -1.74 -29.80 13.03 3.94 -9.09 -55.97 

Av;:!rage 7.38 3.86 -3.52 -40.59 11.35 5.34 -5.51 -42.17 

5.2.2. Non-household Industr~: 

The proportion of workers engaged in non•ho.Jsehold 

industry in ditfererrt size-groups of settlements to total 

,-,orkers .i.n non-household industxy of the district has c l'.anged 

in favour of large villages in V~ahendergarh (refer table 5.1). 

In U,}dhiana, it is class V size-group which has sho\·:n signi

ficant increase in the propol~ion. 

At the 197! census the overall propo:ttion of~w:>rk-force 

engajed in non-household sectJr to total workers in the rural-

urban continuum has been more or less similar in the tv.o 

districts (3.17 in Mahandcrgurh and 3.3t> in Ludhiana). In 

;,1a hendergarh, there has been increase over the decade in the 

pro,J.-rtion of lM)rkers in the non ... ho.Jsel"X>ld industry to total 

workers (the overall increase tieing from 2 .• 26 in 1961 to 3.17 in 
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1971~. Ludhiana on the other hand, has experienced decline 

in the proportion (from 4. 61 to 3.38). In both the districts, 

t lle proportion of oorkers in manufacturing industry goes on 

increasing with the increase in the size-group (refer table 

:;.e). 

Table 5.8 

~-'iahendergarh and Ludhiana District: 
J?.mp ort ion of vJO rke rs engaged in 
non-household industry to tot3l 
v.orkers 

-- - ~--Ma hende rga rh Ludhiana 
5 i :.:c-group 

P.C":" P.v. t>.c. :.:J. r~. [.-.~.;. p .t.;. P.~. G. H.. 
.1."61 'i .. J97 J, Diff • . .1:961 !971 Diff • 

2000-4999 1.19 2.22 +1.03 +lll. 73 3.87 2.73 -1.14 -14.29 

5000+ o.so 1.77 +e.97 +158.33 10.94 2.40 -8.54 -75.39 

<.:lass VI 1 .. 98 6.54 +-4.56 +256.66 .. - -
Class I 12.33 9.90 -2.43 -d. 51 5.87 14.95 +9.U8 +269.87 

--
r~.veragc 2.26 3.17 +0.91 +5'-). 39 4.61 3.38 -1.23 -17.70 

-- ··--

So for as the growth rate of manufacturing sector is 

conce.rr.ed, the le~>s develope-.; district is better placed. The 

ag Jrcgated picture of growth :r.ate of manuf .s.cturing sector in 

Ludhiana was misle~ding in the sense that the growth rate in the 

manufacturing sector was solely due to the growth in the central 
')., 

city, Ludhiana4o.,.• The results obtained for the rur.1l-urban 

continuum show that the sattlements falling under t11is fringe 

--------------------
24. Intra p p. JIF-It:t 
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are p-oorly developed in Ludhiana. The city of Ludhiana 

is ucting like a ca~al and it has not produced any nu.ltiplier 

effect in the regional economy. 

5.2.3 «.;9nstruction Actiy~ty: The proportion ot workers 

engaged in construction activity in diiferent size-gr.:>ups of 

settlements to total v.crkers in construction activity ot ·the 
I 
i 

district has not shoW1 any sigrlificant change in any of the 

district (refer tab!e· 5.1). 

Taking the overall picture of the rural-urban continuum, 

the district of Mahendergarh has shov.o decline while l.ud niana 

has shovll increase over the decade in the proportion of v.orkers 

engaged in construction to total v.orkers. <.;lass VI- size•gxoups 

is tne only settlements in Mahendergarh which has sho\'11 increase 

in the proportion. But this has not affected the overall 

results for the rural-uroan continuum. In ludhiana class V 
' 

size-group has sho\\fl increase in the proportion {refer· table 5.9). 

Table 5.9 
Mahendergarh and Ludhiana District; 
f?:roportion of workers eng.iged in 
non ... household industry to total workers 

Size .. group Ma hendergarh Ludhiana 
p.t,;. P.t.;. P.C. G. H.. p.t,.;. P.~. P.t;. G.K. 
J26J: J:97l Diff 1 !26J: !97:1 Diff 1 

200()...4999 1.40 0.84 -u.56 -31.85 1.28 1.29 +0.01 +23.45 
5000+ 1. 68 0.74 -0.94 -48.00 2.62 2.88 +0.26 +22. 76 

Glass VI 0.9'} 1.22 +0.23 +33.33 - - -
' 

Class V 2.27 1. 72 -0.55 ·13.46 3.04 1.55 -1.49 -25.58 

Average J..48 0.94 -o.54 ·27. 62 1.46 1.56 +0.10 +20.39 
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The gro\\lth rate offv.ork•force has been high an<:t positive 

in Ma hend e rga rh ( +2U. 39 ) as co~a red to Lud hiana ( • 27-. 62} • 

;\11 the size-groups of settlements in Mahendergarh {except 

class VI) have experienced negative growth rate while all the 

size-groups of xural-uman continuum (except class V) have shovl\ 

positive grovJth rate offw:>.rk•froce in this category. 

5.3 Tertia;rx Sector & the Rural-Ul:ban Continuum: 

In the rurban centres, '#3 find the gro\'Jth of certain 

significant urban functions. In fact they are the f,oci of 

a number of market viilages. Such centres often have significant 

retail and wholesale marketing facilities. Some times these 

centres are trade centres for the surrounding rural area • or 

administrative centres aue to their being the head-quarters of 

the local administration. Due to their distinct commercial, 

cultural and administrative elements, such units are character

ised by a greater number and Vciriety of services, which are 

rarely present in a village. A.1.l these functions are of tertiary 

nature. 
4-t. 

Let's describe the pattern of change of Ltertiary v.ork-

force in case of the two selected areal units. 

Table 5.1 snows that in Mahendergarh, the proportion of 

\~rkers engaged in tertiary sector in different size-gro~ps of 

settlements to total v.orkers in the tertiary sector of the disttict 

has declined over the decade in class VI (from 14.06 in 1961 to 

11.02 in !97 !) and class V (from 28.76 to 25.41) settlements 
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but increased in 2000·4999 size-group (from 53.66 to 59.22} 

and 5000+ size-group lfrom 3.52 to 4.35). In Ludhiana on the 

other hand, the proportion has dec.Lined over the decade in 

2000-4999 size-group (trom 81.19 in 1961 to 61.47 in 197iJ but 

increased in 5000+ size-group (from 11.93 to 20.!6) and class V 

size-group (from 6.8t> to ld.37 J. 

In both the districts. it has been onserved that an 

increase in the size!* group of settlement is followed by the 

increase in the proportion of workers 1n the tertiary sector 

to total \"..rkers, both at the 1961 and 1971 census. Mahengergarh 

district has sho\•.n increase in the proportion of wvrkers in the 

tertiary sector tO total WOrkers \Yhi!e the distriCt Of J.udhiana 

has sl'lO\'.fl the reverse pattem. In the rural-urban continuum 

of Mahendergorh, the proportion has gone up from 21.17 in lY61 

to 25.33 in 1971. The corresponding figures tor Ludhiana are 

25.04 and 1!.64 (refer table 5.10). 

Table 5.10 
Ma hendergarh and Ludhiana uistrict: 
proportion of tr.orkers in the tertiaxy 
sector to total \·JOrkers. 

Size-group Ma hende rgarh Iudhiana 
p.(.;. p .<.;. p.(.;. G.K. P.c. P.(.;. P.t;. G.H. 
Jr26.L J.2J.7 D~ff 1 l26J. .L27Js D~tf II 

2000.4999 14.47 19.10 +4. 63 +50 • .JA 23.22 7.54 -15.68 -60.41 
5000+ 12.34 17.53 +5.19 +67. 75 31.25 24.66 ·6.59 ·11. 74 
c..;rass VI 48.24 47.58 -0.66 + 6.57 - - • -
Class V 65.28 68.93 +3.65 +20.22 59.84 57.37 -2.47 +39.40 
Average 21.11 2'5.3!3 +4.16 t!J6.04 25.05 11.64 -13.41 ·47.77 
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Alroost all the size-groups of rural-urban continuum 

of Mahenctergarh districts have shom positive growth rate of~ 

~;\Ork-force in this sector, the overall positive gro\vth rate 

.being +36.04. Ludhiana. on the other hand, has shown negative 

growth rate oftwork•force 1n this se.ttor l-47.77). The negative 

gro1.r/th rate has been exp. erience4 by t. he size-groups 2000.4999 

(-60.41) and 50CO~ (•11.74) whi~e class V size•group h3s 

expe:t·ienced positive growth ~te of +39.40. 

Let's have a look at the different industrial categories 

o£0\Qrk-torce within the tertiary sector itself. 

5.3.1 Trade and Commerce: The proportion of v.orkers engaged 

in trade and commerce in different size-groups of settlements 

to total v.orkers in the trade and commerce of the district has 

not faced significant changes except in two size-groups 

l2000-4999 and c.tass V size-groups) of both t11e districts. In 

both the districts, the proportion has declined in 2000.4999 

size• group whi!e the class V size-group has gained in the 

proportion (refer table 5.1). 

Both the districts have shov.n an overall decline over 

the decade proportion of vJOrkers engaged in trade and commerce 

to total v.orkers (refer tab.le 5,.11}. The de~~in the 

proportion figure is mainly due to the decline of the percentage 

in 2000·4999'and 5000+ size-groups. The rest ~f size-groups in 

the .rural-urban continuum have shov.n increase over the decade in 
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Table 5.11 
Mahendergarh and Ludhiana District: 
proportion of vJOrkers in trade and 
commerce to total \"JJrkers 

Size-~:roup 
Mahendergarh Ludniana 

P.(;. p,(.;. P.l.#. G. a. p,c..;. P.C. 
J.96J. J.97l lliff. J.2bl 1971 

2000-4999 3.69 3.26 -0.43 +U.42 5.16 4.25 

5000+ 3.91 3.25 -0.66 -1.72 9.86 9.00 

c.;1ass VI 20.75 22.93 +2.18 +19.42 - -
Glass V 29.77 31.83 +2.06 +21. 73 19.-40 28.20 

Average 7.19 7.08 -0.11 +11.96 6.02 5.95 

p.c.;. G.K. 
D"ff ' l • 

-0.91 +0.40. 

-0.86 +2.16 

• -
+8.80 +J..lJ;-.31 

-o. 01 +10,97 

the proportion of "..orkers in this sector to total workers. A 

glance at the table shO\vS that an increase is the size-group 

of settlements in both the district is accompained by the 

consequent increase in the proportion figure both at the 1961 

and 1971 census. 

The table also reveals that inspite of showing decline 

in the proportion of v.orkers in this sector to total Y.Orke.rs 

both the districts have shoWl positive gro1o'lth rate of~rk•force 

in this sector. Incidentally, large size-groups in both the 
'li\( 

districts have shov.n positive growth rate ofL_work-force in 

trade and cvmmerce, 

5.3.2 Transport and (.;omrnunicationJ 

Proportion of workers engaged in transport and communi

cation in different size•group of settlements to total v~rkers 
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of the district has experienced significant changes in the 

district of Mahendergarh. $ma1ler size-groups have sho,;vn 

significant increase in the proportion. This may be largely 

due to the construction of approach roads to every village of 

the district. In Ludhiana too, there has been an increase in 

the size-gxoups 2000-4999 but the increase is comparatively very 

small l refer table 5.1). 

So far as the proportion of v.orkers in transport and 

com·unication to total \..Orkers is concerned, both the districts 

have sho\ ... n m~~rginal increase over the decade in the proportion 

figure. Infact the overall increase in the proportion is mainly 

due to the increase in t.he size-group 2000....4999. All the size

group \except 2000·4999) have sho\\fl decline over the decade in 

the com: .• unication to total \JOrkers (refer table 5.12). 

Table 5.12 

Mahendergarh and Ludniana Districtt 
~portion of workers in trans~ort 
and corrmunication to total v~r ers 

Size-group Ma hen de rgarh Ludhiana 
p.t,;. p .c.;. p.t;. G. H.. p.~,.;. P.(.;. p.t;. G. I:{. 

. - 126~ 1f:J7l Diffs .\26! l27l Diff 1 

2000+4<)99 0.38 1.00 +0.62 +193.33 1.61 2.05 +0.44 +54.82 

5000+ o. {{) 0.39 .. 0.21 -22.22 2.86 2.26 -0.58 -10.52 

ClasG VI 5.81 3.66 -2.15 -31.81 - • - -
Class V 5.11 5.06 -0.05 +24.79 5.80 5.50 -0.30 ·t-37 .so 

Average 1.18 1.55 +0.37 +49.83 1.86 2.27 +0.41 +37 .14 
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Both t.he districts have shov.n posltive gro\11/th rate of lkl. 

\~rk-force in chc rural-urban cont.inuum, the growth rate being 

higher in Mahendergarh {+4'J.83) as conpared to wdhiana (+37.14). 

It is only the t\~ extreme size-groups (2000·4999 and class V) 

in both the districts which have experienced positive growth 

rate. The middle size-groups of settlements have shO~o\fl negative 

growth rate otfwork•fort·e. 

The proportion ot WJrkers engaged in other services in, 

different size-groups ot settlements to total ..-t>rkers in other 

services of the tt..\0 districts has remained IOOre or less constant 

over the decade (refer table 5.1). 

I.t1 the participation rate \proportion of v.orkers engaged 

in other services to tot:1l ~\orkersJ however, signiticant changes 

have been observed. The district of Mahendergarh has shovKl 

increase over the .Jecade in the proportion of workers in other 

services to total v.rOrkers in al.most all size-groups of rural• 

urban continuum (except class VI size-group J. In Ludhiana on 

the other hand, all the size-groups have shov.n decline over the 

decade in the proportion of v.orkers in other services to total 

v.orkers l refer table 5.13). 

+t..t 
The growth rate ofL\'iOrk-force has been higher and 

positive in Mahendergarh (+48.30) as_compa~d to J~dhiana 



Size-group 

2000·4999 
5000+ 
(.;lass VI 

Class V 

Average 
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Table 5.13 
flehendergarh and wdhiana Jistrict 
rrc>portion of workers in other 
services to total workers 

Ma hend erga rh ·k!dhiana 

p.<.;. P.(.;. p.<.;. G.R. p.c.;. P.<.;. 
J.26J. J.27 .L Diff 1 J.26.L 127 .l. 

P.<.;. G.R. 
Dif!. 

10.39 14.83 +4.44 +62.45 16.44 1.22 -15.22 ·90.92 
7.82 13.57 ·t6.05t-109.48 18.57 13.33 -5.24 -19.31 

21.67 20.97 -0.70 t-4.57 • - .. 
30.38 31.49 +1.11 +.17.98 34.63 23.67 -10.96 -0.61 

12.80 !6.69 +3.89 +48.30 17.17 3.32 -13.85 -78.28 

l-7B.28). The highest positive growth rate in t:~ahendergarh 

has been reported is 5000+ size-group follo~d by 2000-4999 

size-~roup (+62.45J and class V in Ludhiuna hus been reported 

is 2000.4999 size-group t-90.92) followed by 5000+ size-group 

l•l9.31) and class V size-group l-0.61). 

The foregoing analysis suggests that the sectoral changes 

in the rur<ll-urban continuum have been more development oriented 

in case of Mahendergarh than in that of Ludhiana. But if we 

so..: t ha aggrega-ted picture of sectoral changes of'(V10rk-force, 

Ludhiana seems to be bettor placed. This aggregated picture 

can, ho\>Jever, be misleading in drawing inferences tor the district 

as a whole since the grovrth rate in secondary and tertiary 

soctol'S ar~ solely due to their gro·Nth rate in tho central city, 

Ludhiana. The results obtained for the rural urban continuum 
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and for the district as a whole suggest that high groYlth of 

ul.ban based sectors in Ludhiana, as compared with Mahendergarh, 

is due mainly to the weight of the I.udhiana city. 

So far as the participation rate and the growth rate 

in household industry, non-household industry, trade and commerce 

and other services is concerned, the rural•uxban continum of 

Mahendergarh district has an edge ove.r its counterpart in 

Ludhiana. 



(.;HJPTEK - X~ 

SUMM\RY OF fl.NiliNGS 

6.1 The smaller size settlements i.e. size-class less than 

500 hove grov~ marginally in Ludhiana but declined considerably 

in Mahendergaxh. But the overall higher gro\~h rate of 

population in the w:ral settlements of Mahendergarh district 

suggest that while adjustment in the rural base in the less 

developed district during the sixties has resulteci in a mre 

efficient system of settlements, this process has been relat i

vely \yeaker in a developed district. 

6.2 Ludhiana district has experienced a very high growth 

rate of urban population which is largely due to the growth 

of its lone urban industrial centre, Ludhiana, the other 

to~.ns growing at a nuch slower rate even in coq:>arison with 

those in Mahendergarh. 

6.3 The analysis of sectoral shifts in the work-force in 

the tv.o district suggests that it has been relatively more 

development oriented in the case of wdhiana than in that of 

Mahendergarh. This can be inferred from the fact 'bhat both 

of the l96J. and 1971 censu,, the participAation rate in almost 

all the size-groups of rura-l and urban settlements has been 
" found higher in wdhiana district as compared to Mahendergarh 

district. But the high growth rate of urban \rvork·force in 
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wdhiana district is mainly the result of the growth rate of~ 

v.urk•force in Ludhiana city which is not producing any Dllltip

lior effect in the regional economy of the district as is obvious 

from the absence ot correspondin 9 groii'Jth in the rural settlements 

and smaller to\\fls of the district. 

6.4 High growth rate of agricultural labourers in Ludhiana 

is not the result of the developing capitalistic relations 

based on hired labour but is primarily due to the movement of 

people trom the category of cultivators and household industry 
<'lf 

to this cate.gory and also because of the non-absorption of 
! 

labour-force in other ~ectors of the economy. 

6.5 It has been found that the growth of manufacturing 

activity in ludhiana city does not have any significant impact 

on the district economy as such. In Mahendergarh district, on 

the other hand, although the sectoral changes have been of a 

lo .. ~r order, they are spread roore uniformly resulting in a 

relatively better spatial hierarchy. 

6. 6. ;\ higher proportion of the total labour-force en9aged 

in agriculture and associated form of employment in almost all 

the size-groups of settlements has been found inj'econornically 

lass develop~d district. But the Clarkinn argument t~,t in an 

economical! y developed region there is almost invariably 

through time a tendency for this ratio to fall has not been 

found to be t:rue. In the case of th• ·cteoeloped district, there 
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has been an increase in the proportion of II\Orkers engaged in 

the primary sector to total workers and the growth rate of +M 

work-force in this sector has also been positive and very high 

due to certain inter-sectoral shifts in the v.ork-force result

ing from the non-absorption of labour-force in other sectors 

of the economy primarily the household industry. In Mahendergarh 

district, on the other hand, there has been decline in the 

proportion off"t)rke~ in the primary sector to total v.rorkers 

and the growth r~te of;w:,rk-force in this sector has been 

found to be equating 1..vith the g:rowth rate of the tot._.l v;ork

force of the district. Inter-sectoral shifts in the v\Prk-

forcc mainly from agricultural activities to tertiary acti .. 

vi ties is also responsit>le for this trend in the district. 

The analysis shows that the capitalist model of sectoral 

distribution and shifts in the V\Ork-force does not apply in 

case of the selected spatial units. 

6. 7 ~Jithin the primary sector, the proportion of cultivators 

to total workers has declineci sharply in all the size-groups 

of settlements of Mahendergarh district where the growth rate 

of agricultural labourers has been co~aratively very high and 

positive. In Ludhiana, the proportion of cultivators to 

total \·.orkers in declining only marginally and the gro\·Jth ~e 

of agricultural labourers is not as tdgh and positive as in 

case of MahendergJ:rh where the proportion of cultivators has 

fallen doW~ considerably. The proportion ofw:>rkers in mining. 
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quarrying, livestock, fishing, forestry and the gro~,vth rate 

of tc~rkers in this category has been higher in Mahendergarh 

district where some mineral exploratory vJOrk although of minor 

i~ortance has started especial! y after the formation of 

Haryana State. 

6.8 Proportion of primJry sector workers in dirferent 
~ ~ 

size-groups of uro9n settlementst..-total urban v.orkers in the 

primary sector of ~he district has remained more or less 

consto.nt over the c.:ccade in case of f.,ahenderg&rh district. 

But class I and class III size-groups of Ludhiana have 

gained considerably in the propo~ion while class IV size

group has lost considerably in the proportion. This is due 

to the fact that the displJcement of labour from household 

industry has been main! y in the large order settlements and 

the displaced \~rkers had no alt~rnative but to turn themsel

ves towards the pool ot· disguised agricultural labourers. 

6.9 All the size- groups of xural and urban settlements of 

the developed district have show higner participiat ion rate 

in the secondary sector as compared to th~ less developed 

district both at the 1961 and 1971 census. The proportion of 

:.·.orkers in the secondary sector in ditfe.::ent size-groups of 

settlements to total V!.Orkers ms expected to increase over the 

decade in the district of !JJdhiana. But class I urban 

settlement is the only size-group where t her3 has been increase 
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over the decade in the proportion figure. There has been 

considerable decline over the decade in the work-force 

engaged in household industry. In fact it is the decline 

of the vJOrk•force in the household industry which has affetted 

the overall results of the v.ork .. force in the secondary s,ector. 

~xcepting Lucihinna city. all other size~gxoups of settlements 

in both t.he districts have shov.n decline over decade in the 

proportion of \-\Orke.rs engaged in household industry to total 

v.orkers. 'f he evemll decade in the-- p:EOpon ioA &f "orkers-

~ ga.ggQ..4fl---hoti'ttit-l»lG ~d.~&t.ry. tu. t.Gtal w:>J:~ke!l6. T h~ overall 

percentage change of the '.\Ork-forcc in manuf .:cturing and 

household in~ustry in the tv.o districts suggest that it has 

been relatively rrore development oriented in tho case of 

Lud h~ana t ho.n in that of Mahenderga rh. 

6.1U .::)tJadow effect exerted by I.J.Jdhiana city beco~s obvious 

when one notices that the r.Janutacturing base is very ~;weak in 

the di:tferent size-groups of rural settlements and the smaller 

order urban settlements of Ludhiana district. Hurnl settlements 

of Mahendergarh district are better placed than their counter

part~ in Ludhi<lna so far as the gro..._'Jt h rate of ~JOrk-force in the 

manufacturing activity is concern~d. It seems as if Ludhiana 

city is behaving like a canibal in tile region. The growth rate 

of m.:tnufacturing sector tor the district of Ludhiana as a 

whole is solely beciluse of the gro~vth rate in the central city. 
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Ludhiana. Jo, the aggregated picture in misleading in 

dra11ving inferences for the district of Ludhiana as a v1hole. 

6.11 Tne less developed district of Mahendergarn has shov.n 

an increase over the decade in the participtation rate in the 

tertiary sector in the different size-gx:oups ot' rural and urban 

settlements while Ludhiana has shov~ decline. The growth rate 

of~rk•force in the tertiary sector has also bean higher in 

l•1anendergarh than in Ludhiana. The very low grovitt h rate and 

even negative growth rate otjJ;:>rk-force in some of the size ... 

groups of Ludhiana is due to the fact that the tertiary sector 

of the dj.st rict has reached upto a saturation point. 

6.12 The proportion of \-\lOrkers engaged in trade and commerce, 

and transport and communication to total workers of the district 

in different size-groups of settlements has been higher in 

the developed district as compared to a less developed district. 

~ci,.....;t.e-''6"'~-s dev-e-l,Qped, &i-s~~. ~t.t the 1971 census, 

however, the proportion of 11t1>rkers in other services to total 

v.orkers in 110st ot the size•groups of rural and urban settle

ments was found higher in Mahendergarh district. In fact, it 

v.tas the prOportion of "other services" which v.as retlected in 

the overall proportion for the tertidry sector. ,\t the 1961 

census. ho\'.ever, the proportion of v~rkcrs engaged in other 

services to total workers in all the size-groups of settlem.. 

ents wus higher in Ludhiana than in Mahanderg,:.rh, Jcctoral 
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shifts in the y,ork-force directly from primary to tertiary 

sector is a sign of underoevelor)ment. In Mahendergarh district . . 
too, the v.t)rk-force displaced from the category of cultivators 

and agricultural labourers gets reinstated directly in the 

tertiary sector. 

6.13 It has also ~cen found tr~t the sectoral changes in the 

xural•urban continuum have been more development oriented 

in case of l.iahendergarh than in that of Ludhiana. If one 
. .,..... 

!o~ks at the aggregate p~cture of sectoral changes oft_w::>rk-

force1 Ludhiana seems to be better placed. The results 

obtained for the rural urban continuum and for the district 

as a \!hole suggest that high gl~ovJth ot urban based sectors 

in Ludhiana as compared with Aiahendergarh, is due mainly to 

the weight of Ludhiana city. :3o far as tne particip.lration rate 

and the gro .. .-Jt h rate in household industry, manufacturlng acti

vity, trade and commerce and other services is concerned, the 

rurJl .. urban continuum of Mahendergarh district has an edge 

over its counterpart in Ludhiana. 
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APPENDIX- I 

Mahendergarh and Ludhiana District: 
·Proportion of ~rkers engaged as 
cultivators to total agricultural 
workers in different size-groups of 
rural settlements 

Size-group M.a henderga rh Ludhiana 

P.C. P.C. p.c.;;. p.c. p.c. P.C. 
Ja26J. J.27l Diff. ~961 J.27 ~ Diff. 

0-199 92.72 82.15 -10.57 91.11 75.11 -16.00 

200-499 97.39 85.90 -11.49 83.77 64.72 -19.05 

500-999 97.73 86.74 -10.99 79.83 63.28 -16.55 

1000-1999 97.07 85.80 -11.27 81.39 65.32 -16.01 

2000-4999 95.08 80.68 -14.40 82.33 67.23 -15.10 

5000+ 96.43 75.13 -21.30 81.15 60.77 ·20.38 

Average 97.04 85.29 -11.75 81.80 65.45 -16.35 

APPEND IX ... II 

Mahendergarh and wdhiana District: 
Proportion of v.orkers engaged as 
cultivators to total agricultural 
\..Orkers in different size-groups 
of urban settlements 

Size-group Ma hen de rga rh ludhiana 
P.~. P.t;. P.C. P.C. P.c. p ;sc; .li. 
~6J. Jr27 J. Diff 1 J.26J. J,27 J. Diff! 

VI Y9.81 84.19 -15.62 - - -v ~8.20 72.16 -16.04 74.49 48.98 -25.51 
IV 97.65 77.65 -20.00 78.87 59.93 -18.94 
III 98.07 68.77 -29.30 72.90 39.70 -33.20 
II - - - - .. -
I - - 71.08 38.09 -32.99 

Average 97.20 74.16 -23.04 74.40 43.40 -31.01 
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APPciNUIX - III 
Mahendergt.trh and Ludhiana District: 
proportion of v.orkers engaged as 
agricultural labourers to total agri-
cultural \;vorkers in different size-
groups of rural settlements 

· MahenClergarfi L:idhiana 
Size-group 

p,c. P .• c. P,C, 

0..199 

200-499 

500-999 

1000-1999 

2000..4999 

5000+ 

Average 

Size-group 

VI 
v 
IV 
III 

II 
I 

Average 

p ,(.;. P,G, p,c, 
1961 1971 D~ff I 1961 J971 Diff. 

7,28 17.85 +10.57 8.89 24,89 +!6.00 

2.61 14.10 +11.49 16.23 35,28 +19.05 

2.27 13.26 +10.99 20.17 36,72 +16.55 

2,93 14.20 +11.27 18.61 34.68 +16.07 

4.92 19.32 +14.40 17.67 32,77 +15,10 

3,57 24,87 +21,30 18,85 39.23 +20.38 

2.96 14.71 +11. 75 18.20 34.55 +!6.35 

APPciNDIX - IV 

Mahendergarh and Ludhiana District: 
proportion of YtOrkers engaged as 
agricultural labourers to total . 
agricultural workers in different 
size- groups of urban settlements 

..-

Ma hendergi:l rh 
P.G. 
J.26J. 
0,19 

1!,80 

2,35 

1.93 

--

P.C. P.oC, 
197 J, Oiff, 

15,81 +15,62 

27.84 +16.04 

22,35 +20.00 

3!,23 +29,30 

- -- -

tudhiana 
p,c. 
J961 

p,c, 
197J. 

P.C, 
Diff, 

-. -
25.51 51.02 +25.51 

2!.13 40.07 +18.94 

27.!0 60.30 +33.20 

- - -
28.92 6!,91 +32.99 

2,80 25,83 +23,03. 25,60 56.60 +31,00 
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APPeNDIX - v 
f!.1ahendergarh and Ludhiana District: 
:Proportion of workers engaged in 
·houeeh.old industry to total \IIIOrkers 
engaged in household and non-household 
industry in different size-groups of 
:rural settlements 

Size-groups 
Ma hen de rga rh wdhiana 

P.C. P.C. P.c. p,c. p,c. P.C. 
1961 1971 Diff, 1961 1971 Diff, 

0..199 92.86 33,33 •59.53 82,48 22.59 -59.~ 

200-499 90. t1j 81.80 - 8,85 77,02 50.48 -26.54 

500-999 92.73 78,28 -14.45 78,38 50,22 -28.16 

1000-<1999 91.74 8!.16 -!0,58 65.43 45 •. 16 -20.27 

2000..4999 85.77 64,03 -21.74 74.42 66.63 - 7, 79 

5000+ 91.95 7!.82 -20.13 50,96 (:1}. 42 4-18,46 

Average 9!.16 76.58 -14.58 7!,28 'fE .ao ·11.49 

APPENDIX- VI 

Mahenderg.Jrh and Ludhiana District: 
proportion of \\Orkers engaged in 
household industry to total \1\0rkers 
engaged in household and non-household 
industry in different size- groups of 
settlements 

Size-§roup Ma hend e rga rh .Wdhiana 
p ,(.;. P.e. P.C. P.G • p,c. P.C, 
!96J, 197.1 Iliff._ ,1.96J. !971 Diff. 

VI. 85.98 34,76 -5!.22 - - -v 26,94 22.05 - 4.89 68.91 20,88 -48.03 
IV 28.94 2,40 -26,40 43.17 21.83 -2!,34 
III 40.92 28.49 -12,43 18.!8 !3,47 .. 4.54 
II - ... - - - -
I - - - 12.15 5.25 -6.90 

Average 29.53 17.14 -!2,39 13. 7! 6,05 - 7,66 
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i\PPdNDIX • VII 
' 

'.Mahendergdrh and Ludniana District: 
proportion of workers engaged in non-
household industry to total v..orkers 
engaged in household and non- househOld 
industry in different size-groups of 
rural settlements 

Size-group Mahendergarh Ludhiana 

P.C~ p.c, p .• c •. P.C. P.C. P.C. 
1961 1971 Oif:{, =1961 !,971 Diff! 

0..199 7,14 66.67 +59.23 17.52 77.21 +59 .69 
200-499 9.31 18.20 + 8.89 22.98 49.52 +26.22 

500..999 7.27 21.72 . +14.45 21.62 49.78 +28.16 
1000-1999 8.26 18.84 +10.58 34.57 54.84 +20.27 
2000-4999 14.23 35.57 +21. 73 25.58 33.37. + 7.79 

5000+ 8,05 28.18 +20.13 49,04 30.58 -18.46 

Average 8.84 23.42 +14.58 28,71 40,20 +11.49 

APPENDIX • VIII 

Mahendergarh and Ludhiana District; 
J;?roport ion of w:.>rkers engaged in non-

household industry to total workers 
engaged in household and non-household 
industry in different size ... groups of 
urban settlements 

Size-group Nahende:rgarh wdhiana 
P.C, p,c. P.C. P.C, P.C. P.C. 
J.961 l97J. Diff. 1961 4271 o·ft 1 t 

VI 14.02 65.24 +51.22 - - -v 73.06 77.95 +4.89 31.09 79.12 +48.03 
IV 91.06 97.60 +6.54 56,.83 78.17 +21.34 
III 59.08 71.51 +12.43 8!.82 86.53 + 4.71 
II - - - -
I - - - 87.85 Y4.75 +6.90 

t\vcrage 70.47 82.86 +12.39 86.29 Y3.45 +7.16 



Size-group 

0..!99 
200-499 
500Q999 
!000-1999 
2000...4999 
5000+ 

Total 

Size-group 

VI 
v 
IV 
III 

II 

I 

Total 
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APPeND IX - IX 

Mahendergarh and wdhiana District: 
p.roport ion of workers in construction 
activity in different size- groups of 
rural settlements to total vJOrkers in 
construction activity of the district 

.Mahendergarh Ludhiana . P.C • P.C. =p.C. 
l29l. J.27 .L 1961 
0.43 o.oa 0.39 

6.99 8.65 6.00 

28.98 41.13 26.77 
42.09 33.72 40.40 
19.66 15.32 21.59 
1.82 1.00 4.82 

100.00 100.00 100.00 

APPBNDIX- X 

Mahendergarh and U!dhiana District: 
Proportion of v.orkers in construction 
activity in different size-groups of 
urban settlements to total \~rkers in 
construction activity of the district. 

P.C. 
197 J. 
0.56 
9.71 

28.15 
35.30 
21.48 
4.77 

100.00 

Ma hendergarh wdh!ana 
p.t,.;. p .<J. P.l,;. P.C. 
J:96J. .!27.1 126l 1~71 

4.41 5.78 - -
15.29 13.00 1.52 0.72 
38.23 39.01 1.91 2.74 
42.05 42.19 12,o5 11.67 

- - - -- 83.72 84.86 

100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 
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APPENDIX - XI, 
Mahende.rg~rh and Ludhiana District; 
Proportion ot workers engaged in trade 
and commerce in different size-groups 
of rural settlements to total \t\Ol'kers 
in trade and commerce of the district 

Size- group Mahendergarh I.udhiana 
p.c. P.C. P.C. 
l961 !97J. 1961 

0-199 0.04 0.21 0.63 

200..499 5. 69 7.08 5.47 
500-999 25.10 25.38 20.08 
!000-1999 34.12 33.56 33.38 
2000.4999 32.39 31.24 33.40 
500~ 

Total 

2.64 2.49 6.97 

100.00 100.00 100.00 

APPBNDIX - XII 

Mahendergc:trh and Ludhiana Uistrict: 
Proportion of w:>rkers engaged in trade 
and commerce in different size-groups 
of urban settlements to total workers 
in trade and commerce of the district 

Size-group Mahendergarh !J.Jdniana 
P.C. p .c. P.C. 
J.261 .1,971 196J, 

VI 9.46 4.59 -
v 20.51 18.06 1.45 
IV 25.36 28.80 3.21 
III 40.65 44.95 20.59 
II - -
I 74.74 

Total !UO.OO 100.00 100.00 

P.C. 
).97 J. 
.1.17 
7 .Zl 

21 .. 26 
33.81 
30.08 

6.48 

100.00 

P.C. 
!971 -. 
1. 78 
2.59 

17.39 
... 

78.18 

100.00 
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APPeND IX - XIII 

Mahendergarh and Ludhiana District: 
Proportion of workers engaged in trans
port and communication in different 
size-groups of rural settlements to 
total workers in transport and corruwni
cation of the district 

Ma hen de rga rh Ludhiana 
P.c. p.c. 

Size-group 

0-199 
200-49'9 
500-999 
1000..1999 
2000..4999 
5000+ 

Total 

Size- group 

VI 
v • 

IV 
III 
II 
I 

Total 

p .\,;. 
1961 1~7J. 196.1. 
0.32 0.23 0.25 

15.48 11.99 6.51 
16.45 lB.77 21.45 
40.96 41.77 36.45 

24.19 36.37 29.59 
2.90 0.83 5.66 

100.00 100.00 100.00 

APPENUl;{ • XIV -
Ma hendergarh and Lua hiana U ist rict: 
Proportion of 1.•10rkere engaged in 
transport and communication in diff
erent size-groups of urban settlements 
to total \"..rkers in transpo.1:t and 
communication of the district 

Ma hen de rga rh Ludhiana 
p .(.j. P.l.;. P.C. 
!96J. J,97 J. 1961 
10.58 6.97 -
14.07 16.97 1.15 
37.66 32.55 2.,35 
37.66 43.48 11.66 

- • -.. - 84.84 

100.00 100.00 100.00 

P.C. 
J:97J. 
0.78 

9.57 
24.64 
36.58 

25.57 
2.82 

100.00 

P.C. 
1971 
.. 
1.14 

1.86 

10.88 

-
86.11 

1UU.UO 
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APPENDIX • XV 

Mahendergarh and Ludhiana District: 
Pxoportion of workers engaged in ot11er 
services in different size-groups of 
rural settlements to total work,;1rs in 
other services of the district 

c·. e Mahendergarh Ludhiana 
.;al.Z .. group · P.c.· P.C. P.C. 

,1261 !,\f7l 1961 

0..199 0.36 0.27 1.66 

200.499 7.17 8.65 7.79 

500..9<;9 33.13 34.74 24.76 

1000-1999 36,72 37.72 36.37 

2000-4999 21.35 17.32 26.08 

5000+ ..1.23 1.29 3 .• 21 

p .~.,.;. 
J.27l 
1.46 

11.04 
22.13 

37.27 

30.85 

4.22 
'. .. ·- ~' .. • ·- . .-.;: ~- ., • .J "'"-',.....,. .• ., 

Total 1u0.00 100_.00 100.00 100.00 

APP~NDIX • YJ/1 

Mahende:::garh and wdi1iana District: 
Proportion of w:>rkers engaged in 
other services in different size... groups 
of urban settlements to total urban 
workers in other services of the district 

Size-groups Mahendergarh Ludhiana 

p.c. p A P.C. P.C • . (..;. 

1961 1971 1961. 1971 
VI 8.83 7.3~ - .. 
v 18.71 17.68 2.40 1.91 
IV 24.05 28.07 3.29 1.81 
III 48.38 46.85 18.33 13.35 
II .. - - -
I - - 7a.95 82.92 

Total 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 
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